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Editorial
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Beside the fact that array antenna design and array process-
ing have experienced five decades of research, they are still
an active and open topic in the field of radar. As a matter
of fact, the recent technological advances have made the real-
ization of array systems (ground/air/space borne) and real-
time processing possible.

Riding on the wave of electronic hardware and computer
system advances, the scientific interest in the realization of
complex systems such as array antenna and real-time signal
processing has grown enormously in the recent years.

So far, array antenna design as well as array signal pro-
cessing has obtained fruitful achievements in theory, algo-
rithm, and hardware. However, the need for faster and
more accurate signal processing routines as well as the need
for more efficient and miniaturized antenna and sensors still
continues.

The purpose of this special issue is to publish high-quality
contributions and reviews that investigate the most relevant
research activities on array antenna subsystems and array
signal processing for radar applications, as well as address
challenges and opportunities ahead.

A substantial number of papers have been submitted, and
after a thorough peer review process, eleven papers have been
selected to be included in this special issue.

These papers cover important applications including
antenna array design and array signal processing for direc-
tion of arrival (DoA), direction of departure (DoD)

estimation, and clutter mitigation though space-time adap-
tive processing (STAP) to cite a few.

We believe that the papers collected in this special issue
well address the contemporary topics in research related to
array antenna design and array signal processing for radar
systems and well introduce the reader in recent advances in
such a research field.

The paper by T. Meng et al. presents an algorithm for
DoA estimation of noncircular signals which is based on
the use of quaternions. In this paper, the authors show that
the use of quaternions allows for a computation cost reduc-
tion and a fine enough estimation accuracy since the quater-
nions have stronger orthogonality with respect to complex
numbers.

The paper by J. Wang et al. presents a method to estimate
the DoA by means of a two-dimensional state space balance
(2D-SSB) method and uniformly rectangular array (URA).
The proposed approach is proven to perform well in case of
nonstationary environment, and its performance is com-
pared with other methods (matrix pencil and unitary matrix
pencil methods).

The paper by J. Wang et al. proposes an algorithm for the
joint estimation of the DoA and DoD for a partially cali-
brated bistatic MIMO radar. By exploiting the multidimen-
sional nature of the received signal, the gain-phase
uncertainties of the transmit and receive arrays are estimated
in a closed-form solution. These gain-phase uncertainties are
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used to calibrate the arrays, and the DoA and DoD of the
sources can be estimated accurately.

The paper by D. Zhang et al. proposes a method for the
source DoA and DoD estimation when using MIMO radars
and makes use of compressive sensing approach. In particu-
lar, a “joint” sparse matrix reconstruction method is pro-
posed and implemented through the 2D-SL0 algorithm. In
this paper, the term “joint” refers to the estimates.

The paper by J.-H. Lin et al. considers the use of circular
polarized (CP) dielectric resonator antenna (DRA) coupled
by a fractal cross-slot. By adjusting the dimension of the frac-
tal cross-slot property, the resonances of the fractal cross-
slot, and the dielectric resonator, two different CP-DRA
arrays are designed, specifically a wideband circularly polar-
ized (CP) dielectric resonator antenna (DRA) array and a
low-sidelobe-level DRA array. The designed CP DRA arrays
have been also realized and measured.

The paper by F.-G. Yan et al. proposes a low-complexity
algorithm for the estimation of the source DoA. The pro-
posed algorithm aims at providing estimation accuracy com-
parable with that of standard MUSIC algorithm but a
drastically lower complexity. The underpinning concept
relies on an efficient real-valued computation of both the
eigenvalue decomposition (EVD) and spectral search.

The paper by D. Zhang et al. proposes a method for the
2D DoA estimation. The idea behind the proposed approach
is to exploit the relationship between three parallel uniform
linear arrays (ULAs). An ambiguous estimate of the DoA at
each array is obtained firstly by using the propagator method
(PM). The ambiguity is due to the large spacing between the
array elements. The ambiguity is then solved by triangulating
the three DoA estimates. Proceeding in this way, there is no
need to use subarrays or eigenspace to resolve ambiguity.

The paper by T. Pető and R. Seller proposes an algorithm
for clutter cancellation in passive radar systems. The pro-
posed algorithm jointly exploits spatial and temporal infor-
mation of a receiving array in a passive radar system. The
proposed approach differs however from STAP processing
since the clutter is cancelled before applying any beamspace
processing, and this allows to detect targets even in the direc-
tion of the direct signal, coming from the illuminator of
opportunity (IO). The proposed approach is named space-
time adaptive cancellation (STAC).

The paper by C. Chen et al. reports a modified STAP pro-
cessing algorithm for colocated MIMO radars. The proposed
method provides good detection performance even in low
SNR (signal to noise ratio) level. The algorithm makes use
of the worst-case performance optimization (WCPO) for
avoiding target self-nulling effect. Moreover, in the proposed
approach, a modified objective function (with respect to D3

approach) is used to enhance the output signal to interfer-
ence plus noise ratio (SINR) even in low SNR conditions.
The analysis of the proposed method is performed by using
simulated dataset.

The paper by D. Yao et al. presents an algorithm for effi-
cient detection of a target embedded in strong radio and clut-
ter interferences in high-frequency surface wave radar
(HFSWR). In the proposed approach, the radio and clutter
interferences in the main beam are estimated and suppressed

through the dataset collected from auxiliary beams. The
robustness versus array amplitude-phase errors is also ana-
lyzed in details.

The paper by Y. Lai et al. proposes to use a dual mono-
pole cross-loop (MCL) antenna array to improve the perfor-
mance of sea clutter echo DoA estimation of a HFR system
for sea current measures. An analysis on pointing errors with
respect to the number of array elements has shown that a
MLC antenna with 2 or 3 elements provides significant
improvement in the sea clutter echo DoA estimation. More-
over, the examination of the interelement spacing against
performance shows that a spacing greater than the theoretical
limits of half a wavelength is allowed. The performance
improvement has been validated through on-field trials.

Elisa Giusti
Piotr Samczynski

Maria-Pilar Jarabo-Amores
Amerigo Capria
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Research Article
Space-Time Adaptive Cancellation in Passive Radar Systems
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A critical issue in the realization of passive radar systems is the effective suppression of the zero Doppler interference (ZDI). The
performance of the clutter cancellation relies much on the used algorithms. Several state-of-the-art approaches consist in the
independent use of spatial and temporal algorithms for ZDI suppression. In this paper, a novel interference cancellation
algorithm is proposed, which jointly exploits the available information from both space and time domains. We call this novel
method Space-Time Adaptive Cancellation (STAC), and it differs from previous schemes included among the tools of Space-
Time Adaptive Processing (STAP). The STAC algorithm is able to cancel out the high power direct and multipath signals on all
the surveillance antenna channels prior to the beamforming and other space domain processing methods. The proposed
preprocessing technique facilitates the detection of targets even in the direction of the illuminator or large static scatterers.
Moreover, the interference rejection capability is also enhanced in the space domain. The performance of the presented
algorithm is verified through simulations and field measurements. The experiments show improvement over the currently
available filtering techniques.

1. Introduction

The detection performance of passive radars is strongly
limited by the direct and zero Doppler multipath signals
from the used illuminator of opportunity (IO). The ambigu-
ity function of the typically available reference signals (e.g.,
Digital Video Broadcasting-Terrestrial (DVB-T)) often has
limited dynamic range. Therefore, a target can only be
detected when its corresponding correlation peak can rise
above the side lobes of the reference signal components. This
is the so-called masking effect that appears in the case when
unwanted echoes exist in the received signal in addition to
the useful target reflection [1]. In recent times, the ZDI sup-
pression is an actively researched field of passive radars.

Recently published papers present the applicability and
effectiveness of spatial filtering algorithms. One of the most
commonly used adaptive beamformers is the minimum var-
iance distortionless response (MVDR) algorithm. It performs
the filtering based on the knowledge of the target direction of
arrival (DOA). The beampattern is evolved by these kinds of

algorithms in a way that it places nulls in the direction of high
power interferences that are uncorrelated with the desired
signal. The operation of these algorithms is widely inspected
in passive radar scenarios [2–9].

Besides the application of spatial filtering by means of
digital beamforming, also the adaptive temporal cancellation
methods have a significant role in ZDI suppression. These
techniques in passive radar scenario utilize the available ref-
erence signal to cancel out the zero Doppler-shifted and
time-delayed replicas of the transmitted illumination signal.
These procedures are quite different in implementation but
solve the Wiener filtering problem without exception. The
resulting FIR filter produces the sum of the properly
weighted and delayed replicas of the reference signal, which
is then subtracted from the surveillance channel [9–16].

As the proper interference suppression has major
importance in passive radar systems, the spatial and temporal
filtering must be utilized simultaneously. The traditional pro-
cedure is to combine the antenna channels with the surveil-
lance beamformer and in the second stage perform the
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temporal filtering. This implementation is the straightfor-
ward way. In [9], the system performs the optimal MVDR
beamforming in the first stage and then filters the residual
direct path interference with the CLEAN algorithm. The
same filtering schema can be seen in [6, 15, 17, 18].

The application of the filtering methods in this way
may encounter some limitation as the beamforming in the
first stage wastes system resources. The reference-correlated
direct and multipath signals can be effectively suppressed in
the time domain where the resources are quite cheap. In con-
trast, for the elimination of a signal component in the space
domain, a full coherent antenna receiver channel is required
(including antenna element, RF front-end, digitalization, and
beam space processing stages, resp.). Moreover, the spatial
degrees of freedom can be utilized much more favorably to
the suppression of nonreference-correlated interferences.
Another problem is that beamforming techniques for direct
path suppression blind the passive radar systems in the direc-
tion of the IO [3, 12]. Avoiding blindness in the direction of
high power interferences could be especially important where
high azimuth coverage is required [17]. Villano et al. [3]
proposed the application of principal eigenvalue beamfor-
mer to avoid blind zones. This method places nulls only
in the direction of the most dominant clutter components.
For this reason, the suppression performance degrades. It
would be rather advantageous to filter the antenna channels
in the time domain first; then, the adaptive beamformer
would receive a cleaner input resulting in a better distribu-
tion of the system resources and more enhanced detection.
A processing scheme that performs time domain filtering
on the surveillance antenna channels and then applies
beamforming in the range-Doppler domain is used by the
SMARP system in [5].

The implementation of this preprocessing scheme is not
straightforward as the direct and independent filtering of
the antenna channels (as implemented in [5]) may worsen
the situation due to the fact that spatial information is disre-
garded. Thus, research has been carried out in this field.

The proposed algorithm is a combination of spatial and
temporal filtering, using the information available from both
domains to effectively cancel out the direct and multipath
signals. The most outstanding feature of the proposed filter-
ing procedure is that targets can be detected also in the
direction of the high power IO. As the direct path interfer-
ences are totally cancelled prior to the beamspace process-
ing, the applied beamformer will not place nulls in the
direction of the IOs; hence, the target reflection will not be
suppressed unintentionally.

Let us definitely distinguish the proposed prefiltering
algorithm from the widely used STAP as the latter is mainly
applied on moving platforms and operates in the angular and
Doppler domain. The STAP uses the so-called spatiotempo-
ral steering vector to match the desired signal component to
the received multichannel signal matrix. In contrast, we use
the term cancellation to indicate that the removed clutter
components are reconstructed and subtracted at the receiver
side. In Section 2, the considered space-time signal model is
introduced. In Section 3, the currently used clutter cancella-
tion techniques and the proposed prefiltering method are

described. Its configuration and fast implementation tech-
niques are also presented in detail. Finally, the presented
method is validated through simulations (Section 5) and field
trials (Section 6).

2. Space-Time Interference Model

A proper signal model is constructed at the first place. The
signal propagation paths of a typical passive detection sce-
nario are illustrated in Figure 1. The passive radar receives
the emitted illuminator signal on a number of different signal
paths. Besides the useful target reflection, direct and multi-
path signals also appear in the received signal on the surveil-
lance antenna. In the case of Digital Video Broadcasting-
Terrestrial (DVB-T) illumination, it is common to use the
nearby transmitter stations in single-frequency network
mode, where all the transmitter towers transmit the same sig-
nal on the same frequency with finely tuned delays. This
effect complicates further the situation [7].

Let us assume that the sampled illuminator signal trans-
mitted from one of the towers is s n , where n denotes the dis-
crete time index. The k sample time delayed signal path has
the αk complex coefficient, which describes its propagation
factor. In addition, we can assign DOA information to every
incident signal component. For this extension, an antenna
array is assumed on the receiving side. We must also distin-
guish the signal components in the received signal, which
has the same time delay (k) but comes from a different
DOA. a ϑk,q denotes the array response vector which
belongs to the signal path that has k time delay and comes
from the qth incident angle. Correspondingly, we need to
introduce different propagation factors to the impinging sig-
nals that have different DOAs but have the same time delay.
Thus, we use αk,q instead of αk. Figure 2 illustrates the intro-
duced signal path notation in detail. The dashed lines show
the constant bistatic range ellipsoids, while the solid lines
represent the signal propagation paths. On the kth bistatic
ellipsoid Qk, a number of signal paths with different DOAs
are considered. In Figure 2, Q0 = 3 and Q1 = 2, respectively.

For an M element equidistant linear antenna system, the
array response vector has the following form:

a ϑk,q = 1 ejψk,q e2jψk,q …  e M−1 jψk,q
T
, 1

where ψk,q = 2π/λ d cos ϑk,p , λ is the wavelength of the
center frequency of the source signal, d denotes the antenna
element spacing, and the direction of arrival for the imping-
ing signal is denoted by ϑk,q. The antenna element index is

denoted by m, where 0 <m ≤M − 1 holds. Thus, a ϑk,q ∈
ℂM×1. Correspondingly, themth channel of the received sur-
veillance signal is described by

x m
s n = 〠

K−1

k=0
〠
Qk−1

q=0
αk,qs n − k ej2π f k,q/f s nejψk,qm

+ 〠
D−1

d=0
αdid n ejψdm + ξm n

2
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In (2), f k,q denotes the Doppler frequency of the current
signal component, while f s is the sampling frequency. For
ZDI signal components, f k,q = 0, and for the desired target
reflection component, f j,p ≠ 0 is assumed. K is the number
of considered time delays, which is absolutely determined
by the environment. We also consider D interference sources
that are statistically independent and uncorrelated with the
illuminator signal s n . Thus, E s n id n = E s n E id n ,
where E denotes the calculation of the expected value.
ψd = 2π/λ d cos θd describes the phase shift of the dth
interference component that is arriving to the array from
the θd angle. αd denotes the propagation factor of the dth
interference component. The nth sample of signal-
independent noise collected by the mth receiver channel is
denoted by ξm n . A more compact form of the received sig-
nal array xs n ∈ℂ1×M can be formulated using the array
response vector a ϑ ; thus,

xs n T = 〠
K−1

k=0
〠
Qk−1

q=0
αk,qs n − k ej2π f k,q/f s na θk,q

+ 〠
D−1

d=0
αdid n a θd + ξ n

3

The multichannel noise vector at the nth time instant is
denoted by ξ n ∈ℂM×1. In the following investigations, we

assume that the illuminator signal s n and the interference
signals id n , d = 0,… ,D − 1 are wide-sense stationary
(WSS) processes with zero mean and unity variance.

E s n − k = E s n − l = 0, k, l ∈ℕ 4

Besides this, we can safely consider the case when the
received reference signal contains only the transmitted illu-
minator signal plus uncorrelated noise.

xr n = s n + μ n 5

In real situations, it can be fairly guaranteed with the use
of high gain antennas. Also for IOs, where digital modula-
tions are applied such as DAB, DVB-T, DVB-S, UMTS, and
LTE reference, signal reconstruction techniques are able to
provide the clear reference signal [7, 19]. According to the
described signal model, we can construct the corresponding
adaptive filter.

3. Traditional Clutter Cancellation Algorithms

Let us first define the used reference and surveillance signal
vector notations, which will be used in the outlined theoreti-
cal description of the filters.

(i) xr n is the nth signal sample of the reference signal.

(ii) x m
s n is the nth signal sample of the mth surveil-
lance antenna channel.

(iii) x m
f n is the nth signal sample of the mth filtered

surveillance antenna channel.

(iv) xs n is a row vector that stores the signal samples of
the surveillance antenna channels at the time instant
n, xs n ∈ℂ1×M .

(v) xr n is the reference signal vector, which contains
the last recorded K samples starting from the nth
signal sample, n = 0,… ,N − 1.

xr n = xr n xr n − 1 xr n − K + 1 T , xr n ∈ℂK×1

6

Passive radar Rx

Tx

Tx

Figure 1: Signal model of the passive radar scenario.

k = 1 k = 0

q = 0

Rx

q = 1

q = 0

q = 1

q = 2

Figure 2: Signal path notation.
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The signal samples that outlie the coherent processing
interval are assumed to equal to zero.

xr n = x m
s n = x m

f n = 0, ∀n n < 0, n >N − 1 7

The used notations for linear algebra operators are the
following:

(i) a∗ is the complex conjugate of the a vector.

(ii) AH is the Hermitian transpose or the conjugate
transpose of the A matrix.

(iii) A ⊙ B is the Hadamard product of the two matrices.

(iv) A ⊗ B is the Kronecker product of the two matrices.

According to the presented signal model, the main
objective of the clutter cancellation is to suppress all the
signal components in xs n expecting the target reflection
αj,ps n − j ej2π f j,p/f s na θ j,p .

3.1. Adaptive Spatial Filtering. Adaptive beamformers
combine the surveillance antenna channels using a coeffi-
cient vector in a way that the interference components
are canceled and the desired signal is enhanced. The nth
sample of the beam space processed surveillance signal is
calculated as follows:

ysd n = 〠
M−1

m=0
w s ∗

m x m
s n , 8

where w s
m is the mth coordinate of the beamformer coeffi-

cient vector. w s is chosen in a way to minimize clutter
power. The space adaptive processing (SAP) is often realized
by the optimum MVDR beamformer. In this case, w s is cal-
culated using the spatial correlation matrix Rs and the array
response vector of the signal of interest a θj,p .

w s = R−1
s a θj,p ,

Rs = E xs n Txs n ∗
9

Other adaptive beamforming techniques may utilize
information about the eigenstructure of the spatial autocor-
relation matrix [2, 3]. Clearly, the degrees of freedom (DOFs)
of the beamformer is equal with the number of antenna ele-
ments M; hence, only M − 1 interference component can be
dealt with. Also, it is important to note that no information
is used regarding the illuminator signal s n .

3.2. Adaptive Temporal Filtering. Time domain filters sub-
tract the weighted reference signal and its time delayed
replicas from the surveillance signal. In systems where the
number of receiver channels is limited only, time domain

filter can be used M = 1, x 0
s n → xs n .

ytd n = xs n − 〠
J−1

j=0
w t ∗

j xr n − j , 10

where w t
j is the jth coordinate of the temporal coefficient

vector and J is the DOFs of the temporal adaptive filter.
w t is calculated using the following expression [20]:

w t = R−1
t rt , 11

where Rt is the temporal autocorrelation matrix and rt is the
temporal autocorrelation vector.

Rt = E xr n xr n
H ,

rt = E xr n xs n
∗

12

The calculation of the optimal w t is an active field of
researches. According to the sample matrix inversion (SMI)
technique, the temporal autocorrelation matrix and the
cross-correlation vector are estimated with their sample aver-
age. Other techniques such as the variants of the extensive
cancellation algorithm (ECA, ECA-B, and ECA-S) apply dif-
ferent time intervals to the coefficient estimation and filtering
[10, 14]. Iterative algorithms like the least mean square, nor-
malized least mean square, recursive least squares, and so on
update the w t vector from sample to sample [11, 16, 20].
Time domain filtering is a very effective method for the sup-
pression of the time-delayed replicas of the reference signal;
however, it is not able to deal with interferences that are non-
reference correlated (id n , d = 0,… ,D − 1) or lie outside the
time delay range of the filter s n − k , k > J .

3.3. Temporal after Spatial Filtering. In multichannel sys-
tems, the combination of spatial and temporal domain filter-
ing is used. The filtering process is preformed in two stages
where the first stage beamformer suppresses the unwanted
interference components in the space domain and in the sec-
ond stage the temporal filter cancels the reference signal-
correlated ZDI components. It is illustrated in Figure 3.

This filtering procedure is used in many systems [5, 15,
17, 18]. The filtered surveillance signal for this filter scheme
can be calculated as follows:

y n = 〠
M−1

m=0
w s ∗

m x m
s n − 〠

J−1

j=0
w t ∗

j xr n − j , 13

where the beamformer coefficient w s ∗
m is calculated accord-

ing to Section 3.1 and the time domain filter coefficients are
calculated using the algorithm described in Section 3.2 with
replacing xs n to ysd n .

4. Space-Time Prefiltering

The main point is to realize that utilizing the spatial filtering
to suppress the time-delayed replicas of the illuminator signal
may result in a waste of resources. Adaptive beamforming
techniques such as the MVDR try to place nulls in the direc-
tion of the interferences. It can be proved without difficulty
that the beamformer response in the direction of an interfer-
ence is dependent on the power of the interferer.
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w s Ha θi = a θi
HQ−1a θi

1 + σ2i a θi
HQ−1a θi

, 14

where a θi is the array response vector of the particular
interference, Q is the spatial correlation matrix when the
interference is not present, and σ2

i denotes the averaged
power of the interference component. In most cases, the
direct and multipath zero Doppler signals received from the
used illuminator have very high power relative to the thermal
noise floor and the target reflection α2k,q ≫ E ξm n 2 ,
ak,q

2 ≫ αj,p
2, k = 0,… , K − 1, q = 0,… ,Qk − 1. Thus, the

first stage spatial filter consumes the hardware resources to
cancel out the high power ZDIs. At the same time, when
the target direction is close to the incident angle of a clutter
component θj,p ≃ θk,q or θ j,p ≃ θd , the target reflection will
be suppressed by the null formed into the direction of the
high power interference. This behaviour is also proved with
simulations presented in Section 5.

However, these interference components can be elimi-
nated with using purely signal processing resources in the
time domain. The idea behind the following presented filter-
ing technique is to apply time domain filtering prior to the
adaptive beamformer to save resources.

4.1. Spatial Extension of the Transversal Filter. Before we
introduce the optimal filter regarding the previously
expressed signal model, we show a straightforward space-
time filtering scheme, which is the simplest solution but
unfortunately inadequate when adaptive beamformers are
used after. One can say that the surveillance antenna chan-
nels can be prefiltered byM individual temporal filter. In this
implementation, the filtered output of the antenna channels
is described by (15).

x m
f n = x m

s n − 〠
K−1

k=0
w∗

k,mxr n − k 15

We can rewrite this formula into a matrix equation

xTf n = xTs n −WHxr n , 16

whereW is the filter coefficient matrix in which each column
wm is assigned to an antenna channel. Thus, wk,m is the
weight coefficient for the k time delay replica on the mth
antenna channel. The maximum assumed time delay is K .

The optimal vector for the mth surveillance antenna channel
is calculated using the following formula:

wm = R−1
t r m

t , 17

where r m
t = E xr n x m ∗

s n is the cross-correlation vector
of themth channel. As it is obvious from the formula, it does
not use spatial information (a θ ) in any sense to produce its
output. Moreover, there is not any information coupling
between the channels; thus, the signals are passed through
the filter completely independently. In the optimal scenario,
where there are not any undesirable RF effects on the antenna
channels, this filtering scheme can work properly; however,
in a real environment, it is likely to fail. This behaviour is
supported by field measurement results in Section 6.3.
Moscardini et al. [6] have made efforts to investigate a similar
filter structure. They implemented the spatial adaptive pro-
cessor in the range-Doppler domain where the individual
range-Doppler matrices are obtained from the time domain
filtered surveillance antenna channels. However, in their
work, the spatial correlation matrix for the beamformer is
estimated in a different way from the range-Doppler map.
The same signal processing chain is addressed in [7].

4.2. Space-Time Adaptive Cancellation (STAC). Following the
previously described signal model (3), one can construct the
corresponding filter structure to cancel the ZDI components.
It is illustrated in Figure 4. The filter first prepares the time-
delayed replicas of the reference signal; then each replica is
extended to the space domain by applying the associated
steering vectors. Finally, the proper complex weight coeffi-
cient of the current signal path is adjusted, which sets the
amplitude and the common phase shift. The temporal
dimension of the filter is K ; thus, the clutter is expected on
the first K range cells. Besides this, in each of the K ranges,
Qk, k = 0,… , K − 1 interference directions are assumed.

Accordingly, the total number of considered interference
components is Q =∑K−1

k=0 Qk. The output of the filter is
described by

x m
f n = x m

s n − 〠
K−1

k=0
〠
Qk−1

q=0
w∗

k,qxr n − k ejψk,qm 18

In (18), the weight coefficient of the filter is denoted by
wk,q. The output of this filter can also be represented in a
matrix form using

Space adaptive proc.
Xs

(0)[n]

Xs
(1)[n]

Xs
(M−1)[n]

W(S)
1

W(t)
0

W(S)
M−1

Time adaptive proc.

⁎

W(S)
0

⁎

⁎

⁎
W(t)

1

Xr
[n] Xr

[n−1]

Z−1Z−1

y[n]

Xr
[n−J+1]

⁎
W(t)

J−1
⁎

−

Figure 3: Temporal after spatial filter.
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x m
f n = x m

s n − wHxrQ n ⊙ ψ m , 19

where ψ m is a vector that contains the proper phase shift
values corresponding to the direction of arrival on the mth
channel and xrQ n is the extension of the previously
described xr n reference signal vector

xrQ n = iQ0
Txr n iQ1

Txr n − 1 … iTQK−1
xr n − K + 1 ,

20

where iQk
is a vector, which has Qk unity elements.

xrQ [n] =

xr [n]
...

xr [n]

xr [n − 1]
...

xr [n − 1]
...

xr [n − K + 1]
...

xr [n − K + 1]

Q0

Q1

QK − 1

𝛙(m) =

ej𝜓0, 0m

...

ej𝜓0, Q0 − 1m

...

ej𝜓K − 1, 0m

...
ej𝜓K − 1, QK − 1−1m

Q0

QK − 1

21

It must be emphasized that in (19) the w weight coef-
ficient vector is common to all channels and w, xrQ n ,
ψ m ∈ℂQ×1. In this case, all the antenna channels use the
same w vector and the individual channels are linked
together through the ψ m vectors. In order to perform the fil-
tering, the optimal coefficient vector for this model must be
determined. Let us define the performance function J n as
the exsspected value of the squared power of the filter error.
Our main goal is to find the optimal w coefficient vector for
this filter architecture that minimizes the performance func-
tion. We can follow the well-known steps of the derivation of
the Wiener filter to obtain the final equation for the weight
vector calculation [21].

arg min
w

J n = arg min
w

e n e n H , 22

where e n = x f n is defined as the error vector. In this
notation, e n is a row vector.

e n = x f n = x 0
f n x 1

f n … x M−1
f n ∈ℂ1×M

23

The error vector and the vector of the filtered
channel outputs are then calculated with the following
matrix formula:

e n = x f n = xs n −wHSQ ⊙Ψ, 24

where the matrix SQ is the extension of the reference signal
vector and the Ψ matrix contains the phase compensations
for the associated reference signal time-delayed replicas.
This phase compensation term is related to the phased array
surveillance antenna.

Xs
(M−1)[n]

Xs
(1)[n]

Xs
(0)[n]

Xf
(0)[n]

Xf
(1)[n]

Xf
(M−1)[n]

Xr[n] Xr[n−1] Xr[n−K+1]

WQ−QK−1WQ0−1
W0

𝛼(𝜗0,Q0−1
)𝛼(𝜗0,0)

𝛼(𝜗K−1,QK−1−1
)

𝛼(𝜗K−1,0)

WQ−1

Z−1 Z−1

⁎ ⁎⁎ ⁎

−
−

−

Figure 4: Structure of the proposed interference canceller filter block.
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SQ n = xrQ n xrQ n … xrQ n ∈ℂQ×M ,

Ψ = ψ 0 ψ 1 … ψ M−1 ∈ℂQ×M
25

Let us note that the lth row of the Ψ matrix is the array
response vector corresponding to the lth signal component
Ψl,∗ = a θl

T . As Ψ contains information about the direction
of arrival of the clutter components, we can call it as the clut-
ter DOA matrix.

Ψ = a θ 0,0 a θ 0,1 … a θ 0,Q0−1 … a θ K−1,QK−1−1
T

26

Using the above described notations, J n can be written
as follows:

J n = E xs n 2 − E xs n SQ ⊙Ψ H

w − wHE SQ ⊙Ψ xs n H

+wHE SQ ⊙Ψ SQ ⊙Ψ H w

27

Then, w is found by solving (28) [21].

∂
∂w∗

i
J n = 0, ∀i ∈ 0,… ,Q − 1 28

We can write the solution in a matrix form as follows:

w = R−1
Q rQ, 29

where RQ is known, respectively, as the autocorrelation
matrix and rQ as the cross-correlation vector. These terms
are defined as follows:

RQ = E SQ n ⊙Ψ SQ n ⊙Ψ H ∈ℂQ×Q,

rQ = E SQ ⊙Ψ xs n H ∈ℂQ×1
30

4.3. Coefficient Calculation Method. The autocorrelation
matrix and the cross-correlation vector are often estimated
using their sample average.

R̂Q = 1
N

〠
N−1

n=0
SQ n ⊙Ψ SQ n ⊙Ψ H ,

r̂Q = 1
N

〠
N−1

n=0
SQ n ⊙Ψ xHs n

31

It is often called the sample matrix inversion (SMI) tech-
nique. The calculation of these terms is a very computation-
ally intensive task; thus, in the following, a fast calculation
technique is introduced.

Let us assume that the number of considered clutter com-
ponents is a constant value for all ranges Qk = c, k = 0,… ,
K − 1. Note that this assumption does not restrict the opera-
tion of the filter and the further theoretical investigations as
the weight coefficient corresponding to a nonexisting clutter
component will go to zero when N goes to infinity. It can be
proved without difficulty that RQ can be decomposed to the

Hadamard product of a temporal autocorrelation matrix
and a clutter DOA correlation matrix.

RQ = R t
Q ⊙ R Ψ

Q , 32

R t
Q = E SQ n SQ n H , 33

R Ψ
Q =ΨΨH 34

In this form R t
Q is a block matrix, where the elements in

each block correspond to the elements of the traditional
autocorrelation matrix used in many time domain least

squares filter. In a consequence, R t
Q can be obtained very fast

by simply calculating the standard temporal autocorrelation
matrix and extend it to a block matrix.

R t
Q = E xr n xr n

H ⊗ Ic = Rt ⊗ Ic, 35

where Ic ∈ℝc×c is an all-ones matrix.
Besides this, we can develop a closed form to calculate

the R Ψ
Q clutter DOA autocorrelation matrix in the knowl-

edge of the clutterDOA incident angles θk,q, k = 0,… , K − 1,
q = 0,… ,Qk − 1 . The ith and jth elements can be calcu-
lated as follows:

R Ψ
Qij = a θk1,q1

T
a θk2,q2

∗
= ejβd cos θk1,q1 −cos θk2,q2 M − 1

ejβd cos θk1,q1 −cos θk1,q1 − 1
,

36

where the ith row selects the clutter component with k1, q1
range and direction indexes, while the jth column selects the
clutter component with k2, q2 indexes.

A fast formula can also be developed for the calculation of
the rQ cross-correlation vector. Using the same principle, we
can define the cross-correlation vector of the mth channel:

r m
Q = E xrQ n x m ∗

s n , 37

that is, the block extension of the standard temporal cross-
correlation vector of the mth channel.

r m
Q = E xr n x m ∗

s n ⊗ ic = r m
t ⊗ ic, 38

where ic ∈ℝc×1 is an all-ones vector. Finally, the rQ vector can
be calculated as the sum of the phase compensated cross-
correlation vectors of the individual antenna channels.

rQ = 〠
M−1

m=0
ψ m ⊙ r m

Q 39

Using the presented method, we are able to reduce
the computation costs by calculating only a K × K sized
autocorrelation matrix and M piece of K dimensional
cross-correlation vector instead of a Q ×Q and M piece of
Q × 1 dimensional terms, respectively (we assumed Q = Kc
for simplicity).
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Also note that however R t −1
Q = R−1

t ⊗ I−1c , the fast for-

mula for A ⊙ B −1 is not known; thus, the inversion of the
Q ×Q dimensional RQ matrix can not be avoided.

4.4. Clutter DOA Estimation. One essential question remains
in the implementation of the STAC filter that is the clutter
DOA information. However, one can calculate the filter coef-
ficient using (29); the Ψ clutter DOA matrix must be a
known preliminary. In practical cases, this information is
not an available preliminary; thus, we must obtain it from
the received signal. One way to gain knowledge of the θk,q,
k = 0,… , K − 1, q = 0,… ,Qk − 1 angles is to perform several
DOA estimations. It is vital to the operation of the STAC
algorithm that the incident angles of the clutter components
arriving from different ranges must be distinguished. It is
essentially needed to prepare the SQ and Ψ matrices. We
can manage to extract this information by performing
DOA estimations for each range bin. In an ideal case, the
surveillance signal array consists only of the following terms
for the DOA estimation at the lth range.

ul n = 〠
Ql−1

q=0
αl,qs n − k a θl,q 40

According to the considered signal model in (3), the
other unwanted signal components should not present
αk,q = 0, ∀k = 0,… , K − 1, k ≠ l, ∀q = 0,… ,Qk − 1 and αd =
0, ∀d = 0,… ,D − 1. A straightforward method to approxi-
mate ul is to apply coherent integration as the s n − k ,
k = 0,… , K − 1 is known from the reference signal xr n .

ûl n = 〠
N−1

n=0
xs n Txr n − k ∗,

E ûl n = 〠
Ql−1

q=0
αl,q s n − k 2a θl,q

41

Without utilizing coherent integration at this stage, the
estimated DOA angles may suffer from the effects of the
low SNR condition and the cochannel interferences that
result in inaccurate estimation. This behaviour of the
DOA estimators is deeply investigated in the literature
[22]. For the estimation of the DOA of the clutter compo-
nents at the lth range, we can define the spatial correlation
matrix as follows:

R l
s = E ul n ul n H 42

It is often estimated by its sample average,

R̂ l
s = 〠

N−1

n=0
ul n ul n H 43

After the spatial correlation matrix, R l
s ∈ℂM×M has

been obtained; the DOA of the desired signal components
can be estimated using traditional DOA estimation methods
like multiple signal classification (MUSIC), Capon’s estima-
tion or Burg’s Maximum Entropy Method (MEM), and

so on. Nevertheless, problem may arise from the fact
that zero Doppler signals with the same time delay are
totally correlated.

E s n − k a θk,qi s n − k ∗a θk,qj
H

≠ 0 44

The MEM shows higher resistance against the correlated
sources than Capon’s or theMUSICmethod. It may correctly
detect the number of correlated sources, but the results will
suffer from inaccuracy. Despite this fact, it is feasible in all
cases and could be a reasonable choice. The power angular
density with the MEM can be calculated using [23]

PMEM θ = 1
s θ HrjrHj s θ

, 45

where s θ denotes the steering vector and rj is the jth col-
umn of the inverse of the spatial correlation matrix. The
MUSIC algorithm is often used in phased array systems
due to its high angle resolution capability. It utilizes the
eigenstructure of the spatial correlation matrix to find the
direction of uncorrelated sources. The spatial spectrum can
be estimated with the MUSIC using

PMUSIC θ = 1
s θ HEEHs θ

, 46

with E being the noise subspace matrix, which is spanned
by the eigenvectors corresponding to the smallest eigen-
values of the R l

s matrix [24]. Since the basic algorithm
(Schmidt—1977, Bienvenu—1979) fails to resolve correlated
sources, a number of research have been carried out to
resolve this weakness. Widespread preprocessing techniques
for resolving the coherent source localization problem are
the forward-backward averaging and the spatial smoothing
[22, 23, 25]. The spatial correlation matrix lost from its rank
and became nondiagonal and singular in a coherent environ-
ment. These methods are intended to restore the full rank of
the spatial correlation matrix. They rely on the fact that the
array response vector a θ in uniform linear arrays is the
same when its elements are reversed and conjugated. The
forward-backward averaging is able to decorrelate two
sources by replacing the standard spatial correlation matrix
with its forward-backward smoothed version [24]. This
matrix is given by

R l
s−f b =

1
2R

l
s + JR l ∗

s J, 47

where J ∈ℂM×M is the exchange matrix, which is defined
as follows:

J =

0 … 0 1
0 … 1 0
⋮   ⋮ ⋮

1 … 0 0

48

The spatial smoothing technique can be applied to
resolve even more coherent sources in the expense of
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decreasing aperture. Using the forward-backward spatial
smoothing technique, it is possible to detect up to 2M/3
coherent sources. To achieve this improvement, the antenna
array is divided into several subarrays. Let us denote the sub-
array size with L. Then from an M element antenna array,
P =M − L + 1 subarray can be formed. The subarray forma-
tion is illustrated in Figure 5.

The signal vector of the pth forward subarray is made
by the selection of the corresponding channels in the sur-
veillance signal array. In this particular case, we use the
coherent integrated ul n channel vector instead of the
raw surveillance channel vector xs n . Then, the forward

subarray is denoted by v fp n and can be mathematically
described by the following formula:

v fp n = u p
l n u p+1

l n … u p+L−1
l n

T
, 49

where p ∈ℕ, p = 0,… , P − 1. In contrast to the forward sub-
array selection, we can define the pth backward subarray as

vbp n = u M−1−p
l n u M−1−p−1

l n … u M−1−p−L+1
l n

H

50

Note that in the backward subarray the elements are also
complexly conjugated. Now the forward-backward spatially
smoothed correlation matrix can be defined as

R l
s−ss = 〠

N−1

n=0
〠
P−1

p=0
v fp n v fp n H + vbp n vbp n H 51

It must be emphasized that using this technique the effec-
tive aperture of the antenna system is decreased to L fromM
antenna elements, R l

s−ss ∈ℂL×L [23, 24]. Qing and Ruolun
made efforts to determine the sufficient and necessary condi-
tions to decorrelate the signal sources with spatial-
smoothing. Their work can be very useful to understand
the limitations of this technique [25].

After all, the proposed overall clutter DOA estimation
procedure is illustrated in Figure 6. As it was described previ-
ously at the first step, the signal of interest is enhanced with
coherent integration. After that, forward-backward averag-
ing or spatial-smoothing is preformed in order to decorrelate
the reference signal components that have the same time
delay. After the spatial-correlation matrix is obtained, the
DOA estimation method can be used to determine the power
angular density information.

In the next step, the dominant peaks must be found
from the DOA method output. The peak find process gen-
erates a list of peaks that may correspond to the DOA of
the sought signal components. Antenna systems that have
interelement spacing larger than half-wavelength suffer
from the aliasing effect [3, 26, 27]. This results in multiple
peaks corresponding to the same impinging signal. Of
course, it is sufficient to select only one DOA for the filtering
algorithm from among the overlapped peaks. Thus, to
save resources, we may eliminate the peaks lying outside

the unambiguous region. The borders of this region can
be determined using

θmin,max = a cos ± λ
2d 52

The last processing section in the clutter DOA estimation
is the peak selection. In this stage, the available spatial DOFs
must be taken into account. As it is well known, only M − 1
interference can be cancelled using an M element antenna
system. Correspondingly, M − 1 direction must be selected
for the filtering and the others must be discarded even when
those correspond to dominant clutter components. Thus, we
can declare the following:

Qk ≤M − 1, ∀k ∈ 0,… , K − 1 53

It is worthwhile to mention, when Qk =M the clutter
DOA information is totally disregarded in the filter, because
the filter has enough dimension to produce spatially indepen-
dent weight coefficients. In this case, we return to the spatial
extension of the transversal filter, which is described in Sec-
tion 4.1. The determined clutter DOAs are then stored for
every k time delay, and finally, the Ψ clutter DOA matrix
can be prepared for the STAC filter.

4.5. Filter Summary. A filtering scheme that utilizes the
STAC technique as a prefilter is illustrated in Figure 7.
The main idea behind the presented filter is to cancel
the ZDI prior to any space domain processing to save sys-
tem resources. As it is highlighted in the previous section,
the available degrees of freedom in the space domain
limits the number of cancelled interferences Qk ≤M − 1,
∀k 0,… , K − 1 . However, in such environments where
the number of interferences at a given range is lower than
M − 1, the filter is able to cancel all the disturbances and
the time domain filter stage is not required.

A fast procedure for the STAC filtering can be summa-
rized as follows:

(1) Estimate the clutter DOA information and prepare
the clutter DOA matrix Ψ according to the process-
ing scheme illustrated in Figure 6.

Forward subarrays

Backward subarrays

p = 3

p = 3

p = 2

p = 2

p = 1

p = 1

p = 0

p = 0

Figure 5: Illustration of the forward and backward subarray
formation for a 6 element antenna array and subarray size 3. M =
6, L = 3, andP = 4.
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(2) Obtain the K dimensional temporal autocorrelation

matrix Rt and the cross-correlation vectors r m
t ,

m = 0,… ,M − 1 according to (35) and (36). These
can also be used later by the time domain filter.

(3) Extend the temporal autocorrelation matrix and
cross-correlation vectors using (35) and (38) to calcu-

late R t
Q and r m

Q .

(4) Calculate the clutter DOA correlation matrix R Ψ
Q

using (21).

(5) Calculate the Q dimensional autocorrelation matrix
RQ and cross-correlation vector rQ using (32) and
(39), respectively.

(6) Obtain the optimal weight vector w with (29).

(7) Perform filtering using (18).

5. Simulation

The effectiveness of the proposed algorithm is investigated by
comparing its performance with the available space, time,
and space-time domain filters using simulated data. On the
hardware side, a 6 element uniform linear array is assumed
to receive the surveillance signal, while the reference signal
is assumed to be received on a dedicated antenna and receiver
channel. The samples of the illuminator signal are drawn
from a normal distribution having zero mean and unity var-
iance s n ∼N 0, 1 . The simulated clutter and target

parameters are summarized in Table 1. The first set of signal
components describes the considered parameters of the
ZDIs, while the next one corresponds to the target reflection.
Accordingly, the clutter components have zero Doppler fre-
quency f k,q = 0Hz. The final parameter set describes the con-
sidered jammer. The indicated αk,q and αd parameters give

Clutter DOA

𝜓

DOA method
(MEM, MUSIC,
etc.)

Peak selection
(M−1) Peak findAlias filtering

DecorrelationCoherent
integration

u
l
[n]

X
S
[n]

X
S

(0)[n]
X

S
(1)[n]

X
S

(M−1)[n]

xr[n − l], l = 0, … , K − 1
P(𝜃)

...
...

Figure 6: Signal processing chain for clutter DOA estimation.

X
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X
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(M−1)[n]

X
r
[n]

Clutter DOA

STAC Beamform
(SAP)

Time domain filter
(TAP)

Target DOA a(𝜗j,p)𝜓

... ...

Figure 7: Application of STAC prefiltering technique.

Table 1: Simulated signal parameters.

k q αk,q
2 dB θk,q deg f k,q Hz

ZDI

0 0 0 90 0

1 0 −10 75 0

2 0 −3 40 0

3 0 −15 100 0

3 1 −13 120 0

3 2 −19 140 0

3 3 −17 160 0

4 0 −22 50 0

5 0 −27 60 0

Target

25 0 −50 41 125

Uncorrelated interference

— d αd dB θd deg —

— 0 −35 130 0
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the amplitude of the propagation factor of the current signal
component. The values are expressed in decibels relative to
the direct path signal amplitude (k = 0). The phases of the
propagation factors αk,q and αd are generated randomly
with uniform distribution for all components. The received
signal is corrupted with white noise having −50 dB power
relative to the direct path signal E ξm n 2 / α0,0 2 = −50 d
B. The coherent processing interval in the simulation is
N = 220 sample.

The simulated signal is generated according to formula
(2). Using the previously described signal composition, a
number of different effects can be investigated at the same
time. The incident angle of the clutter at the 2nd range cell
is 40° which is very close to the target DOA that may result
in unintentional target echo suppression. At the 3rd range,
cell clutter is received from multiple directions; thus, coher-
ent signals must be resolved by the clutter DOA estimator.
At the same time, 4 directions are assumed, which is the
theoretical maximum of the number of resolvable coherent
signals by the spatial smoothing technique (51).

5.1. Performance Metrics. The performance is measured
with the clutter attenuation (CA) previously introduced
by Cardinali et al. [16] and with the estimated target signal
to interference plus noise ratio (SINR). Clutter attenuation
measures the averaged power of the cancelled signal. Let us
denote the processed surveillance channel with y n . Then,
the clutter attenuation is defined as

CA =
〠M−1

m=0〠
N−1
n=0 x m

s n
2

〠N−1
n=0 y n 2 54

We also calculated the estimated target SINR, which is
defined by the following term:

SINRtarget =
χ k, f k,q

2

1/L 〠k∈K〠f ∈ℱ χ k′, f ′
2 , 55

where χ k, f is the cross-correlation of the filtered surveil-
lance channel and the time and Doppler shifted replica of
the reference signal.

χ k, f = 〠
N−1

n=0
y n xr n − k ∗ e−j2π f /f s n 56

Besides that, the K and ℱ sets have the indices of the
neighbouring range-Doppler cells leaving out the closest 2
cells as the guard cells. L denotes the number of considered
cells in the calculation. That is, the clutter power around
the target peak is estimated.

5.2. Processing Setups and Results. The simulated passive

radar signals xr n , xs n m ,m = 0,… ,M − 1 are processed
with different filter setups in order to demonstrate and high-
light the STAC filter relevance.

(i) In the first case, no filtering is applied. In Figure 8(a),
the calculated range-Doppler matrix can be seen.
As it is obvious from the figure, the desired target
reflection at k = 25 and f = 125Hz is totally masked
by the clutter components.

(ii) In the second processing scenario, both space and
time domain filterings are utilized. This method
is described in Section 3.3. The steering vector
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Figure 8: Calculated range-Doppler matrices with different interference cancellation schemes. The dynamic range is uniformly 60 dB.
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of the MVDR beamformer is set to the target
DOA a θj,p = a 41∘ . The calculated beampattern
is shown in Figure 9 with the solid line. We can
observe that the spatial filter was not able to effec-
tively deal with all interferences as the number of
clutter components is higher than the DOF of the
digital beamformer. The jamming source at 130° also
could not be suppressed. The beamformer also
placed a deep null in the direction of the strong clut-
ter at 40°, and thus, it suppresses unintentionally the
target reflection at 41°. In the second stage, the time
domain filter is configured to J = 6. The calculated
range-Doppler map in Figure 8(b) shows that all
the ZDI components are successfully cancelled and
the target can be also identified. However, the jam-
mer is not filtered, and the clutter is filtered in the
space domain in the expense of the suppression of
the useful target echo.

(iii) In the third filter setup, the STAC is performed prior
to the beamforming and the time domain filtering.
The filtering scheme is illustrated in Figure 7. The

STAC-filtered channels xf n
m ,m = 0,… ,M − 1

are calculated using the method described in Section
4.2. In Figure 10, the results of the clutter DOA esti-
mation can be seen. We can observe that using the
proposed technique in Section 4.4 the clutter com-
ponents at different ranges could be measured and
separated successfully. In the next stage, the beam-
former output is calculated using (8) with replacing

the raw surveillance antenna channels xs n
m to its

filtered versions xf n
m . The calculated beampat-

tern for the filtered surveillance channels is shown
in Figure 9 with the squared line. As it can be seen,
no nulls are placed in the direction of reference-
correlated clutter sources as they are cancelled prior
to the beamformer. This results in proper main beam
formation in the direction of the target. Besides
this, the freed DOFs could be used to filter the

uncorrelated jamming source at 130°. The output
of the beamformer is filtered in the time domain at
the last stage. The time domain-filtered signal is
obtained with using (10) and setting J = 6. In
Figure 8(c), the calculated range-Doppler map can
be seen. We can conclude from the figure that all
the clutter components are suppressed successfully.

As it is obvious from the simulation results, the tradi-
tional filter approach fails in several ways in the considered
scenario. However, these problems can be resolved by the
application of the STAC method. Table 2 summarizes the
obtained simulation results by applied filtering techniques.
The improvements can be clearly seen from the table both
in the sense of the target SINR and the clutter attenuation.
The table shows results for the cases also where only the spa-
tial filtering or the temporal filtering has been applied accord-
ing to Sections 3.1 and 3.2.

6. Field Trials

Besides simulations, the signal processing gain of the STAC
algorithm is verified with field measurements. The proposed
algorithm assumes statistically independent illuminator sig-
nal samples. For this reason, samples drawn from uncorre-
lated normal distribution are used through the simulations.
In a real environment, the DVB-T signal is very close to uni-
form power spectral density and thus suitable for demonstra-
tion purposes in this case.

6.1. Demonstrator Hardware. The receiver hardware used
for the demonstration is a quad channel UHF band receiver
especially designed for passive radar application. The
detailed description of the used demonstrator system struc-
ture and its capabilities can be found in [26]. One receiver
channel from the four is dedicated to receive the reference
signal. The remaining three channels are connected to a quad
element linear antenna array with interelement spacing of
d = 0 528λ, where λ is the center wavelength of the illumina-
tion signal. Leaving the third channel unconnected in the
surveillance antenna system, it can be used in minimal
redundancy alignment (MRA). This arrangement is applied
to have maximum aperture size for DOA estimation. The
antenna channel connection and the receiver build up are
illustrated in Figure 11.

6.2. Scenario and Evaluation. The field measurement was
taken near to the Ferenc Liszt International Airport at Buda-
pest, where the receiver system has recorded several landing
airplanes. The utilized illuminators were three DVB-T trans-
mitters operating in single-frequency network mode at 634
MHz with horizontal polarization. The recorded samples
were processed offline. In the first step, the landing airplane
is detected and its range-Doppler track is extracted. Using
the target track, the SINR is calculated with the different
filtering algorithms to gain knowledge on their behaviour.
The estimated SINR of the target is then used as the per-
formance metric. The STAC algorithm is implemented in
the way as it is illustrated in Figure 6 except the MRA
modifications. After the spatial correlation, the matrix
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has found that its deficient elements (Ri,3, R3,i, i = 1,… , 4)
are completed utilizing the correlation matrix Hermitian
property RH

s = Rs.

6.3. Measurements in Real Environment. It must be
strictly emphasized, with using three antenna channels,
only two coherent sources can be resolved and thus Qk ≤ 2,
∀k ∈ 0,… , K − 1 in this particular measurement. The
hardware resources of the used demonstrator system are

extremely limited, but the interference cancellation improve-
ment over the currently available techniques is still evincible.

Figure 12 shows the extracted SINRs of the captured
landing airplanes. The different curves correspond to differ-
ent domain processing techniques. In Figure 12(a), each of
the SINR curves is relative to the processing case when
no filtering is applied. The gain of the different algorithms
is summarized in Table 3. The investigated filtering setups
are the same as described in Section 5.2. In addition, the
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Table 2: Measured filter performances.

Filtering method Target SINR [dB] CA [dB]

Spatial (MVDR) 10.37 22.7

Temporal (Wiener-SMI) 43.6 36.9

Spatial and temporal (MVDR & Wiener-SMI) 26.37 34.1

STAC before spatial and temporal (MVDR & Wiener-SMI) 51.8 44.6
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filtering setup that is described in Section 4.1 is also
listed. In this processing setup, the standard temporal filter
precedes the beamformer. Thus, the surveillance antenna

channels xs n
m ,m = 0,… ,M − 1 are filtered individually

according to (15); then, the filtered output is calculated
with beamforming of the prefiltered antenna channels using

(8), where xs n
m is replaced by xf n

m . The temporal
dimension is uniformly J = K = 128 in all cases, and the
MVDR beamformer uses a 83∘ as the steering vector to
receive the target reflection.

In Figures 12(b) and 12(c), the results achieved with
the two different prefiltering algorithms can be seen. The

SINR curves are relative to the standard space-time filter
when no prefiltering is used (Section 3.3). The processing
configurations are summarized in Table 4. Configurations
2, 3, and 4 belong to the STAC prefilter. These curves also
illustrate the effect of the different configurations of the clut-
ter DOA estimator. We can conclude from the measured
curves that both the alias filtering and the spatial decorrela-
tion have improvement on the clutter DOA estimation and
thus on the STAC algorithm.

As it can be seen from the figures, the method described
in Section 4.1 shows no improvement (configuration 1). This
is due to the fact that spatial coherence is violated and the
adaptive beamformer can no longer operate properly.
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Table 3: SINR improvements.

Method Max gain [dB]

Space (MVDR) 7.5 dB

Time (Wiener-SMI) 10 dB

Time after space (MVDR & Wiener-SMI) 13.5

Space after time (Wiener-SMI & MVDR) 12

STAC & MVDR & Wiener-SMI 14.5

Table 4: Algorithm configurations.

Config Method
Clutter
DOA

Alias filt
Spatial
decorr.

1
Wiener-SMI

prefilt
— — —

2 STAC prefilt MEM No No

3 STAC prefilt MEM Yes No

4 STAC prefilt MUSIC Yes F-B avg
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The obtained beampatterns for a snapshot with the
different prefiltering techniques are visible in Figure 13. It
can be clearly seen that using the STAC prefilter the MVDR
beamformer could realize a deep null to cancel the inter-
ference at 140°; thus, it successfully contributed to the
appropriate utilization of the system resources.

6.4. Results and Discussion. The field trial results presented in
this paper are obtained from records of landing airplanes, in
order to ensure a well-controlled measurement environment.
This configuration can grant the small variation of the
grazing angle of the approaching targets and also a fairly con-
sistent SINR intesnity increase. These considerations can
emphasize the efficiency of the SINR-based performance
improvement evaluation. At the same time, the receiver
system was only able to record and transfer the samples
with roughly 60 percent of duty cycle due to the large
amount of generated data. As a result, the analysed radially
approaching targets are observed only in a limited number
of snapshots (less than 50). This could yield a poor estima-
tion and hence a larger uncertainty on the expected value of
target SINR improvement. However, as it is visible on the
obtained results, the SINR curves belong to the differently
processed surveillance records which follow the same ten-
dency (see Figure 12(a)) and the improvements appear as
an offset. This can lead us to the conclusion that the
improvement is clearly visible and can be applied to a trust-
worthy validation of the proposed algorithm.

The realized processing gain over the currently available
algorithms with this system is roughly 1 dB, while the overall
gain from the clutter cancellation is 14 5 dB maximum. The
STAC algorithm is mainly intended to make the space
domain processing methods more effective by performing
early spatially coherent clutter mitigation. The achievable
improvement relies much on the manageable clutter compo-
nents that are directly proportional to the DOF of the surveil-
lance antenna system. It can be concluded that the proposed
algorithm could realize improvement in a real environment
even with strongly limited hardware resources. In this partic-
ular field measurement, the demonstrator system was only
capable to cancel two clutter components at any given range

cell due to the extremely low antenna element count. Accord-
ing to the obtained results, the clutter had even more compo-
nents that means only a fraction of the disturbances could be
cancelled prior to the beamformer. This leads to a reduced
overall improvement. In a more complex system, the achiev-
able improvement increases with the extension of the surveil-
lance antenna array with more elements until all the clutter
components are totally cancelled in the space-time domain.
The better distribution of the system resources that is the
main contribution of the proposed algorithm could also be
observed on the measurement results (see Figure 13).

7. Further Research Directions

The proposed filter is derived for idealized conditions.
We preliminary assumed a stationary environment and
statistically independent signal samples. In real cases, the
illuminator signal samples may be partially correlated.
Thus, to improve the filter performance, we must deal
with these problems in clutter DOA estimation and filter
coefficient calculation.

Besides this, the nonstationary behaviour of the envi-
ronment could also decrease the performance. Using
shorter time intervals than the coherent processing interval
for the estimation of the clutter DOA and the filter coeffi-
cient could deal with the problem. Moreover, the clutter
DOA estimation could be quite difficult, inaccurate, and
computationally intensive to calculate for all coherent pro-
cessing intervals; thus, it would be beneficial to learn more
about its statistical behaviour.

Extension of the filter in the Doppler dimension [14]
is not studied in this paper. Further works may investigate
its performance.

8. Conclusion

In this paper, a novel interference cancellation algorithm is
proposed for passive radar application. The introduced
STAC algorithm jointly utilizes the available spatial and
temporal information to perform filtering. Filtering of the
antenna channels prior to any spatial processing helps
the system to use its resources in a more favorable way.
The performance of the algorithm is demonstrated and
proved through simulations and measurements carried out
in real environments.
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A low-complexity algorithm is presented to dramatically reduce the complexity of the multiple signal classification (MUSIC)
algorithm for direction of arrival (DOA) estimation, in which both tasks of eigenvalue decomposition (EVD) and spectral search
are implemented with efficient real-valued computations, leading to about 75% complexity reduction as compared to the
standard MUSIC. Furthermore, the proposed technique has no dependence on array configurations and is hence suitable for
arbitrary array geometries, which shows a significant implementation advantage over most state-of-the-art unitary estimators
including unitary MUSIC (U-MUSIC). Numerical simulations over a wide range of scenarios are conducted to show the
performance of the new technique, which demonstrates that with a significantly reduced computational complexity, the new
approach is able to provide a close accuracy to the standard MUSIC.

1. Introduction

Direction-of-arrival (DOA) estimation is a fundamental
array processing problem with many applications, for exam-
ple, radar, sonar, wireless communication, and smart
antenna design [1, 2]. This topic has been extensively studied
during the past four decades, resulting in many efficient and
accurate algorithms including multiple signal classification
(MUSIC) [3], maximum likelihood (ML) [4], subspace fitting
(SF) [5], minimum norm (MN) [6], and their derivations.
Among those methods, the MUSIC algorithm is able to
provide super resolution DOA estimation for closely spaced
sources and has an easy implementation with arbitrary array
configuration [7]. However, such advantages are archived at
the expense of huge complexity which is mainly caused by
an involved eigenvalue decomposition (EVD) step and a tre-
mendous spectral search step, both are generally imple-
mented with complex-valued computations. Therefore, the
standard MUSIC is prohibitively expensive in scenarios
where real-time processing is required [8].

It is well known that the problem of DOA estimation
can be simplified with some specified array structures, based
on which a variety of low-complexity methods has been pro-
posed for high computational efficiency. For example, when
the array geometry satisfies the rotational invariant property,
DOA can be immediately computed without spectral search
by using the estimation of signal parameters via rotational
invariance technique (ESPRIT) [9]. Exploiting the special
geometry of a uniform linear array (ULA), one can also find
source DOA by polynomial rooting with search-free compu-
tations using the well-known root-MUSIC algorithm [10].
Besides, numerous useful modifications of ESPRIT and root-
MUSIC have been proposed with circular and other kinds of
arrays [11, 12]. As the array structures used in these tech-
niques are still rather specific, many promising attempts such
as array interpolation (AI) [13], manifold separation tech-
nique (MST) [14], and Fourier-domain (FD) root-MUSIC
[15] have been proposed recently to extend ESPRIT and
root-MUSIC to more general classes of array configurations.
Unfortunately, those approaches usually use a polynomial
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with a sufficiently high order to warrant that the truncation
errors are small, and hence, the complexity for finding the
roots of this polynomial may be higher than expected [16].

Considering one multiplication between two complex
variables generally require four times that between two real
ones, algorithms with real-valued computation can reduce
about 75% complexity as compared to their complex ver-
sions. Following this idea, Huarng and Yeh [17] introduced
an outstanding unitary transformation for low-complexity
DOA estimation with real-valued computation. Whereafter,
Linebarger et al. [18] proposed a forward/backward (FB)
averaging method which obtains real-valued arithmetic for
fast DOA estimation as well. These techniques are firstly
exploited by the unitary MUSIC (U-MUSIC) algorithm
[19] and then extended to many other derivations including
unitary root MUSIC (U-root-MUSIC) [20], unitary ESPRIT
(U-ESPRIT) [21], unitary method of direction-of-arrival esti-
mation (U-MODE) [22], and unitary matrix pencil (U-MP)
[23]. Based on the special structure of a centrosymmetrical
array (CSA), those algorithms transform the complex array
covariance matrix into a real one. It has been proven that
this real matrix is symmetrical, and hence, both matrix
decomposition and spectral search can be implemented
with real-valued computation. Besides, it has been found that
real-valued algorithms also show improved accuracy as com-
pared to complex-valued approaches. Despite their increased
estimation accuracies with reduced costs, almost all of the
state-of-the-art real-valued methods are only suitable for
CSAs [24], which severely limits their applications [25, 26].

As a further development of our previous work in [27], the
objective of the present paper is to propose a new real-valued
subspace-based algorithm for fast DOA estimation. However,
unlike the abovementioned methods that attempted to over-
come the high-complexity problem using special array
structures or array mapping techniques [28], we show that
exploiting only the real part of the array covariance matrix
can lead to a real-valued version of the MUSIC algorithm,
which has implementation advantages over most state-of-
the-art real-valued techniques since it can be used with arbi-
trary arrays. Furthermore, we prove that the real part of the
array covariance matrix can be equivalently reformulated as
an entire array covariance matrix received by a virtual array
with an extended array manifold which is real. Because the
virtual array covariance matrix and the virtual array mani-
fold are real, both tasks of matrix decomposition and spec-
tral search can be implemented with efficient real-valued
computations instead of complex-valued ones. Thanks to
these merits, the new algorithm is able to reduce about
75% computational complexity as compared to the standard
MUSIC. Finally, we provide in-depth insights into the new
approach including the EVD of the real part of the array
covariance matrix as well as performance simulation over
a wide range of application scenarios, which demonstrate
that with significantly reduced complexity, the proposed
approach can still provide acceptable accuracy close to the
standard MUSIC.

1.1. Mathematical Notations. Throughout the paper, matri-
ces and vectors are denoted by upper and lower boldface

letters, respectively. Complex and real vectors and matrices
are denoted by single-bar- and double-bar upper boldface
letters, respectively, and detailed mathematical notations
are defined in Table 1.

2. Signal Model and Standard MUSIC

2.1. Signal Model and Basic Assumptions. Without loss of
generality, let us consider an arbitrary linear array (as to be
shown that the proposedmethod has no dependence on array
geometries, and it can be easily extended to arbitrary plane
array for two-dimensional DOA estimate) with M omnidi-
rectional sensors labeled by 1, 2,… ,M, where the coordinate
of the mth sensor is denoted by xm,m = 1, 2,… ,M. Suppose
that there are L uncorrelated narrow-band plane waves with
unknown DOAs Θ ≜ θ1, θ2,… , θL impinging on the array
from far field, the array received data can be written as [1–28]

x t =A Θ s t + n t ∈ℂM×1, t = 1, 2,… ,N , 1

where N is the number of snapshots, s t = s1 t , s2 t ,… ,
sL t T ∈ℂL×1 is the signal waveform, n t = n1 t , n2 t ,
… , nM t T ∈ℂM×1 is the additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN), and

A Θ ≜ a θ1 , a θ2 ,… , a θL ∈ℂM×L 2

is the steering vector matrix (also known as array manifold),
and each column of A Θ is defined as a so-called steering
vector, which can be expressed as

a θ ≜ ej⋅2π/λ⋅x1 ⋅sin θ, ej⋅2π/λ⋅x2 ⋅sin θ,⋯, ej⋅2π/λ⋅xM ⋅sin θ
T
∈ℂM×1,

3

where j = −1 and λ are the center wavelength. The goal of
the DOA estimation is to find the DOA set Θ, based on N
snapshots of array received data x t N

t=1.
Throughout the paper, it is assumed that the number of

sources is known [29] and is smaller than half that of sen-
sors such that L ≤ M − 1 /2 . It is also assumed that posi-
tions and displacements of array elements do not need to be
uniform or follow regular patterns, provided that they satisfy
the rank M − 1 ambiguity restriction [30]. The AWGN
n t is assumed to satisfy the following statistical perfor-
mances [31–33].

E n ti nT t j = 0,

E n ti nT t j = δ i − j σ2nIM ,
4

and the incident signal s t is uncorrelated and satisfies
[34, 35]

E s t sT t = 0,

E s t sH t =Rs,
5

where Rs is the L × L source covariance matrix and is a real
diagonal matrix.
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2.2. Standard MUSIC. With N snapshots of array received
data x t N

t=1, one can compute the M ×M array output
covariance matrix.

R = E x t xH t

= E A Θ s t + n t × A Θ s t + n t H

=A Θ RsAH Θ + σ2
nIM ,

6

and further obtained the EVD of R as follows:

R = SΛsSH +GΛnGH , 7

where span S and span G are the signal and noise sub-
spaces, respectively. In practical situations, the theoretical
R is estimated by

R̂ = 1
N
〠
N

t=1
x t xH t 8

Hence, the EVD of the array output covariance matrix is
in fact given by

R̂ = ŜΛ̂sŜ
H + ĜΛ̂nĜ

H 9

Based on some facts span S ⊥span G and span S =
span A , the standard MUSIC suggests to search the L
peaks of the following function over −π/2, π/2 to find
source DOAs.

fMUSIC θ ≜ 10log10
1

aH θ Ĝ 2 dB 10

The primary advantage of the MUSIC algorithm is its
easy implementation with arbitrary array configurations,

which is archived at the expense of huge complexity caused
by an involved tremendous spectral search step with expen-
sive complex-valued computation.

3. The Proposed Algorithm

We begin our algorithm by considering the M ×M real part
of the array output covariance. Using (6), we have

R ≜ Re R = R + R∗

2

= A Θ RsAH Θ +A∗ Θ RsAT Θ
2 + σ2

nI

= Re B Θ + σ2nI,

11

where B Θ is defined as

B Θ ≜A Θ RsAH Θ 12

Using A Θ = Re A Θ + j Im A Θ , B Θ can be
expressed as

B Θ = Re A Θ + j Im A Θ ⋅Rs

⋅ ReT A Θ − j ImT A Θ
= Re A Θ Rs ReT A Θ + Im A Θ Rs ImT A Θ

+ j Im A Θ Rs ReT A Θ − Re A Θ Rs ImT A Θ
13

Therefore, we have

Re B Θ = Re A Θ Rs ReT A Θ + Im A Θ Rs ImT A Θ

= Re A Θ Im A Θ ×
Rs 0

0 Rs

×
ReT A Θ

ImT A Θ
≜A Θ Rs

~
AT Θ ,

14

where A Θ c and Rs
~

are given by

A Θ ≜ Re A Θ Im A Θ ∈RM×2L,

Rs
~ ≜

Rs 0
0 Rs

∈R2L×2L 15

Using (5) and noting that Rs =R∗
s , we have

Rs
~ =

E s t sH t E s t sT t

E s∗ t sH t E s∗ t sT t
≜ E s t

~ s t
~ H ,

16

where s t
~

is given by

s t
~

≜
s t

s∗ t
∈ℂ2L×1 17

Table 1: Mathematical notations.

σ2n Noise power

⋅ T Transpose

⋅ ∗ Conjugation

⋅ H Hermitian transpose

⋅ Round down to integer

⋅ Frobenius norm

E ⋅ Mathematical expectation

Re ⋅ Real part of the embraced element

Im ⋅ Imaginary part of the embraced element

0 Zero matrix (vector)

IM M ×M identity matrix

δ ⋅ Dirac delta function

rank ⋅ Rank of the embraced matrix

span ⋅ Column space of the embraced matrix

diag ⋅ Diagonal matrix composed of the embraced elements
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Inserting (14) as well as (16) into (11), we obtain

R =A Θ Rs
~

AT Θ + σ2nIM

=A Θ E s t
~ s t
~ H

AT Θ + σ2nIM

= E A Θ s t
~ + n t × A Θ s t

~ + n t
H

≜ E x t
~ x t
~ H ,

18

where x t
~

is given by

x t
~

≜A Θ s t
~

+ n t ∈ℂM×1 19

Comparing (18) and (19) with (1) and (6), the real part of
the array covariance matrix can be regarded as an entire array
covariance matrix of a virtual array with a manifold A Θ .

The output sensor vector of this virtual array is x t
~

and the

incident signal on this virtual array is s t
~

with its covariance
matrix given by ℝs

~
. Therefore, (19) provides a virtual signal

model for DOA estimation, which is similar to the conven-
tional one given by (1).

Because DOA information is also contained inA Θ , one
can exploit the idea of eigenvalue analysis to perform the
EVD of the virtual array covariance matrix R and construct
a MUSIC-like spectral for DOA estimate. Noting that RT =
R, which implies that R is a symmetrical real matrix. There-
fore, the EVD computation

R =UℚUT 20
requires only real-valued flops [36]. Using (6), it is shown in
the appendix that the eigenvalues of R are given by

ξi =
βi + σ2n, i = 1, 2,… , 2L − K ,
σ2n, i = 2L − K + 1, 2,… ,M,

21

where K K ≤ L/2 is the number of pairs of symmetrical
sources in Θ, β1, β2,… , β2L−K are the 2L − K eigenvalues
of matrix

D Θ ≜ℍ Θ Rs
~ℍH Θ ∈ℂM×M , 22

and ℍ Θ is defined as

ℍ Θ ≜
1
2
A Θ A∗ Θ ∈ℂM×2L 23

According to (21), R has 2L − K significant and M −
2L + K smallest eigenvalues. Therefore, (20) can be further
written as

ℝ = 〠
2L−K

i=1
ξiuiuHi + 〠

M

j=2L−K+1
ξjuju

H
j = SℚsS

T +GℚnG
T ,

24
where ℚs contains the 2L − K significant eigenvalues ξi,
i = 1, 2,… , 2L − K , ℚn contains the M − 2L + K smallest

eigenvalues ξj, j = 1, 2,… ,M − 2L + K , and S and G are the
signal and noise matrices such that

ℚs = diag ξ1, ξ2,… , ξ2L−K ∈ℝ 2L−K × 2L−K ,
ℚn = diag ξ2L−K+1, ξ2L−K+2,… , ξM ∈ℝ M−2L+K × M−2L+K ,
S = u1, u2,… , u2L−K ∈ℝM× 2L−K ,

G = u2L−K+1, u2L−K+2,… , uM ∈ℝM× M−2L+K

25
SinceA Θ is the virtual manifold matrix associated with

R, by using the orthogonality between the signal and the
noise subspaces, we obtain

span S ⊥span G ,
span S = span A Θ

26

Because A Θ = Re A Θ Im A Θ is in fact a com-
bined manifold matrix covering both Re A Θ and Im A
Θ , we have

span A Θ = span are θ1 , are θ2 ,… , are θL , aim
θ1 , aim θ2 ,… , aim θL ,

27

where are θ ≜ Re a θ ∈ℝM×1 and aim θ ≜ Im a θ ∈
ℝM×1 are two real vectors, given by

are θ ≜ Re a θ =

cos 2π
λ ⋅ x1 ⋅ sin θ

cos 2π
λ ⋅ x2 ⋅ sin θ

⋮

cos 2π
λ ⋅ xM ⋅ sin θ

∈ℝM×1,

aim θ ≜ Im a θ =

sin 2π
λ ⋅ x1 ⋅ sin θ

sin 2π
λ ⋅ x2 ⋅ sin θ

⋮

sin 2π
λ ⋅ xM ⋅ sin θ

∈ℝM×1

28
Based on (26) and (27), we can define aMUSIC-like spec-

tral for DOA estimation as follows

f Proposed θ = 10log10
1

aTre θ Ĝ
2 + aTim θ Ĝ

2 29

Since are θ , aim θ , and G are all real, we must have

f Proposed θ = f Proposed −θ = 0, 30

which means that the minima of f Proposed θ over half of the
angular field of view, that is, −π/2, 0 or 0, π/2 , is either true
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DOAs or their images. Thus, we can search over half of the
angular field of view 0, π/2 to obtain T candidate angles

Θ + ≜ θ̂1, θ̂2,… , θ̂T 31

and select the L true DOAs from Θ+ and its mirror

Θ− ≜ −Θ+ = −θ̂1, −θ̂2,… , − θ̂T , 32

by a further step to solve the ambiguity problem. Because for
one true DOA θk, f Proposed θ shows two symmetrical peaks
at angles θk and −θk simultaneously. Therefore, for L true
DOAs, f Proposed θ gives at most L peaks over half of the
angular field of view. This happens if and only if any two of
the L true DOAs are not symmetrical. Oppositely, f Proposed
θ generates at least L/2 peaks over half of the angular
field of view, and this happens if and only if all the L true
DOAs are paired symmetrical themselves. In other words,
the number of candidate angels T satisfies

L
2 ≤ T ≤ L 33

The conventional beamformer (CBF) [37] is exploited to
select the L true DOAs among Θ+ and Θ−. As the CBF takes
its maxima only at the true DOAs, the CBF spectral ampli-
tudes responding to the true DOAs must be much larger than
those associated with their symmetrical mirrors. On the
other hand, as the number of the true DOAs is known in
advance, the L true DOAs can be easily selected among the
candidate angles by

Θ̂ = θ̂1, θ̂2,… , θ̂L = arg min
θ∈ Θ+,Θ−

fCBF θ , 34

where

fCBF θ ≜ 10log10 aH θ R̂a θ dB 35

Although using CBF to exclude the symmetrical mirror
DOAs means that there is an additional step involved in
the proposed estimator, the complexity of this further step
is substantially lower since we only need to compute the
product aH θ R̂a θ for at most 2L spectral points.
Detailed steps for implementing the proposed algorithm are
summarized in Algorithm 1.

We end up this section by a comparison of primary real-
valued computational flops required by MUSIC [3], U-
MUSIC [19], and the proposed method, which is shown in
Table 2. In the table, J stands for the total number of search
points over −π/2, π/2 . Because EVD and spectral search
dominate the total complexity, the common flops required
by the three algorithms for the estimation of R and the slight
flops required by the proposed method for solving the ambi-
guity problem are omitted.

Using the fast subspace decomposition (FSD) technique
[38], the EVD computation on aM ×M real matrix for a sig-
nal subspace of dimension L costs M2 L + 2 real-valued
flops. As the proposed method has 2L − K equivalent signals,
this term for the proposed method is given by M2 2L −

K + 2 . Since the standard MUSIC needs to compute the
EVD of the complex matrix R, this term for MUSIC is
given by 4 ×M2 L + 2 . Because a θ ∈ CM×1 and G ∈
ℂM× M−L , computing theMUSIC spectral for J sample points
over −π/2, π/2 costs 4 × J M + 1 M − L real-valued flops
[39]. Since the proposed method involves a compressed
search over 0, π/2 or −π/2, 0 , it only needs to compute
J/2 sample points. Taking into account that are θ ∈ℝM×1,
aim θ ∈ℝM×1 and G ∈ℝM× M−2L+K , the complexity of spec-
tral search for the proposed method is significantly reduced
to J M + 1 M − 2L + K .

It can be concluded from Table 2 that our method has the
lowest complexity among the three algorithms. Moreover,
because we generally have J ≫M [8, 15], about 3/4= 75%
complexities are reduced by the new method as compared
to the standard MUSIC.

4. Simulation Results

Numerical simulations with 500 Monte Carlo trials are con-
ducted to demonstrate the performance of the proposed
method on a linear array composed ofM = 10 sensors, where
L = 2 sources are considered throughout the simulations. For
the root mean square error (RMSE) comparison, the Cramer-
Rao lower bound (CRLB) given in [40] is also applied for
reference and the RMSE is defined as

RMSE ≜ 10log10
1

1000〠
500

i=1
〠
2

l=1
θ̂
l
i − θli

2
dB , 36

where θ̂
l
i is the ith estimated value of the lth signal incident

angle θl. For L sources, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is
defined as

SNR ≜ 10log10
Pavg
σ2n

dB , 37

where Pavg = 1/L∑L
l=1Pl denotes the average power of all

sources, and Pl = E s2l t is the power of thelth, l = 1, 2,… ,
L source.

In the first simulation, we use a ULA to estimate the
DOAs of two sources located at θ1 = 30° and θ2 = 40°. Five
algorithms including the standard MUSIC [3], ESPRIT [9],
U-MUSIC [19], RV-MUSIC [39], and the proposed method
are applied in the simulation.

Figure 1 compares the RMSEs of different algorithms
against the SNR, where the number of snapshots is set as
N = 200. It is seen from Figure 1 that U-MUSIC is the most
accurate one among the four methods as expected, although
it can be only used with CSAs. It is also seen from the figure
that with a significantly reduced complexity, our method can
still provide a close accuracy to the standard MUSIC and the
RV-MUSIC algorithms, especially with SNR > 0 dB. In addi-
tion, the proposed has a much better accuracy than ESPRIT.

To see more clearly the performance of the new method
with a ULA, Figure 2 plots the RMSEs of different algorithms
as functions of the number of snapshots, where the SNR is
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fixed as SNR=5dB. It can be concluded again from Figure 2
that the proposed method can provide acceptable estimation
accuracy which is very close to MUSIC and RV-MUSIC and
is much better than ESPRIT.

In the second simulation, we examine fast DOA estima-
tion with nonuniform linear arrays (NULAs), where two
closely spaced sources located at θ1 = 25° and θ2 = 28° are
considered. We use a minimum redundancy linear array
(MRLA) [41] to assess the performance of the proposed
method and compare it to that of the standard MUSIC. Note
that neither the shift invariant geometry or the centrosym-
metrical structure exists in a MRLA, and hence ESPRIT [9]
and most state-of-the-art real-valued methods [19–23]

including U-MUSIC cannot be used in such an array directly
without array mapping techniques [28].

In Figure 3, we set again the number of snapshots as
N = 200 and compare the RMSEs of different algorithms
against the SNR. In Figure 4, we fix SNR=5dB and plot
RMSEs as functions of the number of snapshots, where the
amounts of snapshots vary from a wide range over N = 20
to N = 5120.

It can be seen clearly from Figure 3 and Figure 4 that the
three methods perform closely to each other. More specifi-
cally, the standard MUSIC slightly outperforms RV-MUSIC
and the proposed technique, especially with low SNRs and
small numbers of snapshots. However, as the proposed
method is a real-valued DOA estimator which reduces about
75%complexities, itmakes an efficient trade-offbetween com-
plexity and accuracy as compared to the standard MUSIC.

In the third simulation, we examine the performance of
the proposed method with different numbers of signals in
Figure 5 and Figure 6, where the simulation parameters
are given in the captions. As can be seen clearly from the
two figures that our method provides very close RMSEs to

Require: x t N
t=1 →N snapshots of the array output vectors.

Return: Θ̂ = θ̂l
L
l=1 → a set of L estimated source DOAs.

1. Estimate R̂ = 1/N∑N
t=1x t xH t and obtain its real part Re R̂ ;

2. Compute Re R̂ = Ŝℚ̂sŜ
T + Ĝℚ̂nĜ

T
to get the noise matrix G;

3. Construct f Proposed θ = 10 log10 1/ aTre θ Ĝ
2 + aTim θ Ĝ

2
;

4. Search f Proposed θ over only 0, π/2 to get T peak angles Θ + = θ̂1, θ̂2,… , θ̂T ;
5. Obtain 2T candidate angles Θ+ and Θ− = −Θ+;
6. Select the L true DOAs by Θ̂ = arg minθ∈ Θ+,Θ− aH θ R̂a θ .

Algorithm 1: The Proposed Algorithm.

Table 2: Comparison of real-valued computational flops.

Algorithms Real-valued computational flops

MUSIC 4 ×M2 L + 2 + 4 × J M + 1 M − L

U-MUSIC M2 L + 2 + J L + 1 M − L

Proposed M2 2L − K + 2 + J M + 1 M − 2L + K

ESPRIT
MUSIC
RV-MUSIC

Proposed
U-MUSIC
CRLB
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Figure 1: RMSE versus the SNR, ULA, N = 200, θ1 = 30°, θ2 = 40°,
and M = 10.
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Figure 2: RMSE versus the number of snapshots, ULA, SNR= 5 dB,
θ1 = 30°, θ2 = 40°, and M = 10.
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the standard MUSIC with different numbers of signals. It is
also seen from the two figures that the performances of both
the two method decreases slightly when L increases. This is
because when L increases, the dimensions of noise subspaces
decreases oppositely.

In the last simulation, we use a ULA to plot the simula-
tion times of DOA estimation by MUSIC [3], U-MUSIC
[19], RV-MUSIC [39] and the proposed method as functions
of the number of sensors in Figure 7, where we set
SNR=10dB, N = 200, and two sources located at θ1 = 10°
and θ2 = 20° are considered. The simulated results are given
by a PC with Intel(R) Core(TM) Duo T5870 2.0GHz CPU
and 1GB RAM by running the Matlab codes in the same

environment, where a common fine search gird Δθ =
0 0053° is used the three methods. It can be concluded from
Figure 7 that although the proposed method is slightly effi-
cient than the RV-MUSIC algorithm, it is the most efficient
one among the four techniques, and it costs a simulation time
being about 4 times lower than that of MUSIC.

5. Conclusions

We have proposed an efficient DOA estimation algorithm, in
which both tasks of eigenvalue decomposition and spectral
search are implemented with low-complexity real-valued
computations. In addition, the proposed method can be used
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Figure 4: RMSE versus the number of snapshots, SNR= 5dB,
MRLA, θ1 = 25°, θ2 = 28°, and M = 10.
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Figure 5: RMSE versus SNR respect to different numbers of signals,
ULA, N = 100, and M = 14.
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Figure 6: RMSE versus the number of snapshots respect to different
numbers of signals, ULA, SNR= 10 dB and M = 14.
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Figure 3: RMSE versus SNR, MRLA, N = 200, θ1 = 25°, θ2 = 28°,
and M = 10.
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with arbitrary array configurations, which shows implemen-
tation advantage over most existing unitary methods. Com-
plexity analysis and simulation demonstrate that with about
75% reduced complexity, the new method is able to provide
a good DOA estimation accuracy which is very close to the
standard MUSIC.

Appendix

Proof of Equation (21)

We Begin the Proof by Using (6) to Rewrite R as

R = 1
2 R + R∗ = 1

2 A Θ RsAH Θ +A∗ Θ RsAT Θ

+ σ2nIM = 1
2 A Θ A∗ Θ

Rs 0

0 Rs

AH Θ

AH Θ
+ σ2nIM =ℍ Θ Rs

~ℍH Θ + σ2nIM =D Θ + σ2
nIM

A 1

Since there are K pairs of symmetrical sources in Θ, we
can divide Θ into two subsets as follows:

Θ = Θ1,Θ2 A 2

where Θ1 contains all the symmetrical sources and we
can write

Θ = −θ1, θ1, −θ2, θ2,… , − θK , θK ,
Θ2 = θK+1, θK+2,… , θL

A 3

Note for any two DOAs θ1, θ2 ∈Θ2, we have θ1 ≠ −θ2.
Because A Θ has the Vandermonde structure and A∗

Θ1 =A −Θ1 =A Θ1 , we must have

rank ℍ Θ = rank A Θ + rank A∗ Θ − K = 2L − K

A 4

SinceRs
~

is a diagonal matrix with full rank (note that n t
is assumed to be uncorrelated), we can write Rs

~ = VVT ,
where V is also a diagonal matrix with full rank. Thus, we
further obtain [28]

rank D Θ = rank ℍ Θ RS
~ℍT Θ

= rank ℍ Θ VVTℍT Θ
= rank ℍ Θ V = 2L − K

A 5

As β1, β2,… , β2L−K are the 2L − K eigenvalues of matrix
D Θ , we have

UTD Θ U = diag β1, β2,… , β2L−K , 0,… , 0 A 6

Using (A.6), we have

UTRU =UTD Θ U + σ2nU
TU

= diag β1, β2,… , β2L−K , 0,… , 0 + σ2nI,
A 7

which implies that the eigenvalues of R are given by

ξi =
βi + σ2n, i = 1, 2,… , 2L − K ,
σ2n, i = 2L − K + 1, 2,… ,M,

A 8

and the proof is completed.
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A joint direction-of-departure (DOD) and direction-of-arrival (DOA) estimation algorithm based on tensor subspace approach for
partially calibrated bistatic multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) radar is proposed. By exploiting the multidimensional
structure of the received data, a third-order measurement tensor is constructed. Consequently, the tensor-based signal subspace
is achieved using the higher-order singular value decomposition (HOSVD). To achieve accurate DOA estimation with partially
calibrated array, a closed-form solution is provided to estimate the gain-phase uncertainties of the transmit and receive arrays
by modeling the imperfections of the arrays. Simulation results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed calibration algorithm.

1. Introduction

Array signal processing, which includes parameter estima-
tion [1, 2] and beamforming [3, 4] has been widely inves-
tigated in past decades [5] which has found various
applications in radar, sonar, and satellite navigation system.
In recent years, multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)
radar [6, 7] has drawn increasing attention due to its signifi-
cant advantages, such as higher angular resolution and more
degrees-of-freedom (DOFs). MIMO radar using multiple
antennas to simultaneously emit orthogonal waveforms and
multiple antennas to receive the reflected signals has recently
drawn increasing attention owing to its superior perfor-
mance over to the conventional phased array. Direction-of-
departure (DOD) and direction-of-arrival (DOA) estimation
is an important objective of bistatic MIMO radar system.
Various algorithms for DOD and DOA estimation have been
proposed in literatures [8–12]. In [8], the rotational invari-
ance property of the MIMO radar is exploited which enables
the DOD and DOA estimation with bistatic MIMO radar.
However, this method determines the DODs and DOAs
using two independent estimation of signal parameters via

rotational invariance technique (ESPRIT) and requires an
extra procedure to achieve the paired DOD and DOA estima-
tion. To avoid the pair matching procedure, the relationship
between the two independent ESPRIT is exploited in [9] to
estimate the DODs and DOAs. In [10], a reduced-
dimension MUltiple SIgnal Classification (MUSIC) algo-
rithm is proposed which only requires one-dimensional peak
search. This method achieves a similar performance com-
pared with the two-dimensional MUSIC algorithm and has
a lower computational complexity. Based on the double poly-
nomial root-finding procedure, a polynomial root-finding
technique for joint DOD and DOA estimation is proposed
in [11]. This algorithm allows an efficient estimation with
automatic pairing. In [12], the property of the Kronecker
product is utilized to formulate a cost function in the qua-
dratic form. Then the DODs can be estimated from the
constraint function. The DOAs can be achieved from the
eigenvector which is related to the corresponding DODs.

However, the algorithms mentioned above are based on
the assumption that arrays are well calibrated which is not
true in practice. Therefore, the above algorithms will suffer
from performance degradation or even fail to achieve
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accurate DOD and DOA estimation in many scenarios. A
number of algorithms have been proposed to deal with the
array calibration problem [13–17]. An iterative algorithm
based on the MUSIC technique is proposed in [13], which
can simultaneously achieve the angle and gain-phase uncer-
tainties estimation. Due to the iterative procedure, this
algorithm has a high computational complexity. In addition,
this method is based on the assumption that the gain-phase
uncertainties are small, otherwise it will suffer from subopti-
mal convergence. The algorithms proposed in [15, 16] do not
require iteration and exploit the ESPRIT-like technique to
achieve accurate angle estimations. To achieve higher DOFs,
the method proposed in [17] utilizes the property of the
quasistationary signals to solve the underdetermined DOA
estimation problem with partly calibrated arrays. Moreover,
a kind of calibration methods based on the sparse reconstruc-
tion is discussed in [18, 19].

However, the multiple-dimensional property of the
received signal is not exploited in the abovementioned
algorithms. The inherently multiple-dimensional structure
of the received signal can be utilized by expressing the
received signal as a third-order tensor [20]. Thus, the
higher-order singular value decomposition (HOSVD) can
be used to achieve a tensor-based signal subspace which
improves the estimation performance especially with low
signal to noise ratio (SNR).

In this paper, we exploit a calibration algorithm based
on tensor approach for partially calibrated bistatic MIMO
radar. We first exploit the multidimensional structure of
the received data, and then, the tensor-based signal sub-
space is calculated using HOSVD. By formulating the
gain-phase imperfections in the generalized manifold
matrix, a closed-form solution is achieved to estimate the
gain-phase uncertainties of the transmit and receive arrays.
With the estimated gain-phase uncertainties, the arrays
can be calibrated and the DODs and DOAs of the sources
can be estimated accurately. Simulation results demon-
strate the effectiveness of the proposed joint DOD and
DOA estimation algorithm for partially calibrated bistatic
MIMO radar.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we briefly introduce the tensor algebra basics and the
tensor-based signal model of the bistatic MIMO radar. In
Section 3, we first describe the partially calibrated MIMO
radar model. Then, the proposed method is introduced.
Numerical simulation results are presented in Section 4.
The conclusions are made in Section 5.

Notations used in this paper are as follows: lowercase
(uppercase) bold characters are used to denote vectors
(matrices). i,j,k stands for the i, j, k th entry of . IN
denotes the N ×N identity matrix. ⋅ T and ⋅ H denote
the transpose and Hermitian operations of a matrix or vector,
respectively. vec ⋅ stands for the vectorization operator.
diag x denotes a diagonal matrix with the elements of x con-
stituting the diagonal entries. ⊗ denotes the Kronecker
product, ∘ denotes the Hadamard product, and ⊙ denotes
the Khatri-Rao product. In addition, ⋅ 2 denotes the
ℓ2-norm, whereas ℂM×N and ℂM express anM ×N complex
matrix or M × 1 vector set.

2. Tensor Algebra Basic and Signal Model

In this section, we first introduce tensor operations used in
this paper and provide the bistatic MIMO radar signal model.

2.1. Tensor Algebra Basic. In this subsection, the tensor alge-
bra basic is introduced for readers’ convenience [20, 21].

Definition 1 (n-mode unfolding). Denote a N-order tensor
as ∈ I1×I2×⋯×In , the corresponding n-mode unfolding is
to convert into a matrix which is expressed as n

∈ℂIn×I1I2⋯In−1In+1⋯IN . The i1, i2,… , iN th entry of the ten-
sor maps to the in, j entry of n , where

j = 1 + 〠
N

k=1,k≠1
ik − 1 Jk, with Jk =∏

m=1,m≠n
im 1

Definition 2 (n-mode tensor product). The n-mode matrix
product of the tensor ∈ I1×I2×⋯×In with a matrix Un ∈
ℂJ×In is denoted by Y = × nUn with size I1 × I2 ×⋯× In−1
× J × In+1 ×⋯× IN and

Y i1,…,in−1,j,in+1,…,iN = 〠
In

in=1
X i1,i2,…,iNUj,in ,

 Y =X × nU⇔ Y n =U X n

2

Moreover, the properties of the mode tensor product are pro-
vided below:

X × mUm × nUn =X × nUn × mUm, m ≠ n,
X × mU × mV =X × n UV

3

Definition 3 (HOSVD). The HOSVD of the tensor A
∈ I1×I2×⋯×IN can be written as

A = S × 1U1×2U2×3⋯×NUN , 4

where S ∈ℂI1×I2×⋯×In is the core tensor of which can be
calculated by

S =A × 1UH
1 ×2UH

2 ×3⋯×NUH
N 5

In addition, Un, n = 1,… ,N , is a unitary In × In, which is
the left singular matrix of Un.

2.2. Bistatic MIMO Radar Signal Model. Consider a bistatic
MIMO radar system where the transmit and receive arrays
are both uniform linear arrays (ULAs) with M and N colo-
cated antennas, respectively. In addition, both the transmit
and receive antennas are arranged with half-wavelength
interelement space. The transmit antennas simultaneously

emit orthogonal waveforms S = sT1 ,… , sTM
T ∈ℂM×L where

L is the number of samples during pulse period. Assume that
there are K uncorrelated narrowband far-field source signals
in the range bin of interest. The baseband received signal at
the qth pulse can be expressed as:

Xq =ArΣqAT
t S + Zq, q = 1,… ,Q, 6
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where Ar = ar θ1 ,… , ar θK and At = at ϕ1 ,… , at ϕK
are the receive and transmit manifold matrix, respectively.

ar θk = 1, e−jπ sin θk ,… , e−jπ Mr−1 sin θk
T

and at ϕk =
1, e−jπ sin ϕk ,⋯, e−jπ Mt−1 sin ϕk

T
are the steering vectors of

the kth source, respectively. θk, ϕk
K
k=1 is the pair of the

DOA and DOD of the kth source. Σq = diag cq with cq =
γ1q,… , γKq

T accounts for the Doppler effect and the radar
reflection coefficient fading which follows the Swerling I
model [22]. Finally, Zq ∈ℂMr×L is zero mean Gaussian noise
term. Under the fact that the transmitted waveforms are
orthogonal to each other, that is,

1
L

sisHj =
1, i = j,
0, i ≠ j,

 i, j = 1,… ,Mt 7

Then, the received signal can be processed by matched
filtering using SH . Thus, the output of the matched filter
can be written as

Yq =
1
L

XqSH =ArΣqAT
t +Nq, q = 1,… ,Q, 8

where Nq = 1/L ZqSH is additive zero mean Gaussian noise
term with unknown variance σ2

n after matched filtering.
Usually, the received signal matrix can be achieved by

vectorizing and stacking the Q pulses received signal, that is,

Y = vec Y1 ,… , vec YQ = At ⊙Ar C +N, 9

where C = c1,… , cQ andN = vec N1 ,… , vec NQ . How-
ever, this expression ignores the multidimensional structure
inherent of the received signals. In order to exploit the mul-
tidimensional structure of the received signal, we collect Q
pulses and gather Yq, q = 1,… ,Q, as a third-order tensor
given by

Y =ℐK × 1Ar×2At×3CT+N , 10

where IK is the K × K × K identity tensor. N ∈ℂMr×Mt×Q is
the noise tensor. According to Definition 1, the relationship
between (8) and (10) can be expressed as Y T

3 = Y .

3. Proposed Method

In this section, the partially calibrated MIMO radar signal
model is first provided. Then, a robust DOA estimation algo-
rithm based on tensor algebra is presented.

3.1. Partially Calibrated MIMO Radar Model. Consider the
case where only a part of the transmit and receive antennas
is well-calibrated. Without loss of generality, we assume
that the first Mtc and Mrc antennas of the transmit and
receive arrays are calibrated, respectively, whereas the rest
of the sensors are uncalibrated with unknown gain-phase
uncertainties. Moreover, we assume that the uncertainties
are direction-independent. Thus, the transmit manifold
matrix and the receive manifold matrix can be, respectively,
expressed as

At = Γ γt At ,
Ar = Γ γr Ar ,

11

where Γ γt = diag γt and Γ γr = diag γr with gain-phase

uncertainties γt = 1TMtc
, ρ1ejφ1 ,… , ρMt−Mtc

ejφMt−Mtc
T
and γr =

1TMrc
, α1ejβ1 ,… , αMr−Mrc

ejβMr−Mrc
T
, respectively. Thus, the

received signal matrix can be expressed as

Y = IK × 1Ar×2At ×3C+N 12

For the case of partially calibrated array, the conventional
DOD and DOA estimation algorithm will suffer from severe
performance degradation. In order to achieve satisfactory
angle estimation result, the partially calibrated problem
should be concerned.

3.2. ESPRIT-Like Calibration Method. The HOSVD of the
received signal (12) can be written as

Y = S × 1U1 ×2U2 ×3U3, 13

where S ∈ℂMr×Mt×Q, U1 ∈ℂMr×Mr , U2 ∈ℂMt×Mt , and U3 ∈
ℂQ×Q. Denote the signal subspace of Y as

Us = Ss × 1U1s × 2U2s, 14

where Ss =Y × 1UH
1s × 2UH

2s × 3UH
3s, Uns contains the first

K dominant singular vectors of Un with n = 1,2,3. Thus,
according to Definition 3, we have

Us =Y × 1 U1sUH
1s × 2 U2sUH

2s × 3UH
3s 15

Then, the signal subspace in matrix form can be calcu-
lated from the 3-mode unfolding of Us, that is, Us

T
3 = Es.

Note that the signal subspace expands the same space with
the manifold matrix, that is,

Es = At ⊙Ar T, 16

where T is a full rank matrix.
The generalized manifold matrix can be rewritten as

At ⊙Ar = Γ γt ⊗ γr At ⊙Ar = Γ γ At ⊙Ar , 17

where γ = γt ⊗ γr . Thus, by selecting the first Mt − 1 Mr
rows of Es, we have

Et1 = At1 ⊙Ar T = Γ γt1 At1 ⊙Ar T,

Et2 = At2 ⊙Ar T = Γ γt2 At2 ⊙Ar T,
18

where At1 and At2 are the first and last Mt − 1 Mr rows
of At , respectively. γt1 and γt2 denote the first and last
Mt − 1 Mr entries of γ, respectively. Obviously, At1 and
At2 has the rotational invariance property, that is, At2 =At1
Φt with Φt = diag e−jπ sin ϕ1 ,⋯, e−jπ sin ϕK . Thus, we have
the following expression
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Γ τt Et2 = Et1Ψt , 19

where Ψt = T−1ΦtT and

τt = γt1 ∘ γ−1t2 = γt1 ∘ γ−1t2 ⊗ 1Mr

= 1TMtc−1, ρ1e
jϕ1

−1, ρ1ejϕ1 ρ2e
jϕ2

−1,… ,

ρMt−Mtc−1e
jϕMt−Mtc−1 ρMt−Mtc

ejϕMt−Mtc

−1 T

⊗ 1Mr

20

with γt1 and γt2 denoting the first and lastMt−1 entries of γt ,
respectively. Once the matrix Ψt is calculated, the DODs of
the sources can be estimated. Thus, we construct the follow-
ing optimization problem

min
Ψt ,τt

  Γ τt Et2 − Et1Ψt
2
2

s t  Wtτt = 1 Mtc−1 Mr
,

21

whereWt = I Mtc−1 Mr
, 0 Mtc−1 Mr× Mt−1 Mr− Mtc−1 Mr

is used
to ensure that the first Mtc sensors of the transmit array are
well calibrated.

From (19), we can achieve the least square solution of
Ψt as

Ψt = EH
t1Et1

−1EH
t1Γ τt Et2 22

By substituting (22) into (21), we have

min
Ψt ,τt

  PtΓ τt Et2
2
2

s t  Wtτt = 1 Mtc−1 Mr
,

23

where Pt = I Mt−1 Mr
− Et1 EH

t1Et1
−1EH

t1.

Utilizing the fact that A 2
F = trace AHA , trace AB =

trace BA , and trace AΓ d BΓ d = dH AT ∘ B d for
matrices A, B, and vectors d with proper dimensions, the
objective function in (23) is further simplified as

PtΓ τt Et2
2
2 = τtH Et2EH

t2
T ∘ Pt τt 24

Thus, the optimization in (23) is expressed as

min
τt

τtH Et2EH
t2

T ∘ Pt τt

s t Wtτt = 1 Mtc−1 Mr

25

This problem can be solved through the Lagrange multi-
plier method and the optimal solution is expressed as:

τ̂t =Q−1
t WT

t WtQ−1
t WT −11 Mtc−1 Mr

, 26

where Q = Et2EH
t2

T ∘ Pt . Thus, Ψt can be estimated through
(22). Note that Ψt = T−1ΦtT , we can use eigenvalue decom-
position to achieve the estimation of Φt and the DOD esti-
mation of the kth source can be calculated as

ϕ̂k = arcsin −
angle υt,k

π
, k = 1,… , K , 27

where υt,k is the kth eigenvalue of Φt .
In addition, the mth element of γt also can be esti-

mated as

γ̂t,m = ∏
m

i=1
ε i

−1
, m =Ntc + 1,… ,Mt , 28

where ε i = 1/Mr∑
iMr
l= i−1 Mr+1τ̂t,l, τ̂t,l is the lth elements of τ̂t .

We select a transformation matrix J which makes
Es′ = JEs = Ar ⊙At T, then the DOAs of the sources can be
estimated by using a similar manner with the estimation of
DODs. Thus, the detailed procedure is omitted in this paper.
Furthermore, the DODs and DOAs can be paired using the
method proposed in [9].

4. Simulation Results

In this section, several experimental simulations are carried
out to demonstrate the performance of the proposed method.

A bistatic MIMO radar with Mt = 6 transmit antennas
and Mr = 8 receive antennas is used in the following simula-
tions. In addition, both the transmit and receiver arrays are
assumed to be partially calibrated. The corresponding gain-
phase uncertainties are γt = 1, 1, 1, 0 8ej0 6283, 1 25e−j1 0472,
0 75ej0 7854 T and γr = 1, 1, 1 3712e−j0 2675, 1 1199ej0 0676, 1,
0 9730e−j0 2509, 1, 0 96ej0 0381 T . Thus, we have Mtc = 3 and
Mrc = 2. The number of samples during one pulse period is
L = 256, and the number of pulses is set as Q = 200 unless
otherwise specified.

In the first simulation, 100 realizations of the proposed
method are provided in Figure 1. In this simulation, the
SNR is set as 5 dB. From Figure 1, it is clear that the proposed
method achieves accurate DOD and DOA estimation which
are paired correctly. The estimation of gain-phase uncer-
tainties are provided in Table 1. The mean and standard
deviation (STD) of the estimations are calculated from
100 independent Monte Carlo trials.
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Figure 1: 100 realizations of the proposed method. SNR= 5 dB.
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To evaluate the performance of the proposed method, we
utilize the root mean square error (RMSE) result in the fol-
lowing simulations. In this paper, the RMSE is calculated
from the following formula

RMSE = 1
KP

〠
L

p=1
〠
K

k=1
θ̂k,p − θk

2
+ ϕ̂k,p − ϕk

2
, 29

where P is the number of Monte Carlo trials and θ̂k,p and

ϕ̂k,p are the estimations of θk and ϕk of the pth trial,
respectively. In the following experiments, we use P = 200
independent trails to calculate the RMSE of the angle esti-
mation results.

In Figure 2, the RMSEs of the conventional ESPRIT
algorithm, tensor-based ESPRIT algorithm, method in [16]
(denoted as Guo’s method), and the proposed algorithm are
compared with different SNRs. Due to the partially calibrated
arrays, the conventional ESPRIT algorithm and the tensor-
based ESPRIT algorithm fail to achieve accurate angle
estimations. The Guo’s method [16] is robust under the par-
tially calibrated array case, however, it has a worse RMSE
performance. On the other hand, the proposed method
achieves the best estimation among the existing algorithms
especially for the case of low SNR.

The probability of successful detection is provided in
Figure 3. The successful detection means that the absolute
error of all the DOA and DOD estimations is within 0 5∘.
As mentioned above, both the conventional ESPRIT and
the tensor-based ESPRIT algorithms exhibit a 100% failed
detection due to the partially calibrated arrays used in
this simulation. However, the proposed method achieves
a higher probability of successful detection especially for
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Figure 2: RMSE versus SNR.
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Figure 3: Probability of successful detection.

Table 1: Performance of gain and phase estimation.

(a) Gain estimation results of γt

Index True value Mean STD

ρ̂1 0.8000 0.7999 0.0020

ρ̂2 1.2500 1.2502 0.0045

ρ̂3 0.7500 0.7503 0.0037

(b) Phase estimation results of γt (radian)

Index True value Mean STD

ϕ̂1 0.6283 0.6285 0.0030

ϕ̂2 −1.0472 −1.0468 0.0042

ϕ̂3 0.7854 −0.7859 0.0057

(c) Gain estimation results of γr

Index True value Mean STD

α̂1 1.3712 1.3722 0.0053

α̂2 1.1199 1.1212 0.0068

α̂3 1.0000 1.0016 0.0081

α̂4 0.9730 0.9744 0.0086

α̂5 1.0000 1.0018 0.0119

α̂6 0.9600 0.9622 0.0132

(d) Phase estimation results of γr (radian)

Index True value Mean STD

β̂1 −0.2675 −0.2677 0.0037

β̂2 0.0676 0.0682 0.0064

β̂3 0 0.0000 0.0084

β̂4 −0.2509 −0.2500 0.0094

β̂5 0 −0.0011 0.0123

β̂6 0.0381 0.0392 0.0147
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SNR greater than −20 dB. This simulation result verifies
the improved performance of the proposed algorithm
over existing algorithms.

In Figure 4, we evaluate the performance of the algo-
rithms under consideration for the case of varying number
of the pulses. It is observed that the existing algorithms expe-
rience a heavily degraded estimation performance when the
number of pulses is smaller than 60. In addition, both the
proposed algorithm and Guo’s method show improvement
with the increased number of pulses. However, the proposed
algorithm converges fast under low SNR and it always out-
performs the other algorithms under consideration.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a novel joint DOD-DOA estima-
tion algorithm based on tensor subspace approach for the
case of partially calibrated bistatic MIMO radar. We first
develop a third-order measurement tensor of the received
signal. The HOSVD is then exploited to evaluate the signal
subspace of the tensor-based received signal matrix. A
close-form expression for estimating the gain-phase uncer-
tainties of the transmit and receive arrays is derived, which
enables us to estimate the joint DOA-DOA effectively. Com-
pared with the existing algorithms, the proposed algorithm
achieves a significant improvement in estimation perfor-
mance. Finally, the simulation results demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of the proposed algorithm.
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An enhanced two-dimensional direction of arrival (2D-DOA) estimation algorithm for large spacing three-parallel uniform linear
arrays (ULAs) is proposed in this paper. Firstly, we use the propagator method (PM) to get the highly accurate but ambiguous
estimation of directional cosine. Then, we use the relationship between the directional cosine to eliminate the ambiguity. This
algorithm not only can make use of the elements of the three-parallel ULAs but also can utilize the connection between
directional cosine to improve the estimation accuracy. Besides, it has satisfied estimation performance when the elevation angle
is between 70° and 90° and it can automatically pair the estimated azimuth and elevation angles. Furthermore, it has low
complexity without using any eigen value decomposition (EVD) or singular value decompostion (SVD) to the covariance
matrix. Simulation results demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed algorithm.

1. Introduction

Two-dimensional DOA estimation has attracted extensive
attention due to its wide range of applications [1–4], and there
are many algorithms been proposed for DOA estimation.
Among these algorithms, the subspace-based algorithms, such
as MUSIC and ESPRIT, have received a lot of attention for its
accurate estimation performance [5, 6]. However, the com-
plexity of subspace-based algorithms is often too large because
of the EVD or SVD. In [7], Marcos et al. put forward the well-
known propagator method (PM) algorithm for 1D-DOA esti-
mation. It uses linear partitioning instead of any EVD or SVD
to reduce complexity. Then, Chen et al. [8] extend it to the
DOA estimation of noncircular signal. References [9–11]
extend the PM algorithm to 2D direction estimation. But these
algorithms have some drawbacks. Reference [9] requires angle
search operations. Reference [10] may fail in practical situa-
tion when elevation angle is between 70° and 90°. Reference
[11] has worse estimation accuracy, because some element
information is missing when calculating the propagation
matrix (PMA). Based on this, Chen et al. [12] put forward
an improved 2D angle estimation algorithm for three-
parallel ULAs. It can solve all the problems mentioned in the

above literature. But, it still has some shortcomings, that is,
the array aperture is reduced because of the adoption of three
parallel arrays with half wavelength spacing. And the estima-
tion accuracy is reduced. References [13, 14] establish the
“array of subarrays” idea and “cyclic ambiguity” idea to
improve the estimation accuracy of 2D-DOA. According to
this, we expanded the spacing between the ULA and proposed
an enhanced 2D-DOA estimation algorithm. What needs to
be stressed here is that ourmethod is different from themethod
in [13, 14], although our algorithm and the method in [13, 14]
both use the large array spacing to obtain high accuracy but
ambiguous estimation. However, the principle of resolving
ambiguity is different. References [13, 14] use coarse estimation
without ambiguityorbasedon eigenspace to resolve ambiguity.
However,ouralgorithmuses the triangular relationbetweenthe
three directional cosine to resolve the ambiguity. By doing this,
we do not have to limit ourselves to using subarrays or eigen
spaces to solve ambiguity problems. That is themain difference
between our method and the method in [13, 14]. And it is also
the main innovation of this paper. The flow of our algorithm is
as follows: Firstly, we use the method in [12] to obtain the
estimation of three directional cosines. Because of the large
spacing between array elements, the estimated directional
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cosine is high precision and ambiguous. Then, we use the trian-
gle relationship between the three directional cosines to
eliminate the ambiguity. Then, we can get the true 2D-DOA of
targets. Simulation results show that it cannot only avoid the
problemin[8–11] simultaneouslybutalsohasbetter estimation
accuracy than algorithm of [12] because of adopting large
aperture. And the complexity of the algorithm is compara-
ble to that algorithm of [12].

Notations. Superscripts ⋅ ∗, ⋅ T , ⋅ †, ⋅ −1, and ⋅ H

denote complex conjugation, transpose, pseudo-inverse,
inverse, and conjugate transpose, respectively. IK is K × K
identity matrix. diag ⋅ denotes the diagonalization of the
entity inside. ⋅ denotes take the absolute value of the
element. ⋅ denotes round the element to the nearest inte-
gers less than or equal to the element. ⋅ denotes round
the element to the nearest integers greater than or equal to
the element. E ⋅ denotes the expectation operation. arg ⋅
and Re ⋅ denote the phase and the real part of a complex
number separately.

2. Problem Formulation

As shown in Figure 1, assume that there are three-parallel
ULAs, namely, X,Y , and Z. Array X contains N + 1 sensors.
Array Y and array Z have N sensors, respectively. The spac-
ing between adjacent elements is dx The distance between
array X and array Y is dy, and the distance between array X
and array Z is dz λ is the wavelength. It is assumed that P
far-field narrowband uncorrelated signals are incident onto
the array. The elevation angle and azimuth angle of ith target
are θi and φi, respectively. Here, we assume that the range
of 2D angle is the same with that of [12]. That is to say
that the range value of θi is 0, 1/2π and the range value
of φi is −1/2π, 1/2π Then, the output of the three ULAs can
be expressed as follows:

X t =AxS t +Wx t ,
Y t =AyΩyS t +Wy t ,
Z t =AyΩzS t +Wz t ,

1

where Ax = ax θ1, φ1 , ax θ2, φ2 ,… , ax θP , φP and ax θi,
φi = 1, e‐j2πdxsin θisin φi/λ,… , e−j2πNdxsin θisin φi/λ Ay contains

the first N row of Ax Ωy = diag e−j2πdycos θ1/λ, e−j2πdycos θ2/λ,
… , e−j2πdycos θP/λ and Ωz = diag e−j2πdzsin θ1cos φ1/λ,
e−j2πdzsin θ2cos φ2/λ,… , e−j2πdzsin θPcos φP/λ Wx t ,Wy t , and
Wz t are assumed to be Gaussian white noise vectors
whose mean value is zero and variance is σ2 Then a

new vector W t = X t T Y t T Z t T T , with L snapshots,
and W = W 1 ,W 2 ,… ,W L can be represented as

W =
X
Y
Z

=
Ax

AyΩy

AyΩz

S +
Wx

Wy

Wz

=AS +N, 2

where A = Ax
T AyΩy

T AyΩz
T T , S = S 1 , S 2 ,… , S

L ∈ CP×L, and N = Wx
T Wy

T Wz
T T

∈ C 3N+1 ×L

3. Enhanced 2D-DOA Estimation

3.1. Highly Accurate but Ambiguous Estimation of Directional
Cosine. Assuming that dx = dy = d = λ/2,dz = Kd, where K is
a positive integer and K > 1 The difference between our
model and the model in [12] is that the spacing between
the ULA is larger than half wavelength. The large spacing will
lead to ambiguity of the directional cosine, but it would not
affect the estimation method for them. So the first several
steps of our algorithm is same with the algorithm of [12].
We abbreviate the first several procedures as follows:

Step 1. Compute the covariance matrix of W t by RW =
E WWH

Step 2. Divide RW into two parts, that is, RW = RW1 RW2 ,
where RW1 ∈ C 3N+1 ×P and RW2 ∈ C 3N+1 × 3N+1−P Compute
the propagator matrix (PMA) P by P̂ = RH

W1RW1
−1RH

W1RW2
and get the extended PMA by Pe = IHP P̂ =

PT
x

P× N+1

PT
y

P×N

PT
z

P×N

T

Step 3. Implement EVD on Ψz = P+
x1Pz =A1ΩzA1

−1 to get
eigenvalues β̂i and eigenvectors A1′ They correspond to the
diagonal elements ofΩz and the estimation of A1, separately.
And P+

x1 is the first N rows of Px

Step 4. Let B1 = Px1A1′, B2 = PyA1′ Attain α̂i by extracting the

ith diagonal elements of B+
1B2 Similarly, let C1 =

PT
x1 PT

y1 PT
z1

TA1′ and C2 = PT
x2 PT

y2 PT
z2

TA1′ Attain γ̂i by
extracting the ith diagonal elements of C+

1C2 And Py1 and
Pz1 are thefirstN − 1 rows ofPy andPz Py2 andPz2 are the last
N − 1 rows of Py and Pz Px2 represents the last N rows of Px

Until now, we get the paired estimation of α̂i,β̂i, and γ̂i
which represent cos θi,sin θicos φi, and sin θisin φi, respec-
tively. Because dz is larger than half wavelength, so the β̂i is
high accuracy but ambiguous. And all the ambiguous values
are listed as follows:

β̂
k
i = β̂i + k

λ

dz
,  −1 − β̂i

dz
λ

≤ k ≤ 1 − β̂i

dz
λ

,

3
where i = 1,… , P

3.2. Highly Accurate Estimation of 2D-DOA. Before estimat-
ing the 2D-DOA, we need to eliminate the ambiguity first.
Note that there exists a triangle relationship between these
directional cosines:

cos θi 2 + sin θicos φi
2 + sin θisin φi

2 = 1 4
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And the true directional cosine of targets satisfies this
equation. So, we can use this equation to select the true direc-
tional cosine from the ambiguous directional cosine.

But because there are square terms in the constraint, the
mirror image of the true value also satisfies this equation. If
the mirror image is exactly equal to an ambiguous value of
the true value, we may make mistakes and treat the mirror
image as the true value. Here, we set the range value of θ
and φ as 0, 1/2π and −1/2π, 1/2π , separately. So the true
value of sin θicos φi is limited in the range of 0, 1 And
the mirror image can be avoided.

And the procedure of eliminating ambiguity can be got
as follows:

Step 1. Get all the ambiguous value of sin θicos φi by

β̂
k
i = β̂i + k

λ

dz
,  0 − β̂i

dz
λ

≤ k ≤ 1 − β̂i

dz
λ

5

Step 2. Find the true value by

β̂
k̂

i = β̂i + k̂
λ

dz
, k̂ = arg min

k
αi

2 + β̂
k
i

2
+ γi

2 − 1 6

Lastly, we can get the 2D-DOA estimation for each
source by

φ̂i = tan−1 arg γ̂i

arg β̂
k̂

i

,

θ̂i = tan−1
arg β̂

k̂

i

arg α̂i cos φ̂i

7

3.3. Algorithm Analysis. Here, the analysis of the complexity,
estimation performance, and some notices of our algorithm
are as follows:

(1) Our algorithm has an additional ambiguity elimina-
tion operation compared with the algorithm of [12].
And the complexity of ambiguity elimination is far
less than the complexity of constructing the
covariance. Thus, we can say that the algorithm has
comparable computational complexity with the algo-
rithm of [12].

(2) Because our array aperture is larger than that in [12],
so our proposed algorithm can obtain a better
estimation accuracy.

(3) Note that here we expand the spacing between the
X-axis and Z-axis. Similarly, we can also expand the
spacing between the X-axis and Y-axis or simulta-
neously expand the spacing in the X-axis, Y-axis, and
Z-axis. Then, we can get high accuracy but ambiguous
estimation of sin θisin φi and cos θi, respectively. And
we can still use (4) to eliminate the ambiguity. But
considering the mirror image problem, the range of
angle needs to be adjusted accordingly.

(4) Because the first several steps of our algorithm are the
same with those of [12], so our algorithm inherits the
merits of algorithm of [12]. For example, (1) it can
take full advantage of the elements of the three-
parallel ULAs to estimate the PMA; (2) it has
satisfied estimation accuracy in actual mobile eleva-
tion angles; (3) it can automatically pair the estimated
2D-DOA; (4) it has low complexity without using
any EVD or SVD.

4. Computer Simulations

Here, we will conduct several simulation experiments to test
the performance of our proposed method. The 2D-DOA
of two uncorrelated targets are θ1, φ1 = 35°, 40° and
θ2, φ2 = 80°, 75° , separately. N is set to 6. So the total
number of array elements is 19. The spacing between X-axis
and Z-axis is set to dz = 3d The other spacing is set to
dx = dy = d

Array Y : N

�e ith target

y

�휙i

�휃i

Array X : N + 1

Array Z : N

dy

dz

x

z

dx

Figure 1: Sketch map of array structure.
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In the first simulation, Figure 2 shows the scattergram of
300 times 2D-DOA estimate results by our algorithm and the
algorithm of [12]. The snapshot is set to 50. The SNR=10dB.
As we can see, both the two algorithms can clearly observe
the two targets. But our algorithm has better statistical prop-
erties. That is because we make better use of the information
between ULAs.

In the second simulation, we compare the estimation per-
formance of the two algorithms under different SNR which
vary from 0dB to 30 dB. The snapshot is set to 300. 200 times
Monte Carlo simulations are conducted under each SNR. As
illustrated in Figure 3, the RMSE curve of azimuth estimated
by our algorithm is better than that estimated by the algo-
rithm of [12]. The elevation estimation performance of our
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algorithm is comparable with that estimated by the algorithm
of [12]. The reason is that when estimating azimuth angle, the
equivalent array aperture of our algorithm is larger than that
of [12].While when estimating elevation angle, the equivalent
array aperture of our algorithm is equal with that of [12].
Note that if we want to improve the estimation accuracy of
elevation angle, we can expand dy instead of expandingdz

In the third simulation,we compare the estimationperfor-
mance of the two algorithms under different snapshots which

vary from 100 to 2100. The SNR is set to 20 dB. 1000 times
Monte Carlo simulations are conducted under each snapshot.
As illustrated in Figure 4, the RMSE curve of azimuth esti-
mated by our algorithm is better than that estimated by the
algorithm of [12]. The elevation estimation performance of
the two algorithms is similar. The reason is the same with
the previous one. From the second and third simulations, we
can also see that our algorithmhas satisfied estimation perfor-
mance when elevation is between 70° and 90°.
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In the fourth simulation, we compare the complexity of
our algorithm and that of [12]. We choose the runtime as
the evaluation criteria. Two kinds of comparison were con-
ducted. In the first comparison, the number of elements in
subarray, that is, N , is set to vary from 10 to 100 and the
snapshot is set to 300. The result is shown in Figure 5(a). In
the second comparison, the snapshot is set to vary from
100 to 2100. The number of elements in subarray is set to
20. And the result is shown in Figure 5(b). From the two
figures, we can see that the runtime of our algorithm is
similar with that of [12] which has shown the efficiency of
our proposed algorithm.

In the fifth simulation, we compare the azimuth estima-
tion performance of the two algorithms with different separa-
tion of angle. The 2D-DOA of two targets are
θ1, φ1 = 30°, 60° + Δφ1 and θ2, φ2 = 50°, 70° + Δφ2 ,
respectively. Both Δφ1 and Δφ2 vary from 0° to 18°. The
SNR is equal to 20 dB. The snapshot is set to 500. 200 times
Monte Carlo simulations are conducted under each separa-
tion of angle. Here, the “angle separation” denotes Δφ1 and
Δφ2 which vary from 0° to 18°. It is different from the com-
mon definition of “angle separation.” In fact, the separation
angle of the two targets is fixed, what changes is the azimuth
angle of the two targets. The purpose of doing this is to make
the azimuth angle traverse all angles between 70° and 88° to
prove the effectiveness of the algorithm in practical applica-
tion. The result is shown in Figure 6. We can see that the per-
formance of our proposed algorithm is better than that of the
algorithm of [12].

In the sixth simulation, we compare the elevation estima-
tion performance of the two algorithms with different
separation of angle. Here, we set dx = dz = d and dy = 3d
The 2D-DOA of the two targets are θ1, φ1 = 60° + Δθ1,
30° and θ2, φ2 = 70° + Δθ2, 50° , respectively. Both Δθ1
and Δθ2 vary from 0° to 18° The other parameters
are the same with the fifth simulation. The result is

shown in Figure 7. We can see that the performance
of our proposed algorithm is better than that of the
algorithm of [12].

5. Conclusions

An enhanced 2D-DOA estimation algorithm with three-
parallel large spacing ULAs is proposed in this paper. It can-
not only make use of the elements of the three-parallel ULAs
to estimate the PMA but it can also utilize the information
between three-parallel ULAs to improve the estimation
accuracy. Besides, it has satisfied estimation performance
when the elevation angle is between 70° and 90° and it
can automatically pair the estimated 2D-DOA. Furthermore,
it has low complexity without using any EVD or SVD to the
covariance matrix. Simulations proved the effectiveness of
the proposed algorithm.
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Radio and clutter that cover a certain number of range-Doppler-angle cells have a major impact on the detection performance of a
high-frequency surface wave radar (HFSWR) system. Especially for a small-aperture array, the angle spectrums of radio and clutter
suffer from severe broadening, so the targets that are more easily submerged in the broadened radio and clutter can be hardly
detected. To tackle this issue, this paper proposes an algorithm for radio decontamination and clutter suppression to enable
detection of the submerged targets. First, the spatial correlation of the array is derived, and the characteristics of radio and
clutter are analyzed based on angle-Doppler joint eigenvector. Then owing to the analysis, the information of radio and clutter
in the main beam can be accurately estimated from that in the auxiliary beams and eliminated by subtracting it. The results of
simulations and measured data indicate that the proposed method offers a significant performance improvement and has a
strong robustness against the array amplitude-phase errors.

1. Introduction

HFSWR has gained much attention in recent years due to its
remarkable capabilities in target monitoring and remote
sensing over the horizon [1–3]. However, the HF band is a
heavily congested part of radio and clutter spectrum, which
makes the desired signals easily submerged and difficult to
detect. What is worse, among the HFSWR operated world-
wide, large portion small-aperture array systems are utilized,
such asWERA [4] (four-element configuration), OSMAR [5]
(eight-element configuration), and CODAR [6]. Radio and
clutter have much more serious effects on these radars than
on those with large-aperture arrays. Because the broadened
space beams owing to a small-aperture array will make the
echo energy of radio and clutter from any observation direc-
tion overall exist in the main beam, few array degrees of free-
dom (DOF) can be used to cancel radio and clutter. Hence,
how to overcome these problems in a practical radar system
has been a key topic.

Radio, which works on HF band, can be received by an
HFSWR receiver. It is a kind of strong direction interference

and occupies a large number of range cells [7, 8]. The clutter
is composed of sea clutter and ionospheric clutter: Sea clutter
is the collection of several spectrum lines in a narrow Dopp-
ler band, which is a part of the common area that we are con-
cerned with for detecting moving vessels [9, 10]; ionospheric
clutter comes from the nonideality of the antenna in the
zenith direction and possibility contaminates all the range
cells, Doppler cells, and angle cells above 100 km [11, 12].

In [13], an adaptive interference cancellation algorithm
adding four auxiliary horizontal dipoles configured as two
separate crosses to the HFSWR system is proposed. The
interference component received by the vertically polarized
antennas (main antennas) can be estimated from the auxil-
iary horizontal antennas. By subtracting this estimate, the
interference is suppressed while this method is completely
ineffective for a small-aperture array. Xianrong et al. pro-
posed a scheme just using vertical antennas based on subarray
technology to suppress the ionospheric clutter, instead of
implementing any auxiliary facilities [14]. But its blocking
module is only designed to protect two Bragg lines rather than
the desired targets with unknown distribution characteristics,
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which will cause the target self-cancellation. Another adap-
tive array processing with a 2D-array configuration has been
proposed to restrain ionospheric clutter in [15] and reported
to work well. However, this method increases the system
complexity and degrades practicability when the antenna
field is limited. Based on a single-notch filter, a main-lobe
canceller of space spread clutter [16] is developed. Though
the excellent suppression performance for sea clutter and
ionospheric clutter can be achieved by an effective clutter
estimation method, it needs a large-aperture array to ensure
nulling depth of the filter and sufficient clutter sample statis-
tics. To overcome the array aperture limit, many temporal
and time-frequency approaches [17, 18] are also investigated
to remove radio interference from HFSWR systems, but
these methods are merely based on chirp signals.

In the small-aperture HFSWR system, considering the
weak targets submerged by radio and clutter more easily
and possessing a strong correlation between the beams, this
paper proposes a novel radio and clutter suppression algo-
rithm. Instead of exploiting the auxiliary array, subarray,
and specific signal form, our presented method focuses on
the space characteristics of the small-aperture array. Firstly,
the conclusion that there is a strong correlation between
the beams is deduced. Then, during the process of the pro-
posed canceller, the radio and clutter in the main beam
can be estimated and suppressed through the data set col-
lected from the auxiliary beams. Finally, an important factor,
namely, the robustness versus array amplitude-phase errors,
is detailedly analyzed.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces
the system structure and spatial distribution characteristics
of the small-aperture array. The proposed radio and clutter
suppression algorithm is presented in Section 3. The radio
and clutter with four typical distributions are simulated
to demonstrate the effectiveness in theory in Section 4.
The experiments, comparison, and analysis are provided in
Section 5. Section 6 concludes this paper.

2. Space Distribution of Array, Radio, and
Clutter in Small-Aperture HFSWR

In contrast to the large-aperture array, the spatial distribu-
tion of radio and clutter in the small-aperture array will
change significantly since a smaller array aperture can cause
the beams to widen severely. In addition, the study of radio
and clutter suppression method is mostly conducted based
on the comprehension of their properties; thus we need to
do an accurate analysis of the correlation characteristics of
radio and clutter in this section.

2.1. Small-Aperture HFSWR System. The small-aperture
HFSWR system presented in this paper was developed by
Harbin Institute of Technology in Weihai, whose receiving
array composed of 8 vertically polarized elements is shown
in Figure 1. The facility can transmit the phase-modulated
signals or the frequency-modulated interrupting continuous
wave at an operating frequency range from 4 to 10MHz.
System bandwidth and range resolution are 60 kHz and
2.5 km, respectively. In order to have abilities to detect

fast-moving and slow-moving targets, the coherent integration
time will be set to 10~30 s (Doppler resolution is 0.1~0.033Hz)
and 120~393 s (Doppler resolution is 0.0083~0.0025Hz)
typically.

2.2. Space Characteristics of Array. The array steering vector
is determined by the operating wavelength, the array geome-
try, and the array aperture. That is, the spatial distribution
characteristics produced by the array itself can be acquired
through solving the correlation coefficient between the array
steering vectors with two different directions. Here, consider-
ing a uniform linear array, two array steering vectors with
arbitrary directions are shown below:

a1 = 1, ej2πd sin θ1 /λ,… , ej2π N−1 d sin θ1 /λ , 1

a2 = 1, ej2πd sin θ2 /λ,… , ej2π N−1 d sin θ2 /λ , 2

where d is the element spacing, λ indicates operating wave-
length, and N is the total element number. The correlation
coefficient of both the above vectors can be calculated by
the following equation:

ρa1,a2 = abs
1/N 〠

n
a1 n a∗2 n

1/N 〠
n
a1 n 2 1/N 〠

n
a∗2 n 2

= abs 1
N

1 + ej2πd sin θ1 −sin θ2 /λ +⋯ + ej2π N−1 d sin θ1 −sin θ2 /λ ,

3

where · ∗ is the complex conjugation. Let Ω = 2πd sin
θ1 − sin θ2 /λ; it is a variable that has no relation with
array aperture as element spacing and wavelength are
fixed. The expression of the correlation coefficient can be
rewritten as

ρa1,a2 = abs 1
N
1 − ejNΩ

1 − ejΩ = abs 1
N

ej N/2 Ω e−j N/2 Ω − ej N/2 Ω

ejΩ/2 e−jΩ/2 − ejΩ/2

= abs 1
N

sin N/2 Ω
sin Ω/2 ej N−2/2 Ω = sin N/2 Ω

N/2 Ω
Ω/2

sin Ω/2
4

As shown above, it can be concluded that the array
elements are fewer (i.e., the array aperture is smaller) and

Figure 1: Small-aperture HFSWR system structure.
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the correlation between two steering vectors is stronger. The
correlation results are shown in Figure 2. Suppose that 0° is a
reference direction to calculate the correlation coefficients
with all the other directions, element spacing is 10m, and
operating frequency is 5MHz. Moreover, in the practical sys-
tem, the window function usually is needed to limit side-lobe
level when doing the digital beam forming (DBF). In this
paper, the 25 dB Chebyshev coefficients are multiplied by
the array steering vector to analyze the correlation.

According to the previous studies in [19], the correlation
coefficient is larger than 0.7, which can be treated as homo-
geneity. And the homogeneity becomes stronger as the coef-
ficient becomes larger. In order to avoid generating target
self-cancellation in the proposed algorithm, the deviation
angle between auxiliary beams and the desired direction of
the main beam must be larger than 10°, at least based on
experience. But as shown in Figure 2, the number of homo-
geneous beam bins is smaller than 13 when the number of
array elements is larger than or equal to 16, which greatly
reduces the number of clutter samples obtained by second-
ary beams. Hence, the proposed algorithm can be consid-
ered to be effective from 4 to 14 array elements concerning
both beam width and sample number.

2.3. Investigation on Space Characteristics of Radio and
Clutter. This section shows the spatial distribution character-
istics of radio and clutter analyzed in the practical small-
aperture HFSWR system. The measured data set comes from
radar experiment conducted in Weihai, China, on May 12,
2016, using an eight-element configuration. It is processed
in turn by pulse compression, Doppler, and DBF. The

range-Doppler maps of radio, sea clutter, and ionospheric
clutter in 0° beam (the normal direction is 0°) are successively
shown in Figure 3. The working frequencies are 4.47MHz,
4.47MHz, and 5.6MHz, respectively.

A correlation analysis method whose correctness has
been proved in [19] based on angle-Doppler joint eigenvec-
tor is used to effectively study the space property of radio
and clutter with the real data. The detailed procedures are
as follows:

(1) Select a range-Doppler local region that consists of
three adjacent range cells and Doppler cells contam-
inated by radio and clutter to construct a test matrix
Xb = xb1, xb2, xb3 T ∈ℂ3×3.

(2) Stack the columns of the test matrix Xb under each
other to form a new column vector xb = xb1 xb2 xb3
∈ℂ9×1.

(3) Calculate the self-correlation matrix Rb ∈ℂ9×9 by
Rb = xbxHb ; then eigen-decompose Rb to acquire 9
eigenvalues λ1, λ2,… , λ9 and corresponding 9 eigen-
vectors ξ1, ξ2,… , ξ9; finally normalize the eigenvec-
tors by ξi = ξi/ ξi , i = 1,… , 9.

(4) Determine their contributions with λi ξi, xb , i = 1,
… , 9, and choose the eigenvector ξm, which has the
maximal contribution.

(5) According to steps (1) to (4), the nB eigenvectors ξim,
i = 1, 2,… , nB, can be obtained by making the same
processing, where nB is the number of total angle cells.
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Figure 2: Array correlation coefficient.
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(6) Calculate the correlation coefficients employing ξim,
i = 1, 2,… , nB, from step (5) by

ρij = ξim
Hξjm, i, j = 1, 2,… , nB 5

The spatial scanning area is from −30° to 30°, angle inter-
val of the digital beam forming is 1°, and the reference direc-
tion is 0°. We choose continuous radio and clutter region in
the range-Doppler spectrum as the processing region to
make the contained components as simple as possible. All
the correlation coefficients are averaged over 50 independent
trials with different processing regions for radio, sea clutter,
and ionospheric clutter severally, and approximately equal
to 1. As shown in Figure 4, radio and clutter both indicate
the extreme strong space correlation in the practical small-
aperture HFSWR system.

3. Radio and Clutter Decontamination
Algorithm Utilizing Multiple Beam Method

3.1. Problem Formulation. Assume the considered small-
aperture HFSWR consists of an array with N elements, and

it transmits a burst of K pulses (Doppler cell numbers) in a
coherent processing interval; the sampling points in each
transmitted signal pulse (range cell numbers) are L. The echo
data of one range cell and Doppler cell can be expressed as

z = 〠
Ns

i=1
σsia θi + 〠

Nc

j=1
σc ja θj + n ∈ℂN×1, 6

where Ns and Nc, respectively, represent the number of the
desired signal and radio and clutter; σsi and σci are the com-
plex envelopes of the ith desired signal and the jth radio and
clutter; a θi and a θ j indicate manifold vectors correspond-
ing to the ith desired signal and the jth radio and clutter,
which are the array response at the directions θi and θ j; n
denotes additive white Gaussian noise.

Signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) and signal-to-clutter
ratio (SCR) are negative as the target energy is weak to inter-
ference and clutter; thus, the targets submerged in both can-
not be detected. Minimum variance distortionless response
(MVDR) is a classical space filter keeping the response to
the expected direction distortionless and output power
minimum. In the ideal condition, the signal to interference/
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clutter and noise ratio (SINR/SCNR) can be maximum by
MVDR. The correlated matrix of the echo can be indicated as

Rz = E zzH = 〠
Ns

i=1
σsi

2a θi aH θi + Rc+n, 7

where Rc+n is the covariance matrix of interference, clutter,
and noise, which can be indicated as Rc+n =∑Nc

j=1 σc j
2a θj

aH θ j + σ2nIn; σ2n is the power of noise; In denotes the N ×
N dimensions identity matrix. Suppose θ0 is the expected
direction, and the optimal adaptive beamforming vector
can be indicated as

w = R−1
c+ns θ0

s θ0
HR−1

c+ns θ0
8

3.2. Proposed Algorithm. In the practical radar system, the
signals’ directions of arrival (DOA) and covariance matrix
Rc+n cannot be known in advance. The proposed algorithm
is an effective way to solve these problems, and the frame-
work is shown in Figure 5. This algorithm does not require
prior access to the targets’ DOA and covariance matrix
Rc+n. Firstly, the secondary samples that have similar distri-
bution characteristics as the radio and clutter of the main
beam can be obtained via auxiliary beams; then implement
the information statistics in the range domain and Doppler
domain to calculate matrix Rc+n, which guarantees that the
component of radio and clutter is greatly superior to that of
the targets; finally, the optimal weight vector for suppressing
radio and clutter and meanwhile protecting target nature can
be achieved. This algorithm is applied in a uniform linear
array but is not restricted to this array.

The echo in which the signals are blocked by a
block matrix B is used to deduce the adaptive weights

wa for the canceller. The output of the method can be
expressed as

Y l = wq − Bwa
HX l 9

The output power is defined by

p = E Y l 2 10

The output power p is minimized to make radio and clut-
ter suppression performance be optimal [14]. At this point,
calculating the adaptive weight vector is equivalent to solving
the following optimization problem:

min
wa

p =min
wa

wq − Bwa
HRx wq − Bwa 11

From this minimization, we obtain a steady-state optimal
weight vector wa in the form of the Wiener solution

wa = BHRxB
−1BHRxwq = R−1

c+nR0, 12

where B is a coefficient matrix of auxiliary beams, and let
θ1 θ2 ⋯ θN′ be the auxiliary beams’ directions. The starting
direction of this area is equal to the corresponding angle
of −3 dB attenuation of the main beam, and other directions
of auxiliary beams can be successively obtained in the direc-
tion away from the main beam with 1° angle interval. The
beam structure is shown in Figure 6.

The black solid line displays the spatial response of the
main beam, which consists of radio, clutter, noise, and tar-
gets. The dotted line is the spatial response of N′ auxiliary
beams to estimate radio and clutter information. Matrix B
is written as

B = b1 b2 ⋯ bN′

=

1

ej2πd sin θ1 /λ

⋮

ej2π N−1 d sin θ1 /λ

1

ej2πd sin θ2 /λ

⋮

ej2π N−1 d sin θ2 /λ

⋯

1

ej2πd sin θN′ /λ

⋮

ej2π N−1 d sin θN′ /λ

13
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Figure 5: The framework of the proposed algorithm, where X l =
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sampling points in the lth range cell and nth element. wq is the static
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In (12), Rc+n is a self-correlation matrix of radio and
clutter counted via the auxiliary beams, and R0 is the
cross-correlation matrix between the outputs of the
auxiliary beams and those of the main beam, expressed
as follows:

Rc+n =DDH ,
D = BHX l , 14

R0 =Dy0 15

Suppose that the main beam direction is θ0 (it can
be an interesting arbitrary direction), so its output y0
is given by

y0 =wH
q X l =

1
ej2πd sin θ0 /λ

⋮

ej2π N−1 d sin θ0 /λ

H

X l 16

3.3. Robustness Analysis for Amplitude-Phase Errors. In
this section, we describe a metric called cancellation ratio
(CR) [20, 21] to measure radio and clutter suppression
performance. It is defined as the ratio of the output
power of the main beam to the output power of the difference
of output signals (residue). Mathematically, the CR is
defined as

CR = E y0 2

E y0 −wH
a yaux 2

, 17

yaux = BHX l , 18

where yaux is the estimated radio and clutter information
from auxiliary beams. In addition, (17) can be simplified as

CR = E y0 2

E y0 −wH
a yaux y0 −wH

a yaux H

= 1

1 − E y0yHaux / E y0 2 E yaux 2
2 = 1

1 − ρ 2 ,

19

where ρ is the correlation coefficient of radio and clutter
between the main beam and auxiliary beams, which has a
crucial effect on the output CR of the proposed algorithm.
Note that by this definition, a good CR will be close to infinity
(i.e., if expressed in decibels, it would have a large positive
value). Combining the conclusion drawn in Section 2.2, this
paper can receive the outstanding radio and clutter suppres-
sion performance by the derived space distribution and the
presented new method to achieve training data set. Whereas
amplitude-phase errors universally exist in the actual radar
systems, the error robustness has been an important indica-
tor to judge if the algorithm has practicability or not. Next,
robustness analysis is provided, and then (1) and (2) can be
rewritten, respectively, as

a1 = δ1υ1ejδ1φ1 , δ2υ2ej 2πd sin θ1 /λ+δ2φ2 ,

… , δNυNej 2π N−1 d sin θ1 /λ+δNφN ,
20

a2 = δ1υ1ejδ1φ1 , δ2υ2ej 2πd sin θ2 /λ+δ2φ2 ,

… , δNυNej 2π N−1 d sin θ2 /λ+δNφN ,
21

where δ1υ1, δ2υ2,… , δNυN are amplitude errors and δ1φ1,
δ2φ2,… , δNφN are phase errors; amplitude errors and phase
errors are independent of eachother. The errormeans indicate

Normal

Receiving array

Shore

Radio and clutter
b1

bi bi+1

bN′

Figure 6: The spatial beam structure.
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E δiυi = 0 and E δiφi = 0; variances denote Var δiυi = δ2υ
and Var δiφi = δ2φ. Right now, the correlation coefficient of
the array steering vectors taking into account the above
amplitude-phase errors is expressed as

ρa1,a2 = abs E
1/N〠

n
a1 n a∗2 n

1/N〠
n
a1 n 21/N〠

n
a∗2 n 2

= abs
〠N

i=1E 1 + 2δiυi + δ2i υ
2
i ej i−1 Ω

〠N

i=1E 1 + 2δiυi + δ2i υ
2
i 〠N

i=1E 1 + 2δiυi + δ2i υ
2
i

= abs
〠N

i=1 1 + δ2υ ej i−1 Ω

N 1 + δ2υ
= ρa1,a2

22

The correlation coefficient is not affected by the
amplitude-phase errors as the means equal to zero and vari-
ances are nonnegative. In other words, the radio and clutter
correlation between the main beam and auxiliary beams is
not degraded. As a result, this algorithm that has a strong
robustness against the errors mainly benefits from sampling
format of second training data of radio and clutter based on
auxiliary beams.
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Figure 7: Simulations for radio and clutter submitted to four distributions.

Table 1: Injected target parameters.

Range
bin

Doppler
frequency

(Hz)

Beam
bin

Input SIR before
suppression (dB)

Output SIR after
suppression (dB)

147 −1.43 7 −6 17
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4. Simulation Trails

In the practical small-aperture radar system, the echo signals
are usually polluted by the radio, sea clutter, and ionospheric
clutter. The energy distributions of radio and clutter will be
very different. In theory, the algorithm will have remarkable
effects on any distribution characters based on a framework
of statistical estimation. For the distribution characteristics
of angle dimension, Gaussian distribution, uniformed distri-
bution, Poisson distribution, and Rayleigh distribution are
the four most typical distributions.

In this section, to verify radio and clutter suppression
performance, a weaker signal than the radio and clutter
has been injected in the 0°, with 8 array elements, 20 aux-
iliary beams, and 25dB Chebyshev coefficient. Simulation
results averaged over 500 Monte Carlo trials are shown in
Figure 7, which obviously demonstrates that the radio
and clutter can be accurately estimated by the auxiliary
beams and that the injected signal is visible for all the dis-
tribution characters.

5. Measured Data Verification

In this part, the measured data are applied to illustrate the
advancement and validity of the proposed algorithm, com-
pared to DBF, coherent side-lobe cancellation (CSLC), and
spread clutter estimated canceller (SCEC). The measured
data of small-aperture HFSWR as introduced in Section 2
are used. The main beam and auxiliary beams, respectively,
are formed for target detection and radio and clutter estima-
tion using 25 dB Chebyshev weighting. The whole detection
space (from −30° to 30°) is divided into 7 beam areas whose
desired directions are as follows: −30°, −20°, −10°, 0°, 10°,
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Figure 8: Comparison results for radio cancellation.

Table 2: Injected target parameters.

Range
bin

Doppler
frequency

(Hz)

Beam
bin

Input SCR before
suppression (dB)

Output SCR after
suppression (dB)

101 0.22 4 −11 20
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20°, and 30°. The starting direction of auxiliary beams equals
the corresponding angle of −3 dB attenuation of the main
beam, and 20 auxiliary beams can be successively selected
in the direction away from the starting direction with 1° angle
interval.

5.1. Radio Result with Ideal Target. As depicted in
Figure 3(a), there are two strong energy radios covering all
the range units above the 30th range unit in the range-
Doppler spectrum. A simulation target with the same azi-
muth as radio is injected into the real radio data; the detailed
target information is shown in Table 1. In order to facilitate
observation, an enlarged spectrum of the target’s position is
shown in Figure 8(a); the result after mitigating radio in the
corresponding area is provided in Figure 8(b); to underline
the advantage gained, Figure 8(c) shows a Doppler frequency
profile at the range of the 147th range bin when the beam
bin is set to the 7th. From Figure 8, it is obvious that the

performance of the proposed algorithm is superior to that
of the others and that it obtains the optimal output SIR.

5.2. Sea Clutter Result with Ideal Target. The range-Doppler
spectrum of the actual sea clutter is shown in Figure 3(b),
and its theoretical first-order Bragg frequencies generated
from working frequency are ±0.215Hz. Owing to current,
the real Bragg frequencies are shifted to −0.215Hz and
0.219Hz. The echo of sea clutter will be received in all front
directions because of the geographical environment that the
receiving array faced. Therefore, the azimuth of the added
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Figure 9: Comparison results for sea clutter cancellation.

Table 3: Injected target parameters.

Range
bin

Doppler
frequency

(Hz)

Beam
bin

Input SCR before
suppression (dB)

Output SCR after
suppression (dB)

141 −0.19 2 3 25
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target is in the normal direction, and the detailed information
is in Table 2. Figures 9(a) and 9(b) depict the target range-
Doppler maps before and after the proposed method pro-
cessing after injecting a simulation target. Figure 9(c) illus-
trates that the proposed algorithm can effectively suppress
the sea clutter and detect the target submerged by sea clutter.

5.3. Ionospheric Clutter Result with Ideal Target. Three pieces
of strong ionospheric clutter exist in Figure 3(c), which
makes the target in this area difficulty to be detected if the tar-
get echo is weaker than the echo of ionospheric clutter. The
distribution characteristics of the target are introduced in
Table 3. Figure 10(a) presents an original range-Doppler
map that is contaminated by ionospheric clutter from Dopp-
ler frequency −0.4Hz to 0.5Hz, whereas Figure 10(b) illus-
trates the map after suppressing the clutter by the proposed
method. To show the benefits more clearly, Figure 10(c)
shows the Doppler profile with the 2nd beam bin and the

141st range bin, which have the same direction and range
with the injected target. It is noticed that the clutter energy
has been suppressed by the proposed method, even as the tar-
get energy has persevered. The output SCR has improved
over 28 dB by the proposed algorithm, which is 5 dB higher
than that of SCEC and 12dB higher than that of CSLC.

5.4. Robustness Result. For the realistic situation as in the dis-
cussion in Section 3.3, the amplitude-phase errors generally
exist between array elements of the small-aperture HFSWR
system. In this section, to evaluate the robustness of the pro-
posed algorithm, a set of the real array errors is first extracted
by using 500 measured data files and then calculating statis-
tical mean and variance based on the above files. At last,
the statistical result is applied to the injected target, and the
mitigating performance comparison of radio and clutter
between errors and ideal cases is given in Figure 11. The
amplitude-phase error parameters are shown in Table 4. As
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Figure 10: Comparison results for ionospheric clutter cancellation.
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Figure 11: Robustness analysis of amplitude-phase errors with the measured data.

Table 4: Injected amplitude-phase error parameters.

Amplitude error mean Amplitude error variance Phase error mean Phase error variance
SIR/SCR loss of the injected target

comparing to ideal cases

0.203 dB 5.47 dB 0.12° 9.875° 0.55 dB/0.67 dB/0.43 dB

Table 5: Injected target 1 parameters.

Radio and clutter Center range bin Center Doppler frequency Beam bin Output SNR Attenuation

Radio 147 −5.13Hz 7 17.51 dB 0.92 dB

Sea clutter 101 0.246Hz 4 24.4 dB 0.47 dB

Ionospheric clutter 141 −0.503Hz 2 24.75 dB 0.87 dB

Table 6: Injected target 2 parameters.

Radio and clutter Center range bin Center Doppler frequency Beam bin Output SIR/SCR Attenuation

Radio 147 −1.43Hz 7 17 dB 1.43 dB

Sea clutter 101 0.22Hz 4 20 dB 4.86 dB

Ionospheric clutter 141 −0.19Hz 2 25 dB 0.62 dB
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Figure 12: Comparison results for radio and clutter cancellation with the simulated real targets.
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can be seen from Figure 11 and Table 4, the proposed algo-
rithm has the same radio and clutter suppression ability
and approximately optimal output SIR/SCR. The thinned
performance loss is mainly derived from the nonzero mean
of the errors in the practical system.

5.5. Suppression Results with Simulated Real Targets. Here,
the capability of the proposed algorithm for suppressing
radio and clutter in the case of the real target is studied.
The real targets can be simulated by broadening Doppler
bin and range bin of the ideal targets; that is, the number of

Table 7: Injected target parameters.

Targets (radio/sea clutter/ionospheric clutter) Beam directions Target directions Attenuation (dB)

Target 1 30°/0°/−20° 25°/4°/−19° 0.62/0.58/0.35

Target 2 30°/0°/−20° 23°/−3°/−22° 0.33/0.91/0.78
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Figure 13: Robustness analysis of beam deviation with the simulated real data.
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covering bin changes from one to three. Compared to the
above trials, a marked target that has the same signal power
as the submerged target is added in the noise area to contrast
the attenuation of the signal before and after processing. The
two target parameters used in this experiment are listed in
Tables 5 and 6. Figures 12(a), 12(c), and 12(e) reveal that
the radio and clutter are significantly suppressed while two
injected targets are well preserved and clearly visible.
Figures 12(b), 12(d), and 12(f) indicate that the marked
targets almost do not suffer any attenuation of output SNR
and that the submerged targets can also acquire 20–25 dB
performance improvement of output SIR and SCR.

5.6. The Analysis of Beam Deviation. Two simulated real
targets that have the same parameters as in Section 5.5 except
azimuth are injected into the radio and clutter to quantize
the performance degradation while the target directions are
different from the desired directions of the main beam.
The angular deviation between targets and the associated
main beam varies from −5° to 5° considering that the angle
interval of the main beam is 10°, and the detailed informa-
tion is illustrated in Table 7. As shown in Figure 13 and
Table 7, the proposed algorithm only suffers a small perfor-
mance loss, not more than 1dB, regardless of the kind of
experimental situation.

5.7. Performance Analysis. The worst scenarios are consid-
ered in the above trials, that is, the target absolutely sub-
merged by radio, sea clutter, and ionospheric clutter in
range-Doppler-angle domains. From the comparison results
in range-Doppler spectrum and Doppler profile, the pro-
posed algorithm can absolutely restrain radio and clutter
while introducing no false target outside the injected target
position. Besides, our algorithm can obtain 26 dB output
SIR/SCR improvement averaged from situation a to situation
c, but only 0.55 dB and 0.6 dB performance loss for the real
amplitude-phase errors and beam deviation severally. Hence,
it is concluded that compared to the other methods, in the
cases of ideal and real target characteristics, the proposed
algorithm can have better radio and clutter restraint perfor-
mance, higher output SIR/SCR, and stronger amplitude-
phase error robustness.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, the spatial distribution characteristics of radio
and clutter in the small-aperture HFSWR system are first
derived. It is a theoretical basis of our proposed algorithm,
which presents a cascaded method for radio decontamina-
tion and clutter suppression to enable detection of the
submerged targets. Simulations and measured data have
demonstrated that the radio and clutter in the main beam
can be estimated by auxiliary beams and effectively cancelled
by this algorithm while preserving almost all the target echo
energy. Another contribution of the method is the robustness
against amplitude-phase errors, which makes great sense for
improving algorithm stability and reliability of a radar sys-
tem. Compared with DBF, CSLC, and SCEC methods, the
proposed algorithm has been shown to have better radio

and clutter suppression results and higher output SIR/
SCR. The theory about how to choose auxiliary beams to
achieve the optimal output performance will be studied in
a future paper.
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Sparse matrix reconstruction has a wide application such as DOA estimation and STAP. However, its performance is usually
restricted by the grid mismatch problem. In this paper, we revise the sparse matrix reconstruction model and propose the joint
sparse matrix reconstruction model based on one-order Taylor expansion. And it can overcome the grid mismatch problem.
Then, we put forward the Joint-2D-SL0 algorithm which can solve the joint sparse matrix reconstruction problem efficiently.
Compared with the Kronecker compressive sensing method, our proposed method has a higher computational efficiency and
acceptable reconstruction accuracy. Finally, simulation results validate the superiority of the proposed method.

1. Introduction

Compressive sensing is becoming more and more popular
for its superiority in parameter super-resolution estimation
using short observation [1–3]. And as extensions to com-
pressed sensing, sparse matrix reconstruction has received a
lot of attention [4–6]. Many problems in signal processing
can be seemed as sparse matrix reconstruction problem, such
as the DOA estimation [7] and STAP [8]. In this paper, we
consider the estimation of DOA and DOD in MIMO radar.
It can be solved by the traditional subspace method, such as
MUSIC and ESPRIT algorithm. But they usually need large
snapshots to estimate the covariance matrix. Considering
the advantages of sparse matrix reconstruction, here, we
research the estimation of DOA and DOD in MIMO radar
based on sparse matrix reconstruction method. And
many algorithms have been proposed to solve the sparse
matrix reconstruction efficiently. For instance, [9] puts
forward the 2D-SL0 algorithm, and [10] puts forward the
2D-IAA algorithm. Both of them can reconstruct the
sparse matrix efficiently. However, the sparse matrix
model has some inherent shortcomings. Its performance
is affected by the grid mismatch problem [11]. That is
because no matter how thin we divide the mesh, we still
cannot guarantee that all the parameters fall on the grid
completely [12, 13]. So the estimation accuracy will be

affected by the grid number and how much do we divide
the mesh.

In this paper, we revise the sparse matrix model by the
one-order Taylor expansion and propose the joint sparse
matrix model. This model eliminates the grid mismatch
effect by introducing some joint sparse items. Then, in order
to solve the joint sparse matrix reconstruction problem effi-
ciently, we revise the 2D-SL0 algorithm and put forward
the Joint-2D-SL0 algorithm. It can get a high estimation
accuracy with satisfied speed.

Note that our method is different with the methods in
[9, 10]. The methods in [9, 10] cannot deal with the off-grid
problem. Our method can solve it by introducing some joint
sparse items. And these sparse items have the same sparse
structure. So the “Joint” means that our Joint-2D-SL0 algo-
rithm can get their estimation simultaneously. However, the
“Joint” in [14] means that it is jointly used to reconstruct
the images at all available channels simultaneously. That is
the difference between our method and the method in [14].
Both our method and the method in [14] are applied to the
signal matrix without stacking the signal into 1D vector.

2. Problem Formulation

Assuming there is a bistatic MIMO radar which obtains K
transmitters and L receivers, both the transmitting array
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and the receiving array are collocated in uniform linear
array. d1 and d2 are the element spacing of transmitters
and receivers, respectively. f T = d1cos φ /λ and f R = d2
cos θ /λ are the normalized DOD and normalized DOA
of targets. For convenience, we denote them as the DOD
and DOA in our paper. Assuming the transmitting wave-
forms are normalized orthogonal signals, that is, SSH = IK ,
where S = s1, s2,… , sK

T . After matched filtering, we get
the received signal as follows:

Y = 〠
M

m=1
amaR f R

m aT f T
m

T
S +W SH

= 〠
M

m=1
amaR f R

m aT f T
m

T
+ Z,

1

where am is the scattering coefficient of mth target. W
represents the noise matrix. Z =WSH . aR f R

m = 1,… ,
exp j L − 1 2πf R

m and aT f T
m = 1,… , exp j K − 1 2π

f T
m are the receiving steering vectors and transmitting
steering vectors corresponding to the DOA and DOD of
the mth target, respectively.

Considering the sparsity of targets, the sparse reconstruc-
tion method can be used to estimate target’s 2D parameters.
Then, discretizing the range of DOD and DOA toKd > K and
La > L resolution grids, respectively, we can convert (1) into
the following form:

Y =ΦR θ ΞΦT
T φ + Z, 2

where Ξ is a spare matrix and we can estimate the DOD and
DOA of targets according to the position of nonzero ele-
ments. θ = θ1, θ2,… , θKd

and φ = φ1, φ2,… , φLa
are the

predefined grids. ΦR θ = aR f R
1 , aR f R

2 ,… , aR f R
Kd

and ΦT φ = aT f T
1 , aT f T

2 ,… , aT f T
La

This sparse matrix reconstruction model requires that the
targets must fall on the predefined grids. Practically, no
matter how small we divide the mesh, the targets cannot be
guaranteed to completely fall on the grids. So the perfor-
mance of this method will depend on the way how we
divide the mesh. Reference [11] puts forward an off-grid
model to solve the grid mismatch problem in 1D-DOA
estimation; this idea could be extended to the 2D parameter
estimation situation.

3. Joint Sparse Matrix Reconstruction

The targets’ true and unknown DOA and DOD are α =
α1, α2,… , αD andβ = β1, β2,… , βD , respectively. Approx-
imating the ΦR α and ΦT β by the first-order Taylor
expansion around the predefined grids θ and φ, respectively,

ΦR α =ΦR θ +ΦR θ ′Δ1,

ΦT β =ΦT φ +ΦT φ ′Δ2,
3

whereΦR θ ′ = ∂aR θ1 /∂θ1 ,… , ∂aR θLa /∂θLa ,ΦT φ ′
= ∂aT φ1 /∂φ1 ,… , ∂aT φKd

/∂φKd
, Δ1 = diag α − θ ,

and Δ2 = diag β − φ . We can get the following joint sparse
matrixmodel:

Y = ΦR θ +ΦR θ ′Δ1 Ξ ΦT φ +ΦT φ ′Δ2
T
+ Z

= ΦR θ ΦR θ ′
I

Δ1

Ξ I Δ2
T ΦT φ ΦT φ ′ T

+ Z

= ΦR θ ΦR θ ′
Ξ ΞΔ2

T

Δ1Ξ Δ1ΞΔ2
T

ΦT φ ΦT φ ′ T
+ Z

= ΦR θ ΦR θ ′
Ξ P2

P1 P3

ΦT φ ΦT φ ′ T
+ Z,

4

where P1 = Δ1Ξ, P2 = ΞΔ2
T, P3 = Δ1ΞΔ2

T, and Ξ are joint
sparse matrix, that is, they have the same sparse structure.
That is because whether left multiplied or right multiplied,
a diagonal matrix will not change the sparsity of a sparse
matrix. So we can use (4) to estimate the targets’ DOD and
DOA, and it will not be affected by the grid mismatch
problem.

UsingΦR andΦT to representΦR θ andΦT φ , respec-
tively, (4) can be rewritten as follows:

Y = ΦR ΦR′
Ξ P2

P1 P3

ΦT ΦT′
T
+ Z 5

But how to efficiently solve the joint sparse reconstruc-
tion problem? If we use the Kronecker compressive sens-
ing method (solve (5) by converting it into 1D problem),
it will bring much more computation burden because of
the huge computation complexity of Kronecker product.
Can we directly solve the joint sparse matrix reconstruction
problem in (5)? Reference [9] proposes the 2D smoothed
L0 (2D-SL0) algorithm, and it solves the 2D sparse problem
more easily than the 1D-SL0 algorithm. Based on this, we
revise the 2D-SL0 algorithm and propose the Joint-2D-SL0
algorithm to solve the joint sparse matrix reconstruction
problem. They can be applied to situations where the number
of targets is unknown.

The Gaussian function adopted in the 2D-SL0 is Gσ

X =∑i,jexp − xi,j
2 /σ2 [9]. Here, the Gaussian function

we adopt in the Joint-2D-SL0 algorithm is

Gσ

Ξ P2

P1 P3

=〠
i,j
exp −

Ξi,j
2 + P1i,j

2 + P2i,j
2 + P3i,j

2

σ2

6

It will lead to a joint sparse of Ξ, P1, P2, and P3, that

is, the special case of block sparse of
Ξ P2

P1 P3

. The joint

2D gradient projection method is put forward to solve the
Joint-2D-SL0 function. The gradient of the Joint-2D-SL0
function is
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where σ1 is chosen as σ1 > 8 maxi,j Wi,j and W =

Ξ0 P2
0

P1
0 P3

0
.

The initialization of the joint sparse matrix is

Ξ0 P2
0

P1
0 P3

0
= ΦR ΦR′

†
Y

ΦT
T

ΦT′
T

†

8

The proof is as follows:

Proof

vec
Ξ0 P2

0

P1
0 P3

0
= ΦT ΦT′ ⊗ ΦR ΦR′

†
vec Y

= ΦT ΦT′
†
⊗ ΦR ΦR′

†
vec Y

= vec ΦR ΦR′
†
Y

ΦT
T

ΦT′
T

†

9

The projection onto the feasible set can be obtained by

Ξ P2

P1 P3

=
Ξl P2

l

P1
l P3

l
+ ΦR ΦR′

†

Y − ΦR ΦR′
Ξl P2

l

P1
l P3

l

ΦT
T

ΦT′
T

ΦT
T

ΦT′
T

†

10

The proof is as follows:

Proof. When reconstructing a sparse matrix using the model

Y = ΦR ΦR′
Ξl P2

l

P1
l P3

l
ΦT ΦT′

T
+ Z, we have

Y − ΦR ΦR′
Ξl P2

l

P1
l P3

l
ΦT ΦT′

T

= ΦR ΦR′
Ξ P2

P1 P3

ΦT ΦT′
T

− ΦR ΦR′
Ξl P2

l

P1
l P3

l
ΦT ΦT′

T

= ΦR ΦR′
Ξ P2

P1 P3

−
Ξl P2

l

P1
l P3

l
ΦT ΦT′

T

11

So the minimum L2 estimate of
Ξ P2

P1 P3

−

Ξl P2
l

P1
l P3

l
is

ΦR ΦR′
†

Y − ΦR ΦR′
Ξl P2

l

P1
l P3

l
ΦT ΦT′

T

ΦT ΦT′
T †

12

So the projection onto the feasible set can be obtained by

Ξ P2

P1 P3

=
Ξl P2

l

P1
l P3

l
+ ΦR ΦR′

†

Y − ΦR ΦR′
Ξl P2

l

P1
l P3

l

ΦT
T

ΦT′
T

ΦT
T

ΦT′
T

†

13

Now we get the Joint-2D-SL0 algorithm which is shown
in Algorithm 1.

Remark 1. The internal loop is repeated a fixed and small
number of times (L). That is to say, for increasing the speed,
we do not wait for the steepest ascent algorithm to converge.
This can be justified by the gradual decrease in the value of σ.
And for each σ, we do not need the exact maximizer of Gσ.
We just need to enter the region near the (global) maximizer
of Gσ to escape from its local maximizers.

δ ≜ ∇Gσ

Ξ P2

P1 P3

=

−Ξi,jexp −
Ξi,j

2 + P1i, j
2 + P2i,j

2 + P3i,j
2

σ2 ⋯ −P2i,jexp −
Ξi,j

2 + P1i,j
2 + P2i,j

2 + P3i,j
2

σ2

⋮ ⋱ ⋮

−P1i,jexp −
Ξi,j

2 + P1i,j
2 + P2i,j

2 + P3i,j
2

σ2 ⋯ −P3i,jexp −
Ξi,j

2 + P1i,j
2 + P2i,j

2 + P3i,j
2

σ2

, 7
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Remark 2. Steepest ascent consists of iterations of the form
Ξ P2

P1 P3

←
Ξ P2

P1 P3

+ μj∇Gσ. Here, the step-size

parameters μj should be decreasing, that is, for smaller values
of σ, smaller values of μ j should be applied. Note that instead

of μj only a constant μ appeared. The reason is that by letting

μ j = μσ2 for some constant μ, we have
Ξ P2

P1 P3

←

Ξ P2

P1 P3

+ μσ2∇Gσ =
Ξ P2

P1 P3

+ μδ.

δ = σ2∇Gσ =

−Ξi,jexp −
Ξi,j

2 + P1i,j
2 + P2i,j

2 + P3i,j
2

σ2 ⋯ −P2i,jexp −
Ξi,j

2 + P1i,j
2 + P2i,j

2 + P3i,j
2

σ2

⋮ ⋱ ⋮

−P1i,jexp −
Ξi,j

2 + P1i,j
2 + P2i,j

2 + P3i,j
2

σ2 ⋯ −P3i,jexp −
Ξi,j

2 + P1i,j
2 + P2i,j

2 + P3i,j
2

σ2

14

Initialize:

(1) Let
Ξ0 P2

0

P1
0 P3

0
= ΦR ΦR′

†
Y

ΦT
T

ΦT′
T

†

(2) Choose a suitable decreasing sequence for σ, σ1, σ2,… , σJ .
For j = 1, 2,… , J:
(1) Let σ = σJ

(2) Minimise the function Gσ

Ξ P2

P1 P3

=∑i,jexp − Ξi, j2 + P1i, j2 + P2i, j2 + P3i, j2

σ2
,

on the feasible set
Ξ P2

P1 P3

=
Ξ P2

P1 P3

: ΦR ΦR′
Ξ P2

P1 P3

ΦT
T

ΦT′
T

− Y
2

< ε ,

using L iterations of the steepest descent algorithm (then project
Ξ P2

P1 P3

onto the feasible set):

Initialize:
Ξ P2

P1 P3

=
Ξj−1 Pj−1

2

Pj−1
1 Pj−1

3
For l = 1, 2,… , L

(a) Let

δ ≜ σ2∇Gσ

Ξ P2

P1 P3

=

−Ξi,jexp − Ξi, j2 + P1 i, j2 + P2 i, j2 + P3 i, j2

σ2
⋯ −P2i,jexp − Ξi, j2 + P1 i, j2 + P2 i, j2 + P3 i, j2

σ2

⋮ ⋱ ⋮

−P1i, jexp − Ξi, j2 + P1 i, j2 + P2 i, j2 + P3 i, j2

σ2
⋯ −P3i,jexp − Ξi, j2 + P1 i, j2 + P2 i, j2 + P3 i, j2

σ2

(b) Let
Ξ P2

P1 P3

←
Ξ P2

P1 P3

+ μδ (μ is a small positive constant)

(c) Project
Ξ P2

P1 P3

back onto the feasible set:

Ξ P2

P1 P3

←
Ξ P2

P1 P3

+ ΦR ΦR′
†

Y − ΦR ΦR′
Ξ P2

P1 P3

ΦT
T

ΦT′
T

ΦT
T

ΦT′
T

†

(3) Set
Ξj Pj

2

P j
1 Pj

3

=
Ξ P2

P1 P3

Final answer is:
Ξ P2

P1 P3

=
Ξj P j

2

Pj
1 P j

3

Algorithm 1: The Joint-2D-SL0 algorithm.
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Remark 3. The initial value our algorithm is the minimum L2

norm solution of Y = ΦR ΦR′
Ξl P2

l

P1
l P3

l
ΦT ΦT′

T

+ Z, which corresponds to σ→∞. And the specific proof
can refer to [15].

Remark 4. Having initiated the algorithm with the minimum
L2 norm solution (which corresponds to σ→∞), the next
value for σ (i.e., σ1) may be about 6 to 12 times of the maxi-
mum absolute value of the obtained sources. Here, we select
σ1 > 8 maxi,j Wi,j . To see the reason, if we take, for example,
σ1 > 8 maxi,j Wi,j , then exp Ξ1i,j

2 + P1i,j
2 + P2i,j

2 + P3i,j
2 /

σ2 > 0 93 ≈ 1 for all i and j. And it shows that this value
of σ acts virtually like infinity for all the values of
Ξ1i,j

2 + P1i,j
2 + P2i,j

2 + P3i,j
2 0 5.

Remark 5. The smallest value of σ should be about three to
six times of (a rough estimation of) the standard deviation
of this noise. This is because, while σ is in this range, the cost
function treats small (noisy) samples as zeros (i.e., for which
exp Ξ1i,j

2 + P1i,j
2 + P2i,j

2 + P3i,j
2 /σ2 ≈ 1). However, below

this range, the algorithm tries to “learn” these noisy values
and moves away from the true answer.

Remark 6. The sequence of σ is always chosen as a decreasing
geometrical sequence σ j = cσj−1, j ≥ 2, which is determined
by the first and last elements, σ1 and σJ , and the scale factor
c. In our simulation, for increasing the speed, we set J = 100.
So c = σJ /σ1

1/J .

4. Simulation Results

In this section, we conduct several simulation experiments to
verify the performance of the proposed model and algorithm.

In the first simulation, we show the correctness of the
proposed Joint-2D-SL0 algorithm. Assume there are 5

targets, their normalized DOA and DOD are [0.34, 0.14,
−0.13, −0.35, and −0.47] and [−0.35, −0.22, −0.13, 0.32,
and 0.41], respectively. There are 20 transmitters and 20
receivers. The grid number of DOD and DOA is 60 and 60,
respectively. The noise is white Gaussian noise. And the
SNR is 20 dB. The input parameters are σmin = 0 1, J = 100,
μ = 2, and L = 3. The result is shown in Figure 1(a). We can
see that the proposed Joint-2D-SL0 algorithm can accurately
estimate the parameters of the target which verifies the
correctness of the proposed algorithm.

Then, we compare the estimation accuracy of the pro-
posed Joint-2D-SL0 algorithm with the estimation accuracy
of Joint-K-SL0 algorithm (solving (5) using Kronecker com-
pressive sensing method) and K-SL0 algorithm (solving (2)
using Kronecker compressive sensing method) and 2D-SL0
algorithm (solving (2) using the method in [9]). The SNR var-
ies from −5dB to 30dB. And the other parameters remain the
same. 200 times simulation is conducted in each SNR. The
simulation result is in Figure 1(b). We can see that the estima-
tion error of the proposed model decreases significantly with
the increase of SNRwhile the estimated error of the traditional
model does not decrease when the SNR is bigger than 0dB.
That is because when SNR>0dB, the estimation error of
traditional model is mainly affected by the grid mismatch
problem. And the increase of SNR will not bring accuracy
improvement. So the proposed off-grid model has a better
performance than the model without considering grid mis-
match problem which proves the validity of the proposed
model. From Figure 1(b), we can see that the estimation
accuracy of standard 2D-SL0 is similar with the estimation
accuracy of K-SL0 algorithm. And their estimation accuracy
is much lower than the estimation accuracy of Joint-2D-SL0.
We also can see that the proposed Joint-2D-SL0 algorithm
has a similar performance with Joint-K-SL0 algorithm which
verifies the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.

In the third simulation, we compare the running time
of these algorithms. For the convenience of comparison,
we conduct two kinds of contrast experiment. In the first
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(a) Algorithm correctness verification
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(b) Estimation accuracy comparison of the proposed algorithm

Figure 1: The estimation performance of the proposed algorithms.
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comparative experiment, we set the grid number of DOD
and DOA both to be 60, the number of transmitter and
receiver elements is set to the same value which varies from
15 to 30. And the result is shown in Figure 2(a). In the second
comparative experiment, the number of transmitter and
receiver elements is both set to be 20 while the grid number
of DOD and DOA is set to the same value which varies from
60 to 80. And the result is shown in Figure 2(b). The other
simulation parameters are the same with the first simula-
tion. We can see that the runtime of the proposed 2D
algorithm is the fastest algorithm compared with the K-

SL0 and Joint-K-SL0 algorithms in the two contrast simu-
lation. And the runtime increasing tendency of the pro-
posed 2D method is the lowest compared with the
runtime increasing tendency of the other two algorithms
which proves the efficiency of the proposed Joint-2D-SL0
algorithm. From Figure 2, we can see that the runtime
of standard 2D-SL0 is shorter than that of Joint-2D-SL0.
But the estimation accuracy of standard 2D-SL0 is much
lower than that of Joint-2D-SL0, so we can say that the
proposed Joint-2D-SL0 algorithm can get high estimation
accuracy with acceptable computation complexity.

In the fourth experiment, to show the affection of the
number of iterations, we set J=25, 50, 75, 100, 125, and
150, respectively. The other parameters are same with the
second experiment. And the result is shown in Figure 3.
From this figure, we can see that the estimation accuracy
improved with the increase of J. However, when J reaches
to a certain number, the estimation accuracy remains con-
stant and does not increase anymore. So, the optimal choice
of J depends on the application. When SNR is the essential
criterion, J should be chosen large, but this will result in a
higher computational cost. Therefore, the choice of J is a
trade-off between SNR and computational cost.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose the joint sparse matrix reconstruc-
tion model based on the one-order Taylor expansion and it
can overcome the grid mismatch problem efficiently. Then,
we put forward the Joint-2D-SL0 algorithm to solve the joint
sparse matrix reconstruction problem. Our algorithm can get
high estimation accuracy with acceptable computational
complexity. Simulation experiences verify the effectiveness
of the proposed model and algorithm.
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The high-frequency radars (HFRs) receiving the sea echoes backscattered from the fluctuating ocean surface to remotely sense
ocean surface currents are a popular and powerful tool in oceanic observation. Dominant error source in current measurement
for HFR systems has been recognized to be the direction of arrival (DOA) determination of the sea echoes. To eliminate this
error and therefore improve the performance of direction-finding HFR system in current measurement, we have investigated a
dual monopole-cross-loop (MCL) antenna array in current observation. Simulations indicated that the dual MCL antenna array
has a better performance than the conventional single MCL antenna system in current mapping, especially for the complex
current profile. And comparisons of radar field data and buoy measurements suggested that the RMSE value was larger than
15 cm/s for the conventional MCL antenna. But it decreased to 12.64 cm/s for the dual MCL antenna array. Moreover, the
temporal coverage rate also showed the benefit of using this antenna system in current mapping. The results demonstrated that
it is advisable to adopt the dual MCL antenna array in operational applications.

1. Introduction

The HFRs operating at a frequency range of 3MHz to
30MHz have been extensively used to provide ocean surface
current in real time [1]. These radars may sense current
velocity up to a range of 300 km from the shore relying on
the parameters of the radar configuration. And the data
products derived from these radars can be used in many
fields, including oceanographic andmeteorological researches,
monitoring the dispersal of pollution and other floating
objects, as well as coastal and harbor management.

The current observation HFRs can be roughly divided
into two types based on the method employed to determine
the bearing of the radial currents: beam forming (e.g., WERA
[2]) and direction finding (e.g., CODAR [3] and OSMAR-S
[4, 5]). Beam forming radars electronically steer a linear
phased array of receiving antennas toward a patch of the
ocean surface. This type of radar can provide an excellent
angular resolution to separate the sea echoes scattered from
different patch efficiently but with a cost of occupying a large
space in practice, while the direction-finding method is
usually adopted by transportable radar systems, which are

equipped with a MCL antenna comprising one monopole
and two loops [6]. These radars exploit the directional
properties of the conventional MCL antenna to determine
bearing using the multiple signal classification (MUSIC) [7]
algorithm. Because of the small size, this type of HFR has
been widely used across the world.

Many studies of HFR surface current measurements have
validated the capacity of the direction-finding HFR to remote
sensing the ocean surface currents through comparisons with
in situ current measurements, such as [8–12]. These studies
demonstrated that there is a 7–20 cm/s differences between
the current measurements derived from the direction-
finding HFRs and those from the in situ instrument. And
the DOA determination error is the dominant contributor
to these differences.

To alleviate the DOA determination error and improve
the performance of direction-finding HFR system in current
measuring, a dual MCL antenna array, composed of two
MCL elements, was investigated in this study. Because of
the special structure of this antenna system, only the MUSIC
direction-finding algorithm can be used to determine the
DOA of the sea echoes. Thus, the relationship between the
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DOA estimation performance and the relative position of
the two MCL elements was investigated, and we found that
the spacing between the two antenna elements is not lim-
ited to the conventional half-wavelength condition due to
the amplitude directional properties of the MCL element.
And the simulation results suggested that the dual MCL
antenna array has a better performance than the conven-
tional single MCL antenna in current measuring, especially
for the complex current pattern. Moreover, this perfor-
mance improvement of the dual MCL antenna array relative
to the conventional MCL antenna is also confirmed by the
field experiment.

2. Dual Monopole-Cross-Loop Antenna Array

AMCL antenna array is composed of multiple MCL antenna
elements. And a MCL antenna element consists of a mono-
pole and two orthogonal loops. The antenna pattern of the
MCL antenna element can be expressed as

a1 θ = 1,
a2 θ = cos θ,
a3 θ = sin θ,

1

where a1, a2, and a3 represent the monopole and the two
loops. Thus, the steering vector for signal coming from the
direction of θ is A θ = a1 θ , a2 θ , a3 θ T On the other
hand, the steering vector for uniform liner array consisting
of identical omnidirectional element with a spacing of d
can be given as

Au θ = 1, ejβ θ , ej2β θ ,… , ej m−1 β θ
T
, 2

where m is the number of antenna elements; β θ = −2πd
sin θ/λ is the phase shift for adjacent elements; and λ is the
wavelength. Actually, the MCL antenna array is a synthesis
of the MCL antenna and the linear antenna array. Thus, the
steering vector of this hybrid array can be written as

Av θ = AT θ , ejβ θ AT θ , ej2β θ AT θ ,… , ej m−1 β θ AT θ
T

3

For a dual MCL array, the steering vector can be
reduced to

AD θ = AT θ , ejβ θ AT θ
T

= 1, cos θ, sin θ, ejβ θ , ejβ θ cos θ, ejβ θ sin θ
T

4

The amplitude directional properties denoted by AT
u θ

in (3) and (4) result in the difference between MCL array
and the conventional uniform linear array. In conventional
uniform linear array, the spacing, d, must be no more than
half wavelength. If the spacing goes against this criterion,
there will be ambiguity in DOA determination, because
the condition leading to ambiguity is Au θ =Au θ′ with

θ ∈ −90°, 90° , θ′ ∈ −90°, 90° , and θ ≠ θ′, that is, ejnβ θ =
ejnβ θ′ ,with n being an integer. Thus, the ambiguity condition
is equivalent to

β θ − β θ′ = 2πdsin θ

λ
−
2πdsin θ′

λ
= 2kπ, 5

where k is an integer. And it is straightforward to rewrite
(5) as

d
λ
= k

sin θ − sin θ′
6

If the absolute value of the right side in (6) is larger than
0.5, d/λ being smaller than 0.5 will result in no solutions for θ
and θ′ in (6), that is, no ambiguity in DOA determination.
On the contrary, if d/λ is more than 0.5, the ambiguity will
appear. Therefore, the spacing of adjacent element in con-
ventional uniform linear array has to be no more than half
wavelength for avoiding ambiguity in DOA estimation. But
this is not the case for the MCL array. The ambiguity condi-
tion for MCL array is Av θ =Av θ′ , which is equivalent to
simultaneously satisfy the following:

ejnβ θ = ejnβ θ′ ,
A θ =A θ′ ,
θ ∈ 0°, 360° ,
θ′ ∈ 0°, 360° ,

θ ≠ θ′

7

Clearly, there is no θ and θ′ satisfying (7) due to the
presence of A θ =A θ′ , so there is no ambiguity in DOA
estimation even for arbitrary spacing of the adjacent ele-
ments and for 360-degree look angle space.

But the performance of direction-finding algorithm is
always related to the configuration of the antenna array, so
that investigation of the effects of the number of elements
and the spacing of the MCL array on DOA estimation in
terms of MUSIC direction-finding algorithm is significant.
In fact, Stoica and Nehorai [13] have proven that the esti-
mated DOA, θ̂, in MUSIC for arbitrary antenna system is a
Gaussian distribution with a mean value being equal to the
actual DOA, θ, and the variance given by

var θ̂ = 1
2N ⋅ SNR ⋅ h θ

1 + bH θ b θ

SNR , 8

where θ is the actual DOA of the incident signal; b θ is the
steering vector;N is the number of samples; SNR is signal-to-

noise ratio; and h θ = dH θ I − b θ bH θ b θ
−1bH θ

d θ with d θ = db θ /dθ Thus, in the case of a MCL array
composed of m identical MCL elements with a uniform
spacing of d, we have b θ =Av θ and d θ = dAv θ /d θ ,
which gives
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varv θ̂ = 1
2N ⋅ SNR × 1 + 1

2m ⋅ SNR × 6

6m +m m2 − 1 β′ θ
2 ,

9

where β′ θ = dβ θ /dθ = 2πdcos θ/λ Figure 1 shows the
DOA estimation error varying with the number of the MCL
elements. The simulation results shown in this figure are
achieved by a Monte-Carlo simulation of 300 independent
runs with 50 snapshots for each trial, while the theoretical
results are directly calculated by (9) with the same parame-
ters used in the simulation. To make the unit of the results
obtained from (9) being the same as the unit of the DOA,
the square root of the the variance (standard deviation),
which is equal to the root-mean-square error due to the mean
value of the DOA estimation error being zero, is used in
Figure 1. These results displayed in Figure 1 indicate that
the DOA estimation error decreases with the antenna ele-
ment increases expectedly. Besides, the rate of the decrease
gradually slows down and, eventually, the DOA estimation
accuracy levels off at almost the same level for different
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Taking the occupation of space
of an antenna system into consideration, we suggest that an
MCL antenna array composed of two or three MCL elements
is an optimal scheme in practice. But in this study, we only
focus on dual MCL antenna array composed of only two
MCL elements.

In the case of the dual MCL antenna array, (9) can be
reduced to

varD θ̂ = 1
2N ⋅ SNR × 1 + 1

4 ⋅ SNR × 1
2 + 2πdcos θ/λ 2

10

In the foregoing analysis, we have concluded that the
spacing for the MCL array can be arbitrary value. Thus, dis-
cussing the effect of the spacing on the DOA estimation
performance for the dual MCL array is necessary. Figure 2
shows the RMSE value of the DOA estimation varying with
the spacing. The simulation results are obtained from
Monte-Carlo simulation with the same independent runs
and snapshots as in Figure 1. The theoretical results are com-
puted as (10). From this figure, we can clearly see that the
RMSE values decrease with the spacing increase. But the
decrease is very limited especially for a high SNR. These
results guide us that the spacing can be relaxed, and the
deployment of the dual MCL antenna array is relatively con-
venient for real applications. In this study, the parameter of
this spacing was set to be equal to the wavelength. With this
setting, Figure 3 shows the comparison of the DOA estima-
tion performance between the dual MCL antenna array and
the conventional single MCL antenna system. The perfor-
mance of the conventional single MCL antenna system can
be expressed as

varC θ̂ = 1
2N ⋅ SNR × 1 + 1

2 ⋅ SNR 11

Comparing (11) with (10), we can clearly know that
varC θ̂ is always more than varD θ̂ , which indicates that
the performance of the dual MCL array is superior to the
single MCL antenna. And Figure 3, showing the DOA esti-
mation error for dual and single MCL antenna system, also
clearly indicates this result. Thus, using two MCL antenna
elements to jointly observe sea surface current is an advis-
able scheme.

3. Ocean Surface Current Extraction

3.1. Extraction Current Mappings with MUSIC Algorithm. To
obtain the current velocity mappings, radar signal processing
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involves the resolving of the range, Doppler, and direction of
arrival (DOA) of the backscattered signals. The time delay of
this backscattered signal is used to measure the distance of
the patch to the radar, while the frequency difference between
observed Doppler shift and expected position of the Bragg
peaks is used to deduce the current velocity. The DOA is
determined either by the MUSIC or the beam forming. But
only the MUSIC is able to address the DOA of the sea echo
received by a conventional or dual MCL antenna system
due to the special geometry of the antenna system.

The DOA estimation using MUSIC was introduced by
Schmidt [7]. This method determines a noise space via
diagonalizing the covariance matrix formed from the mul-
tichannel signals, and it determines the signal bearing by
finding the smallest projection of the steering vectors on
that noise space. For the conventional MCL antenna, the
covariance matrix is formed from the signals received by
the monopole and the two loops, while the covariance
matrix is derived from the two MCL antenna array for
the dual MCL antenna system. After diagonalizing the
covariance matrix, we have to determine the number of
sources involved in current samples. Barrick and Lipa
[14, 15] have proposed a hypothesis-testing method to
determine the number of sources for the conventional
MCL antenna system. In this study, we also use this
hypothesis-testing method to determine the number of
sources when we extract current mappings in conventional
MCL antenna system with the three parameters: eigen-
value ratio, signal power ratio, and diagonal ratio, being
40, 20, and 3, respectively. Extraction current mappings
involved in dual MCL array also use the way of hypothesis
testing to determine the number of sources. We first test
the number of sources of three with the same approach

used in the conventional MCL antenna system with the
three parameters: eigenvalue ratio, signal power ratio,
and diagonal ratio, being 50, 20, and 2, respectively. If this
testing indicates that the number of sources is not three,
we then do testing the number of sources of two with
the same approach and parameters involved in the con-
ventional MCL antenna system. If this testing of two
sources also indicates that the number of sources is not
two, we regard these samples as single source in DOA
estimation process.

3.2. Simulation on Current Retrieval. To validate the perfor-
mance improvement of this antenna array to the conven-
tional MCL antenna, we carried out simulations on
retrieving current velocities and compared the performance
of these two antenna systems. These simulations generated
the complex time series for each antenna channel received
from a range cell (which is a circular annulus defined by
the range from the radar) based on the method adopted by
Wang and Gill [16]. Practically, these time series are induced
by backscatter from the sea due to the first-order Bragg
scattering. In this study, we investigated three radial current
scenarios in this range cell: a uniform current flowing parallel
to shore (which is a representation of single DOA for any
current velocity), a parabola-shaped current (which involves
dual DOAs for some current velocity), and a current jet
superimposed with a uniform parallel-to-shore current
(which implies three DOAs for some current velocity). In
addition, we assumed a uniform parallel-to-shore wind and
its speed, duration, and fetch were assumed to be sufficient
for fully developed Bragg scattering waves having a broad
cardioid directional distribution of spectral energy [17].
The additive Gaussian noise was added to these time series
with an SNR of 20 dB (defined as the ratios of the Bragg lines
power to the noise level, say Figure 4). Then, a Doppler
spectrum is obtained by performing FFT on each time series.
An example of the Doppler spectrum in our simulation is
shown in Figure 4.
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For each radial current profile scenarios, we performed
100 independent runs for both single MCL antenna and dual
MCL antenna systems. The indicator of the root-mean-
square error (RMSE) was adopted to assess the accuracy of
the retrieved radial current velocities. Examples for the men-
tioned three current profiles and the estimated radial cur-
rents, as well as the RMSE values for all the 100 runs, are
shown in Figure 5. From this figure, we can conclude that
the dual MCL antenna configuration has a better perfor-
mance than the conventional single MCL antenna system
in current mapping, especially for the complex current pro-
file. Surely, the current pattern displayed in Figure 5(c) is
unfair for the conventional MCL antenna system because
the current velocities ranging −20 cm/s to 10 cm/s have three
DOAs, which is beyond the angular solving capacity of single
MCL element. Fortunately, this scenario is rare encounter in
practice, so that the conventional single MCL antenna system
can often retrieve acceptable current mappings. But this sce-
nario, sometimes, may indeed be present in reality.
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Figure 5: Examples of the radial current profiles (solid line) with measurements from conventional single MCL antenna (star) and those from
dual MCL antenna array (circle). The RMSES and RMSED are the RMSE values of current comparison results for conventional single MCL
antenna and the dual MCL antenna array, respectively.

Figure 6: Map of the deployment of the radar (red dot) and the
buoy (black triangle). The buoy is at a distance about 75 km from
the radar site. The gray thin lines are the isobaths. The fanwise
area denotes the radar detection region.
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4. Field Data Evaluation

To assess the performance improvement of the dual MCL
antenna system for practical radial current velocity retrieval,
a field experiment was conducted in November 2015. In the
experiment, an Ocean State Measuring and Analyzing Radar
type S (OSMAR-S) radar system was deployed on the coast of
Fujian province, chain, as illustrated in Figure 6. The radar
emitted a frequency-modulated interrupting continuous
waveform (FMICW) signal toward the ocean surface with a
center frequency of 13MHz. The bandwidth of the radar
was 60 kHz which theoretically produced a 2.5 km range res-
olution. Two MCL antennas with a spacing equaling to the
wavelength of the radar-transmitted signal were set for
receiving the echo scattered from the ocean surface. Thus,
we could simultaneously sample the sea echoes in six chan-
nels. And both the first three channels (antenna 1) and the
rest three channels (antenna 2) are a conventional MCL
antenna, which is able to extract the ocean surface maps.
The samples in these channels were collected at an interval
of 0.54 s. And a 512-point FFT was performed on these sam-
ples to yield a coherent integration time of about 276.5 s or a
current velocity resolution of 4.1 cm/s.

The in situ measurements used in this study were from a
buoy-mounted acoustic Doppler current profile (ADCP).
The location of the buoy is about 75 km away from the radar
site (Figure 6). This single-point ADCP provided current
velocity every 10 minutes with a velocity resolution of
0.1 cm/s. The depth of the ADCP measurements used in this
study is 6 meters under the water.

The radar-derived radial currents in this experiment for
the two antenna configurations (one MCL antenna and dual
MCL antenna array combining the two MCL antenna

elements) were compared with the buoy measurements. In
the current extraction process, the ideal antenna patterns
were used and the two MCL antennas have been calibrated
independently on the basis of the geometrical relationship
for the three-channel collocated MCL antenna [3]. For the
dual MCL antenna array, the channel errors between the
twoMCL antenna elements were also calibrated using known
sources. The radial currents derived by single MCL antenna
and dual MCL antenna are shown in Figure 7 where compar-
ison statistics are also provided. Comparison of the radial
currents derived from antenna 1 and antenna 2 with the
ADCP measurements yields RMSE values of 15.15 cm/s and
16.00 cm/s, respectively. While the RMSE value for the radial
current velocities derived from the dual MCL antenna con-
figuration reduces to 12.64 cm/s. This really suggests the
improvement of the dual MCL antenna system to the single
MCL antenna. However, the correlation coefficient between
the dual MCL antenna deduced radial currents and those
observed by ADCP is nearly the same with that of either of
the single MCL antennas.

Another indicator of the quality of the radial currents
extracted from HF radar is the temporal coverage rate. The
spatial distributions of the temporal coverage rates for radial
currents derived from antenna 1, antenna 2, and dual MCL
antenna are achieved and shown in Figure 8. These temporal
coverage rate maps are calculated for each radial sector as the
total number of the valid radial current estimators divided by
the total number of the radial current maps. From Figure 8,
we can see an obvious consistency that the temporal coverage
rate has a decrease with distance from the radar site origin.
But the radial current derived from dual antenna with a tem-
poral coverage rate greater than 0.6 extends to a much larger
area than either that from single conventional MCL
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Figure 7: Radial current velocity comparisons. (a) Time series of the buoy-derived radial current velocity and that derived by LONH radar
site with the MCL antenna 1, MCL antenna 2, and the dual MCL antenna system. Statistics, correlation coefficient (r), and root-mean-square
error (RMSE) of each radar-ADCP current comparison pairs are shown on the top of (a). (b) Scatter plot of the radial current velocities.
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antennas. Thus, the quality of the ocean surface currents
observed by a dual MCL antenna is really better than
the conventional single MCL antenna system. Due to the
fact that temporal coverage rate of the retrieved current
maps is interested by the current-dataset user, using the
dual MCL array to observe oceanic surface current field
is an advisable approach.

5. Conclusions

In this study, we have investigated the performance improve-
ment of the dual MCL antenna array to the conventional
single MCL antenna. We analyzed the effects of the MCL
antenna array parameters on DOA estimation. An analysis
of pointing error related to the number of MCL elements
shows that a MCL antenna array consisted of two or three
MCL elements is an optimal scheme in practice. And the
examination of the spacing between the MCL elements
suggests that the spacing between the two antenna elements
is permitted to exceed the conventional half wavelength
limitation for the linear phased array. Simulation on current
extraction for a dual MCL antenna array with wavelength

spacing indicates that this antenna system can improve the
radar performance in current retrieval relative to the conven-
tional single MCL antenna system, especially for the complex
current profile. Moreover, this performance improvement
has been validated by the field experiment. The results of
the field experiment show that the RMSE value of the radial
current retrieved by conventional single MCL antenna was
larger than 15 cm/s with respect to the ADCP measurements,
but it decreased to 12.64 cm/s when the dual MCL antenna
array was adopted in current observation.
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The detection performance of direct data domain (D3) space-time adaptive processing (STAP) will be extremely degraded when
there are mismatches between the actual and the presumed signal steering vectors. In this paper, a robust D3 STAP method for
multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) radar is developed. The proposed method utilizes the worst-case performance
optimization (WCPO) to prevent the target self-nulling effect. An upper bound for the norm of the signal steering vector error
is given to ensure that the WCPO problem has an admissible solution. Meanwhile, to obtain better detection performance in the
low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) environment, the proposed method gives a modified objective function to minimize the array
noise while mitigating the interferences. Simulation results demonstrate the validity of our proposed method.

1. Introduction

Space-time adaptive processing (STAP) is a key technology
for airborne surveillance radar system to detect moving tar-
gets in a strong interference environment [1]. The working
principles of STAP can be classified into two categories: sta-
tistical STAP and deterministic STAP (also known as direct
data domain (D3) STAP) [2–7]. In statistical STAP, the
covariance matrices of the interference and the clutter envi-
ronment are usually estimated from the target-free training
data, which is collected from range cells adjacent to the range
gate under test [2, 3]. To approach the adequate detection
performance, the required amount of the training data is at
least twice the STAP filter dimension [8]. However, in the
scenarios where the ranges of the interferences change fast
or the clutters are nonhomogeneous in the target-free train-
ing data, the statistical characteristics of the interference
environment are difficult to be precisely estimated. To cope
with the aforementioned problems, some methods based on
the D3 approach are given in [5–7]. The D3 approach can
minimize the interference power while preserving unit gain
for the target in a coherent processing interval (CPI). In the

D3 approach, the target signal is firstly removed from the
received signal to remain the contributions of the inter-
ferences. However, in the practical application, there are
mismatches between the actual and the presumed signal
steering vectors due to the direction of arrival (DOA) and
Doppler frequency errors, imperfect array calibration, and
distorted antenna shape [9]. Hence, in such situations, the
processed signal also retains the contribution of the target,
which may cause the target self-nulling effect.

In this paper, we propose a robust D3 STAP method
for colocated multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) radar,
where superior capabilities arouse significant attentions
among radar scholars [10–14]. In the presented robust
method, the worst-case performance optimization (WCPO)
[9] is used as the approach to avoid the target self-nulling
effect. An upper bound for the norm of the target steering
vector error is given to ensure the existence of a numerical
solution for the WCPO problem. For the reason that the sta-
tistical characteristics of the array noise are changed in the D3

approach, the D3 approach based on the WCPO cannot min-
imize the array noise power effectively while mitigating the
interferences. Hence, a modified D3 approach is given to
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obtain a better detection performance in the low signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) environment. In the modified method,
the objective function of the D3 approach is replaced by a lin-
ear combination of the original objective function and the
output of the array noise. Simulation results show that the
proposed method can avoid the target self-nulling effect
and outperforms the conventional robust D3 approach in
the low SNR environment.

2. Signal Model

Consider a MIMO radar system equipped with a transmit
uniform linear array (ULA) of M elements and a receive
ULA of N elements. Each transmit array element emits a
burst of L pulses in a CPI with a pulse repetition frequency
(PRF) f r. The waveforms of M transmit array elements are
mutually orthogonal and repeated pulse to pulse. Hence,
the waveform of the ith transmit array element in a CPI
can be written as [15]

ui t = 〠
L

l=1
ui t − lTr , i = 1, 2,…,M, 1

where Tr = 1/f r is the pulse repetition interval (PRI) and
ui t is the ith orthogonal waveform which satisfies the
following property:

Tr

ui t u
∗
j t dt =

0, i ≠ j

1, i = j, 2

where · ∗ denotes the conjugate operator.
Figure 1 depicts the structure of the MIMO radar receiver

in a CPI. As is shown, received signals are collected overMN
matched filters in L successive pulses. Assume that there are a
point target located at angle θt with Doppler frequency f t and
K interferences located at θk k = 1, 2,…, K with Doppler
frequency f k k = 1, 2,…, K in the range cell under test.
Then, the mth matched filter output from the nth receive
array element at the lth pulse can be represented as [16]
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Figure 1: Structure of MIMO radar receiver in a CPI.
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xl,m,n = αt ⋅ exp j2π
m − 1 dt

λ
sin θt +

n − 1 dr
λ

sin θt

+
l − 1 f t
f r

+ 〠
K

k=1
αk ⋅ exp j2π

m − 1 dt
λ

sin θk

+
n − 1 dr

λ
sin θk +

l − 1 f k
f r

+ rl,m,n,

3

where dt is the interspace distance of the adjacent transmit
array elements, dr is the interspace distance of the adjacent
receive array elements, λ is the carrier wavelength, and
rl,m,n is the noise with zero mean and variance σ2n.

By rearranging xl,m,n l = 1, 2,…, L,m = 1, 2,…M, n = 1,
2,…,N , the match filter outputs can be written in a vectorial
form as

x = αtad f t ⊗ ar θt ⊗ at θt

+ 〠
K

k=1
αkad f k ⊗ ar θk ⊗ at θk + r,

4

where r is the noise vector, ⊗ denotes the Kronecker prod-
uct, ad f , ar θ , and at θ are Doppler steering vector,
receive spatial steering vector, and transmit steering vector,
respectively, which are given by

ad f = 1, exp j2π
f
f r

,…, exp j2π L − 1
f
f r

T
, 5

ar θ = 1, exp j2π
dr
λ

sin θ ,…, exp j2π
N − 1 dr

λ
sin θ

T
,

6

at θ = 1, exp j2π
dt
λ

sin θ ,…, exp j2π
N − 1 dt

λ
sin θ

T

7

3. Proposed Method

In a rapidly changing environment, the D3 STAP outper-
forms the statistical STAP for MIMO radar, due to the
inaccurate interference covariance matrix estimation of
the statistical STAP [7]. However, the detection perfor-
mance of the D3 STAP will be extremely degraded, when
there are steering vector errors [6]. Moreover, the statisti-
cal characteristics of the array noise are changed in the D3

approach, which will cause an adverse effect on the detec-
tion performance in the low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
environment. To tackle the above problems, we introduce
a modified robust D3 STAP for MIMO radar in the
following subsections.

3.1. Conventional D3 STAP for MIMO Radar. In this subsec-
tion, we briefly introduce the D3 STAP for MIMO radar in
absence of steering vector errors. The corresponding work

can also be found in [7]. Define three complex scalar quanti-
ties as follows:

zd = exp j2π
f t
f r

,

zr = exp j2π
dr
λ

sin θt ,

zt = exp j2π
dt
λ

sin θt ,

8

which are determined by the DOA and the Doppler fre-
quency of the target under test. Through removing the
contributions of the target, we can obtain the following
seven quantities which only contain the interference and
the noise contributions:

xl,m,n − z−1d xl+1,m,n l = 1, 2,…, L − 1 m = 1, 2,…,M

n = 1, 2,…,N

xl,m,n − z−1t xl,m+1,n l = 1, 2,…, L m = 1, 2,…,M − 1

n = 1, 2,…,N

xl,m,n − z−1r xl,m,n+1 l = 1, 2,…, L m = 1, 2,…,M

n = 1, 2,…,N − 1

xl,m,n − z−1d z−1t xl+1,m+1,n l = 1, 2,…, L − 1

m = 1, 2,…,M − 1 n = 1, 2,…,N

xl,m,n − z−1d z−1r xl+1,m,n+1 l = 1, 2,…, L − 1 m = 1, 2,…,M

n = 1, 2,…,N − 1

xl,m,n − z−1t z−1r xl,m+1,n+1 l = 1, 2,…, L m = 1, 2,…,M − 1

n = 1, 2,…,N − 1

xl,m,n − z−1d z−1t z−1r xl+1,m+1,n+1 l = 1, 2,…, L − 1

m = 1, 2,…,M − 1

n = 1, 2,…,N − 1

9

By arranging the relationships in (9) as rows in a linear
system matrix F, a weight vector w of dimension KlKnKm
can be designed to minimize the interferences while preserv-
ing unit gain for the target [7]. The corresponding problem
can be formulated as

min
w

  F∗w ,

s t  wHa KlKnKm f t, θt = 1,
10

where ⋅ H is the conjugate transpose operator and
⋅ denotes the Euclidean norm. a KlKnKm f t, θt = ad
f t ⊗ ar θt ⊗ at θt is a truncated version of the tar-
get steering vector, while ad f t , ar θt , and at θt
are the Kl × 1, Kn × 1, and Km × 1 truncated versions
of the steering vectors ad f t , ar θt , and at θt , respectively.
Note that F∗w is only minimized (not nulled) when the
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number of the rows in F is greater or equal to KlKnKm,
and the degrees of freedom (DOFs) in the temporal and
spatial domain are set to Kl ≤ L + 1 /2, Kn ≤ N + 1 /2,
and Km ≤ M + 1 /2. It is easy to see that problem (10)
is equivalent to the following MVDR problem [17]:

min
w

 wHFTF∗w,

s t  wHa KlKnKm f t, θt = 1
11

The solution is given by

w =
FTF∗ −1a KlKnKm f t, θt

a KlKnKm f t, θt
H FTF∗ −1a KlKnKm f t, θt

12

3.2. D3 STAP for MIMO Radar Based on the WCPO

3.2.1. Formulation of the Problem Based on theWCPO.When
there are mismatches between the actual and the presumed
target steering vectors, the linear system matrix F also
contains the contribution of the target. Hence, the solution
of problem (10) will cause the target self-nulling effect. In
this subsection, a robust D3 STAP method based on the
WCPO is presented to prevent the target self-nulling effect.
Let e be a norm-bounded target steering vector error with
e ≤ ε. By employing the WCPO, problem (10) can be
reformulated as

min
w

  F∗w ,

s t   wH a KlKnKm f t, θt + e ≥ 1
13

According to the derivation in [9], problem (13) is
equivalent to the following problem:

min
w

  F∗w ,

s t   wHa KlKnKm f t, θt − ε w ≥ 1,

 Im wHa KlKnKm f t, θt = 0,

14

where Im ⋅ denotes the imaginary part of the matrix in the
bracket. The problem stated in (14) is convex, which can be
easily solved by the convex optimization toolbox CVX [18].
In the next subsection, we will discuss the upper bound for
the norm of the signal steering vector error.

3.2.2. Upper Bound for the Norm of the Signal Steering Vector
Error. Let et, er, and ed be the error vectors of the transmit
spatial steering vector, receive spatial steering vector, and
the Doppler steering vector, respectively. Then, the actual
signal steering vector can be written as

ad f t + ed ⊗ ar θt + er ⊗ at θt + et
= ad f t ⊗ ar θt + ad f t ⊗ er + ed ⊗ ar θt

+ ed ⊗ er ⊗ at θt + et
= ad f t ⊗ ar θt ⊗ at θt + ad f t ⊗ ar θt ⊗ et

+ ad f t ⊗ er ⊗ at θt + ad f t ⊗ er ⊗ et
+ ed ⊗ ar θt ⊗ at θt + ed ⊗ ar θt ⊗ et + ed ⊗ er ⊗ at θt
+ ed ⊗ er ⊗ et

15

Inspecting on (15), the signal steering vector error is

e = ad f t ⊗ ar θt ⊗ et + ad f t ⊗ er ⊗ at θt + ad f t ⊗ er ⊗ et
+ ed ⊗ ar θt ⊗ at θt + ed ⊗ ar θt ⊗ et + ed ⊗ er ⊗ at θt
+ ed ⊗ er ⊗ et

16

Assume that the transmit spatial steering vector error et,
the receive spatial steering vector error er, and the Doppler
steering vector error ed are norm-bounded with et ≤ εt,
er ≤ εr, and ed ≤ εd. Then, the upper bound for the norm
of e is given by

e ≤ ad f t ⊗ ar θt ⊗ et + ad f t ⊗ er ⊗ at θt
+ ad f t ⊗ er ⊗ et + ed ⊗ ar θt ⊗ at θt
+ ed ⊗ ar θt ⊗ et + ed ⊗ er ⊗ at θt
+ ed ⊗ er ⊗ et

≤ KlKnεt + KlKmεr + Klεtεr + KnKmεd

+ Knεdεt + Kmεdεr + εdεrεt

= εe
17

Additionally, to ensure that problem (14) has an admissi-
ble solution, the norm of the signal steering vector error also
has an upper bound as follows [6]:

e ≤
KlKnKm − 1

KlKnKm
18

Hence, the upper bound for the norm of the signal steer-
ing vector error e can be found as

εmax = min
KlKnKm − 1

KlKnKm
, εe 19

3.3. Modified Robust D3 STAP for MIMO Radar. The output
signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) of the D3

STAP for MIMO radar is defined by

SINR = 10log10
α2t wHa KlKnKm f t, θt

2

wHRi+nw
, 20
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where Ri+n is the interference-plus-noise covariance matrix,
which is given by

Ri+n = 〠
K

k=1
α2ka KlKnKm f k, θk a KlKnKm f k, θk

H

+ σ2nIKlKnKm

21

We can clearly see from (20) and (21) that the average
noise power of the system output is σ2

n w 2. However, the
weight vector w is designed to minimize the interference
and noise contributions in the linear system matrix F. And
the statistical characteristics of the noise contributions in
the linear system matrix F are determined by the relation-
ships in (9). For example, one of the noise vectors in the
linear system matrix F can be represented as

n1 = r1,1,1 − z−1d r2,1,1,…, r1,Km ,1 − z−1d r2,Km ,1,

r1,1,2 − z−1d r2,1,2,…, r1,Km ,Kn
− z−1d r2,Km ,Kn

,

r2,1,1 − z−1d r3,1,1,…, r2,Km ,1 − z−1d r3,Km ,1,

r2,1,2 − z−1d r3,1,2,…, r2,Km ,Kn
− z−1d r3,Km ,Kn

,…,

rKl ,1,1 − z−1d rKl+1,1,1,…, rKl ,Km ,1 − z−1d rKl+1,Km ,1,

rKl ,1,2 − z−1d rKl+1,1,2,…, rKl ,Km ,Kn
− z−1d rKl+1,Km ,Kn

22

From (22), it is easy to see that the noise component
r1,1,1 − z−1d r2,1,1 is correlated with the other noise component
r2,1,1 − z−1d r3,1,1. Therefore, the noise vector of any row of
the linear system matrix F does not obey the distribution of
zero mean and covariance matrix σ2nIKlKnKm

. In this situation,
minimizing the objective function of problem (14) cannot
ensure the minimum array noise power. To minimize array
noise power while mitigating the interferences, we reformu-
late the robust D3 STAP problem as follows:

min
w

 η F∗w + 1 − η w

s t   wHa KlKnKm f t, θt − ε w ≥ 1,

Im wHa KlKnKm f t, θt = 0

23

where η ∈ 0, 1 is a parameter which balances the weight
between the performance of mitigating interferences and that
of mitigating noises.

Inspecting on (23), the first and the second parts of the
objective function are used to minimize the power of the
interferences and array noise, respectively. When η is equal
to one, problem (23) is equivalent to problem (14). And when
η is equal to zero, the output signal power spectrum can only
preserve a gain for the target without mitigating the interfer-
ences. Hence, it is necessary to select an appropriate η to
solve problem (23). Generally, the value of η is proportional
to the interference-to-interference-plus-noise ratio. The
solution of problem (23) can also be solved by the convex
optimization toolbox CVX.

4. Simulations

In this section, serval examples are given to investigate the
performances of the proposed methods. Consider that the
transmit and the receive ULAs are equipped with M = 5 ele-
ments and N = 5 elements. The interspace distance of the
adjacent receive array elements is half the carrier wavelength
λ/2, and the interspace distance of the adjacent transmit
array elements is given as dt = 5dr. The PRF is f r = 1150Hz,
and the number of pulses in a CPI is L = 65. The DOFs of
the proposed methods are set to Kl = 33, Km = 3, and Kn = 3.
The upper bound for the norm of the signal steering vector
error in (14) and (22) is ε = 0 5 KlKmKn. In the range cell
under test, we suppose that the presumed target is located
at θt = 30∘ with Doppler frequency f t = 100Hz. There are
also two interferences located at θ1 = −10∘ with Doppler
frequency f t = −150Hz and θ2 = 65∘ with Doppler frequency
f 2 = 200Hz. The interference-to-noise ratio (INR) is assumed
to be 20dB for both interferences. And in the following exam-
ples, η = 0 001 is chosen for the modified robust D3 STAP.

Example 1. In the first example, the SNR is assumed to be
10 dB and there are no mismatches between the presumed
and the actual signal steering vectors. Figures 2(a) and 2(b)
depict the two-dimensional adaptive weight patterns for the
conventional D3 STAP and the modified robust D3 STAP,
respectively. As shown in Figure 2, both the adaptive weight
patterns can form a gain in the target position and place nulls
in the interference positions. In addition, we can see that the
sidelobe of the adaptive weight pattern obtained by the
modified robust D3 STAP is lower than that of the other.

Example 2. In this example, the signal steering vector error
is considered. The SNR is assumed to be 10 dB, and the
actual target is located at θt = 29 5∘ with Doppler frequency
f t = 95Hz. From Figures 3(a) and 3(b), both the adaptive
weight patterns place nulls in the interference positions.
However, the adaptive weight pattern obtained by the con-
ventional D3 STAP places a null in the actual target position
while the adaptive weight pattern obtained by the modified
robust D3 STAP preserves a gain in the actual target position.

Example 3. In this example, the output SINRs versus the
input SNR are shown in Figures 4(a) and 4(b). The actual tar-
get position for Figure 4(b) is the same as that in Example 2.
For a comparison, the loaded D3 approach is also given in the
simulations, which is a robust method to design the weight
vector of (11) like the loaded SMI (LSMI) [19]. The fixed
diagonal loading parameter γ = 10 is chosen for the loaded
D3 STAP. From Figures 4(a) and 4(b), we can see that the
modified robust D3 STAP shows better performance than
other methods. This improvement is especially remarkable
when the SNR is less than 0dB.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, a robust D3 STAP method for MIMO radar
has been presented. The proposed method uses the WCPO
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Figure 2: Adaptive weight patterns without signal steering vector error.
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to avoid the target self-nulling effect. Moreover, to improve
the output SINR, a modified objective function is proposed
to minimize the array noise output while mitigating the
interferences. Simulation results show that the proposed
method can prevent the target self-nulling effect and pro-
vide higher output SINR than other methods in the low
SNR environment.
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In the design of circularly polarized (CP) dielectric resonator antenna (DRA) arrays, the regular-shaped DRAs with simple feeding
configurations are mostly used as array elements to make the design procedure more efficient. However, such array element DRA
usually achieves only about 6% axial ratio (AR) bandwidth. In this paper, a CP DRA element coupled by a fractal cross-slot which
can radiate efficiently and excite the rectangular DRA simultaneously is considered. By adjusting the dimensions of the fractal
cross-slot properly, the resonances of the fractal cross-slot and the dielectric resonator can be merged to obtain a wider AR
bandwidth. Based on the proposed fractal cross-slot-coupled CP DRA element, two different CP DRA arrays are designed: a
wideband CP DRA array and a low-sidelobe-level (SLL) CP DRA array. The designed DRA arrays are fabricated and measured,
and structures and performances of the arrays are presented and discussed.

1. Introduction

Over the last decades, DRAs have become more and more
popular because of their high radiation efficiency due to the
absence of conductor as well as surface wave loss. On the
other hand, DRAs can be fed by various feeding techniques,
such as the microstrip line feed, the coaxial probe feed, the
coplanar waveguide feed, and the aperture coupling feed.

Initial studies of DRAs were concentrated on linearly
polarized (LP) designs. In 1985, Haneishi and Takazawa [1]
designed the first CP DRA by truncating two opposite corners
of a rectangular DRA, and since then many designs of CP
DRAs have been proposed. Nowadays, most designs of CP
DRA arrays are based on the sequential feeding technique
which was proposed by Huang to generate the CP array with
LP elements [2]. Moreover, three different kinds of microstrip
feeding network for sequential feeding technique are studied
in [3], and the hybrid ring feeding network shows a better per-
formance than the parallel feeding network and the series one.

Except for the performance of feeding network, the
performance of CP DRA array will also be affected by the
array element. Several techniques have been proposed to
enhance the axial ratio (AR) bandwidth of the single DRA,

such as multiple-feed techniques [4–6], traveling wave exci-
tation [7, 8], and novel DRA geometries [9–11]. However,
such designs are not very suitable in the design of DRA array.
The multiple-feed designs are complicated to implement
because they need a complex feeding network. The lumped
resistance in traveling wave excitation will cause a decrease
in the radiation efficiency. And compared with the novel
DRA geometries, regular-shaped DRAs can make the design
procedure more efficient because their resonant frequencies
can be predicted easily by the dielectric waveguide model
(DWM) method [12].

For these reasons cited above, most designers prefer to
use regular-shaped DRAs (e.g., rectangular, cylindrical, and
elliptical DRAs) and simple feeding configurations (e.g., sin-
gle microstrip feed and slot aperture feed) in the design of
DRA array. Especially, to avoid the parasitic radiation from
feeding network affecting the radiation pattern of the array,
the slot aperture feed is mostly widely used. In [13], a
cross-slot-coupled cylindrical DRA with 5.6% effective AR
bandwidth (S11<−10 dB and AR< 3 dB) is used as the array
element in the CP DRA array. In [3], the slot-coupled ellipti-
cal DRA with 5% effective AR bandwidth is used as the array
element. It can be seen that such regular-shaped DRAs with
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simple feeding configurations usually suffer from a narrow
effective AR bandwidth. To enhance the effective AR
bandwidth of the array element, a structure of two-layered
substrates is used in the design of a cross-slot-coupled rectan-
gular DRA, and corresponding effective AR bandwidth of the
array element is enhanced to about 9% [14].

In this paper, a CP rectangular DRA element is designed
using a relative permittivity εr = 8.9, which has an effective
AR bandwidth of about 12% by introducing a fractal cross-
slot on the ground plane under the resonator. The proposed
DRA element has a simple structure without dual feeds or
two-layered substrates, and the mutual coupling between two
elements of the proposed structure is found to be small
although the distance between the elements is relatively small.
Based on the fractal cross-slot-coupled CP DRA element, a
wideband CP DRA array and a low-sidelobe-level CP DRA
array are designed and studied. The arrays are fabricated and
their measured results are verified with the simulated one.

2. Design of the Array Element

2.1. Antenna Structure. The structure of the array element is
shown in Figure 1. A Rogers RT/duroid 5880 (tm) substrate
with relative permittivity εr = 2.2, dielectric loss tangent
0.0009, and thickness = 0.508mm is used in the design,
and the length and width of the substrate are both
50mm. A ceramic cube with relative permittivity εr = 8.9,
length=9.8mm, width= 9.8mm, and height = 9.1mm is
mounted on the center of the ground plane, and beneath
the ceramic cubic is a fractal cross-slot etched on the
ground plane. The 50Ω microstrip line on the bottom side
of the substrate has a length of lf1 + lf2 and a width of wf.
As shown in Figure 1(a), lf1 is the distance between the
50Ω port and the center of the ceramic cubic, and lf2 is
the distance between the center of the ceramic cubic and
the terminal of the 50Ω microstrip line.

2.2. Effect of the Fractal Cross-Slot. Figure 1(b) shows the
structures of the fractal cross-slot with iterations n = 0, 1,

and 2. The fractal structure is developed from the ordinary
cross-slot (n = 0) which has lengths of ls1, ls2 (ls2 = ks× ls1)
and a width of ws. In the iterative procedure, the width of
the slot is constant, and the iterative angle and iterative
length coefficient are φ and 0.5, respectively.

To explain the effect of the fractal structure, simulated
S11 and ARs of the array element with different values of n
and ls1 are presented in Figure 2. According to the DWM
method, the theoretical resonant frequencies of TEx

111 and
TEy

111 modes in the proposed rectangular DRA are both
6.67GHz. To obtain the CP radiation, these two modes
should be excited simultaneously in the DRA. Of course,
the practical resonant frequency in the DRA will also be
affected by the feeding structure. Generally speaking, prac-
tical resonant frequencies of TEx

111 and TEy
111 modes will

not be identical. As long as these two modes are excited
at the adjacent frequency band, the effective CP radiation
can be obtained. However, the AR bandwidth due to the
resonances of the dielectric resonator is usually narrow.
To enhance the AR bandwidth, dimensions of the cross-
slot need to be adjusted suitably, so that the resonances
of the cross-slot and the dielectric resonator can be
merged to obtain a wider AR bandwidth, and then, the
corresponding DRA will be a hybrid-radiation CP DRA.

However, when the ordinary cross-slot (n = 0) is used,
such hybrid-radiation CP DRA is difficult to be obtained.
As shown in Figure 2, when n = 0 and ls1 = 7.9mm, two res-
onant frequencies can be found in the S11 curve. The
lower resonant frequency (about 7.2GHz) is due to the
resonance of the DRA, and the higher one (about
8.6GHz) is due to the resonance of the slot. In fact, the
TEx

111 and TEy
111 modes in the DRA are not effectively

excited here. According to the DWM method, the reso-
nant frequency at 7.2GHz is due to the TEZ111 mode in
the DRA (the theoretical resonant frequency of TEz

111
mode is about 7.4GHz). Besides the ineffective excitation
of TEx111 and TEy

111 modes, the resonant frequency of the
slot is too far away from that of the DRA.
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50 Ω port
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Figure 1: Antenna structure. (a) Top view and (b) structures of the fractal cross-slot with iterations n = 0, 1, and 2.
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To effectively excite the TEx
111 and TEy

111 modes and
lower the resonant frequency of the slot, the simplest method
is to increase the value of ls1. By simulation, we found that the
TEx

111 and TEy
111 modes can be most effectively excited when

ls1 = 12mm. At this time, the resonant frequencies of the
above two modes are about 6.4GHz and 6.8GHz, and reso-
nant frequencies of two orthogonal modes in the slot can
be lowered to 7.2GHz and 7.9GHz, as shown in
Figure 2(a). In this situation, the corresponding CP bands
of DRA and slot are found to be around 6.5GHz and
7.5GHz, respectively. However, according to Figure 2(b),
we can find that these two CP bands are also too far away
from each other to be merged.

Compared with the ordinary cross-slot, the fractal
structure can lower the resonant frequency of the slot
more efficiently. When the second iteration (n = 2) is used,
the resonant frequencies of TEx

111 and TEy
111 modes are also

about 6.4GHz and 6.8GHz, but resonant frequencies of
two orthogonal modes in the slot are further lowered to
7.0GHz and 7.6GHz. In this situation, CP bands of DRA
and slot are found to be well merged, which can effectively
enhance the AR bandwidth of the array element.

2.3. Simulated Results. In our design, the parameters of the
array element are optimized by the FEM-based commer-
cial software HFSS, and the final parameters of the array
element are as follows: wf = 1.52mm, lf1 = 25mm, lf2 = 4mm,
ls1 = 9.7mm, ws = 0.4mm, ks = 0.57, and φ=50°.

Figure 3 is the simulated AR and S11 of the array element.
The impedance bandwidth of the array element is 26.8%
(from 6.12 to 8.01GHz), and the 3 dB AR bandwidth is
11.9% (from 6.49 to 7.31GHz). Compared with the results
in [3, 13] and [14], the proposed array element coupled by
the fractal cross-slot can achieve the widest effective AR
bandwidth (11.9%, from 6.49 to 7.31GHz).

Figure 4 is the simulated radiation patterns across the
effective AR bandwidth. It can be seen that the radiation pat-
terns are stable across the effective AR bandwidth. Moreover,
the radiation pattern has no sidelobe in the upper half space
at every frequency, and the maximum radiation happens at
θ=0° and φ=0°, which can ensure the design of a low-
sidelobe-level array. The left-hand circular polarization
(LHCP) gain at 6.5GHz, 6.75GHz, 7.0GHz, and 7.25GHz
are 7.16 dBi, 7.02 dBi, 6.61 dBi, and 6.33 dBi, respectively.

Since we are proposing the proposed fractal cross-slot
coupled DRA for array applications, the mutual coupling
between two array elements is studied. The positions of
two DRAs in Figures 5(a) and 5(b)are roughly equal to
that in a sequential feeding network and a series feeding
network which will be used in our design, respectively.
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Figure 2: Simulated results of the DRA with different values of n and ls1. (a) Reflection coefficient and (b) axial ratio (wf = 1.52mm,
lf1 = 25mm, lf2 = 4mm, ws = 0.4mm, ks = 0.57, and φ= 500).
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The simulated port mutual coupling is shown in Figure 6.
The maximum mutual coupling between two elements is
lower than −20 dB, which shows a good isolation between
array elements.

3. Design of the Wideband CP DRA Array

3.1. Antenna Structure. The structure of the proposed 2× 2
wideband CP DRA array is shown in Figure 7. The length l
and width w of the substrate are 100mm and 84mm, respec-
tively. In our design, the hybrid ring feeding network for
sequential feeding technique is used, and details of the feed-
ing network designs and analyses can be found in [3].

To get the best performance of the DRA array, parameters
of the array are optimized by HFSS. In the design of the array
element, the distance between the center of the DRA and the
50Ω port is lf1 = 25mm. In fact, the value of lf1 in the array ele-
ment is decided by dimensions of the substrate. For the array
element, a large enough substrate is needed to guarantee the
performance of the DRA (mainly the radiation pattern and
AR), which means that the value of lf1 cannot be too small.
But in the design of the array, the substrate is much larger
than that in the array element, which can ensure the perfor-
mance of the DRA array. In this situation, a smaller value of
lf1 can be selected to accelerate the simulation without degen-
erating the performance of the array.
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Figure 4: Simulated radiation patterns of the array element. (a) 6.5GHz, (b) 6.75GHz, (c) 7.0GHz, and (d) 7.25GHz.
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Figure 5: Drawings of two array elements. (a) In a sequential feeding network and (b) in a series feeding network.
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Besides the value of lf1, dimensions of the fractal cross-
slot are also optimized in the design, and we find that value
of ws can affect the array more than other parameters.

3.2. Discussion of the Effect of ws. Figure 8 shows the effect of
ws on AR of the DRA array. When ws increases, the curve of
AR is found to move to the higher frequency band, and the
3 dB AR bandwidth is enhanced due to a lower AR over the
frequency band above 8GHz. When ws = 1.2mm, the widest
3 dB AR bandwidth can be obtained. This is an interesting
conclusion, which means that the value of ws, which can lead
the widest 3 dB AR bandwidth in the array, is very different
from that in the array element.

To explain this problem more clearly, the effect of ws on
the AR of the array element is presented in Figure 9. It is true
that the widest 3 dB AR bandwidth can be obtained when
ws = 0.4mm. However, when ws = 0.4mm is used, AR of the
array element will increase quickly with the increase of

frequency. In this situation, the AR of the array element
over the frequency band above 8GHz is higher than 9dB.
When a larger value of ws is used, the 3 dB AR bandwidth
will deteriorate, but a lower AR can be found in the higher
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Table 1: Optimized parameters of the DRA array.

Parameters Values Parameters Values

ls1 9.6mm lf1 14mm

ws 1.2mm lf2 4mm

ks 0.6 wf 1.52mm

φ 45 deg
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frequency band. When the value of ws is larger than
1.0mm, AR of the array element is basically lower than
9dB from 6.0 to 8.5GHz.

Through analyzing, we think that the above interesting
phenomenon is due to the intrinsic characteristic of the
sequential feeding network. As mentioned before, the

sequential feeding technique can be used to generate CP
array with LP elements, which means that the sequential
feeding network can be used to lower the AR of the array
element. For example, assume that AR of an array element

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 10: Photo of the fabricated DRA array. (a) Four DRAs, (b) sequential feeding network, (c) ground plane with slots, and (d) detailed
structure of the fractal cross-slot and L-shaped slots.
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at frequency f0 is AR0, if we use the sequential feeding tech-
nique to structure an array, the corresponding AR of the
array at the same frequency f0 should be lower than AR0.
So, if we want to obtain the widest 3 dB AR bandwidth in
the DRA array, we can use another value of AR (AR′) as the
design objective in the design of the array element, and AR′
should be higher than 3dB.

Comparing the results in Figures 8 and 9, we can find
that, considering the frequency band from 6.0 to 8.5GHz,
once the AR of the array element at a particular frequency
(f0) is not higher than 9dB, the corresponding AR of the
DRA array at the same frequency f0 can be lowered to below
3dB by the sequential feeding network. So, even though
ws = 0.4mm can lead the widest 3 dB AR bandwidth in
the array element, the larger value of ws can lead a wider
9 dB AR bandwidth in the array element, which can finally
lead a wider 3 dB AR bandwidth in the DRA array.
Finally, we select ws = 1.2mm in our design, because in this
situation, the widest 3 dB AR bandwidth can be obtained in
the DRA array.

Of course, it must be point out that the above conclusion
“once the AR of the array element at a particular frequency
(f0) is not higher than 9dB, the corresponding AR of the
DRA array at the same frequency f0 can be lowered to below
3dB” is not obtained by theoretical analysis or computation,
but by the comparison of results in Figures 8 and 9. However,
even though it is not a quantitative conclusion, we think that
it is a correct qualitative conclusion, which can have a guid-
ing significance in the design of antenna arrays.

3.3. Simulated and Measured Results. In our design, parame-
ters of the DRA array are optimized by HFSS, and all opti-
mized parameters of the array are shown in Table 1.

The proposed wideband CP DRA array is fabricated
and measured, and the photo of the fabricated array is
shown in Figure 10. To mount the dielectric resonator
properly, two extra L-shaped slots are etched around the
fractal cross-slot which can show an accurate position of
the rectangular dielectric resonator, and by simulation,

we ensure that such extra structure will not affect the per-
formance of the array.

Figure 11 is the S11 of the proposed DRA array. The sim-
ulated impedance bandwidth is 46.5% (from 5.54 to
8.90GHz), and the measured one is 51.5% (from 5.52 to
9.35GHz). According to Figure 11, the measured result has
a wider impedance bandwidth than the simulated one due
to a better impedance matching over the frequency band
above 9.0GHz.

The standard linearly polarized horn antennas are
employed for radiation measurements. The simulated and
measured boresight ARs of the array are shown in
Figure 12. The simulated 3 dB AR bandwidth is 37.7%
(from 5.84 to 8.55GHz), and the measured one is 38.3%
(from 6.06 to 8.93GHz). A good agreement is obtained
between the simulated and measured ARs, except for about
300MHz shift between the simulated and measured results.
The measured boresight LHCP gain of the array is also
shown in Figure 12. Across most of the 3 dB AR bandwidth,
the measured boresight LHCP gain is higher than 10dBi
(from 6.06 to 8.51GHz), and a highest 12.17 dBi gain is found
at 7.9GHz.

The simulated and measured radiation patterns with ver-
tical and horizontal polarization at 6.5GHz, 7.5GHz, and
8.5GHz in x-z plane are shown in Figure 13. Over the lower
frequency band, the patterns are stable, and symmetric radi-
ation can be found in the broadside directions. Moreover,
good agreements are obtained between the simulated and
measured results at 6.5GHz and 7.5GHz. When frequency
increases to 8.5GHz, about 5° beam tilt can be found in the
measured pattern. Compared with the simulated result, a
higher gain can also be found at 8.5GHz, as well as a higher
back-lobe level.

3.4. Comparisons. Table 2 gives the comparisons of the pro-
posed DRA array to other reported wideband CP DRA
arrays. It can be seen that the proposed DRA array in this
paper can provide a wider effective AR bandwidth than
others. It is necessary to point out that the sequential feeding
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Figure 13: Simulated and measured radiation patterns with vertical and horizontal polarization in x-z plane. (a) 6.5GHz, (b) 7.5GHz,
and (c) 8.5GHz.
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technique and the corresponding hybrid ring feeding net-
work are all used in [3, 14], and this design. So, we can ensure
that it is the structure of fractal cross-slot and the careful
parameter optimization that provide a wider effective AR
bandwidth in our design.

4. Design of the Low-Sidelobe-Level CP DRA
Array

In recent years, more and more attentions have been paid to
the design of low-sidelobe-level DRA arrays. In [15], low-
sidelobe-level DRA array fed by dielectric insular image
guide (DIIG) is investigated. In [16], slot windows and reflec-
tor are used in the design of DRA array. In [17], DRA array
with parasitic DRA elements is proposed. However, it seems
that most of the designs mentioned in this paper are either on
generating circular polarization or suppressing the SLL of
DRA array, but not both.

In this paper, a low-sidelobe-level CP DRA array is also
designed based on the proposed fractal cross-slot-coupled
array element, which can be another verification of the pro-
posed DRA element.

4.1. Antenna Structure. Figure 14 shows the structure of the
designed 1× 6 low-sidelobe-level CP DRA array. In this
design, we rotate all slots to 90° to generate the right-
handed circularly polarized (RHCP) radiation. Six ceramic
cubes are mounted on a substrate with length L=206mm
and width W=59mm. The proposed DRA array is designed
to operate at 7.0GHz with a −20 dB SLL. To achieve such

goal, a Chebyshev amplitude distribution and the corre-
sponding series feeding network are used. To achieve a
−20 dB SLL, the current ratios of the 6-element Chebyshev
array is I1 : I2 : I3 = 1 : 0.777 : 0.551. Details of series feeding
network designs and analyses can be found in [18].

When the series feeding network is used, we need to
adjust the input impedance of the array element to get
50Ω input impedance in the sum port of the DRA array.
In our design, the required input impedance of the array
element is 190Ω. To reduce the discontinuity of the width
of the microstrip line in the feeding network, two λ/4 lines
are used for impedance conversion in our design. Firstly,
the 70Ω microstrip line is used between the array element
and series feeding network, which can convert the input
impedance of the array element to 98Ω. Thus, the input
impedance in the sum port becomes 25.85Ω. So, another
36Ω microstrip line is used to get the 50Ω input imped-
ance in the sum port.

The parameters of the DRA array are optimized by HFSS,
and the final results are shown in Table 3. Different from the
sequential feeding network, the series feeding network has no

50 Ω port 36 Ω

70 Ω

50 Ω

DRA

Series feeding network

y

x

W

L
I
1

I
2

I
3

Figure 14: Structure of the proposed low-sidelobe-level CP DRA array.

Table 3: Optimized parameters of the DRA array.

Parameters Values Parameters Values

ls1 9.7mm lf1 10mm

ws 0.5mm lf2 5.8mm

ks 0.59 wf 1.52mm

φ 50 deg

Table 2: Comparisons to other reported DRAAs.

Reference Yang et al. [3] Pang et al. [13] Akbari et al. [14] Rana and Parui [19] This work

Type of array element
Rectangular-slot
coupled elliptical

DRA

Cross-slot
coupled-cylindrical

DRA

Cross-slot-coupled
rectangular DRA

Microstrip line-fed
rectangular DRA

(dual feeds)

Fractal cross-slot-
coupled rectangular

DRA

Type of feeding network
Sequential feeding

network
Parallel feeding

network
Sequential feeding

network
Series feeding

network
Sequential feeding

network

Experiment verification Yes Yes No Yes Yes

Element number 2× 2 2× 2 2× 2 1× 4 2× 2
Impedance bandwidth 43.9% 19% 48.31% 17% 51.5%

3 dB axial ratio bandwidth 26.1% 16% 21.67% 10% 38.3%

Effective AR bandwidth 26.1% 16% 21.67% 10% 38.3%

Peak gain About 12 dBi About 12 dBi 12.6 dBi 13.6 dBi 12.17 dBi
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 15: Photo of fabricated DRA array. (a) Six DRAs, (b) series feeding network, and (c) ground plane with slots.
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Figure 16: Simulated and measured S11 of the array.
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Figure 18: Simulated andmeasured normalized radiation pattern of
the array at 7.0GHz.
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effect on AR, so it can be found that the optimized value of ws
in Table 3 is close to the optimized value in array element.

4.2. Simulated and Measured Results. The proposed DRA
array is fabricated and measured, and a photo of the array
is shown in Figure 15.

Figures 16 and 17 show the S11, AR, and boresight RHCP
gain of the array. The simulated and measured impedance
bandwidths of the array are 18.1% (from 6.38 to 7.65GHz)
and 33.1% (from 6.07 to 8.48GHz), respectively. The simu-
lated 3 dB AR bandwidth is 13.9% (from 6.51 to 7.48GHz),
and the measured one is 12.4% (from 6.58 to 7.45GHz).
Due to a better impedance matching over the frequency
band from 7.8 to 8.5GHz, the measured impedance is
much wider than the simulated one. However, it is obvious
that the real performance of DRA array will be subject to
the measured 3 dB AR bandwidth, which is 1.5% narrower
than the simulated AR bandwidth. Across the measured
3 dB AR bandwidth, the boresight RHCP gain of the array
is about 12.5 dBi, except a lowest measured RHCP gain
around 7.1GHz (about 10.0 dBi), and the highest measured
RHCP gain is 13.43 dBi at 7.4GHz.

Figures 18 and 19 are the normalized radiation patterns
of the array. It is necessary to point out that all data in
Figures 18 and 19 are based on the total gain of the DRA
array. As mentioned above, two standard linearly polarized
horn antennas are employed for radiation measurements,
so the measured results of radiation pattern consist of
two parts: the vertical polarized gain GV and the horizon-
tal polarized gain GH, and the corresponding total gain
can be computed by

Gtotal = 10 lg 10GH/10 + 10GV/10 1

Figure 18 shows the normalized radiation patterns of the
array at 7.0GHz. The simulated SLL in x-z plane (φ=0°) is
about −21dB, which is lower than our design target. Of
course, we think that such result is derived from the errors
in simulation. The measured SLL at 7.0GHz is −18.72 dB,
which is very close to the design target.

As shown in Figure 19, the frequency band over which
SLL<−15 dB is found to be from 6.67 to 7.37GHz, which is
9.97%. As mentioned above, over such frequency band
(SLL<−15 dB), S11<−10 dB and AR< 3 dB can also be

satisfied. The lowest measured SLL of −19.23 dB happens
at 6.94GHz.

4.3. Comparisons. Because no reported results of low-
sidelobe-level CP DRA arrays are found, we present the
comparisons of the proposed array to other reported
low-sidelobe-level and wideband DRA arrays (LP arrays)
in recent years in Table 4. The proposed low-sidelobe-level
CP DRA array shows a wider impedance bandwidth than
other designs (except [16], in which the slot windows and
reflector are used), and the minor difference between the
expected SLL and the obtained SLL can show a successful
suppression of sidelobe. Of course, compared to our design,
higher antenna gain can be found in others. We think the
cause of that is the difference in element number. Through
the abovementioned comparisons, we believe that our design
can be considered as a good design of low-sidelobe-level and
wideband DRA array. On this basis, an extra 3 dB AR band-
width of 12.4% can be obtained in our design. Compared
with the purely LP arrays, we think that the proposed low-
sidelobe-level DRA array with CP characteristic is more
attractive and valuable.

5. Conclusion

Based on the proposed fractal cross-slot-coupled CP DRA,
designs of a wideband CP DRA array and a low-sidelobe-
level DRA array are proposed in this paper. Effective AR
bandwidth of the proposed wideband CP DRA array is
38.3% (from 6.06 to 8.93GHz), and 12.17 dBi peak gain is
obtained. The proposed low-sidelobe-level CP DRA array
has an effective AR bandwidth of 12.4% (from 6.58 to
7.45GHz), and a 9.97% (from 6.67 to 7.37GHz) for −15dB
SLL bandwidth is obtained. The results of our work show that
the proposed fractal cross-slot-coupled DRA element, which
has a simple structure without dual feeds or two-layered sub-
strates, is quite suitable for the design of DRA arrays.
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Table 4: Comparisons to other reported low-sidelobe-level DRA arrays.

Reference Jin et al. [15] Lin et al. [16] Nikkhah et al. [17] Gupta et al. [20] This work

Type
DRA array
using DIIG

Series microstrip
feeding network

Series microstrip
feeding network

Parallel substrate
integrated waveguide

Series microstrip
feeding network

Experiment verification Yes Yes No No Yes

Element number 2× 10 1× 8 2× 8 1× 8 1× 6
Impedance bandwidth >28.6% 38.1% 22.4% 13.3% 33.1%

Design objective of SLL −20 dB −25 dB −24 dB Not given −20 dB
Obtained SLL −17.5 dB −23.01 dB −22.6 dB −21.4 dB −19.23 dB
Peak gain 15.8 dBi 15.7 dBi 17.4 dBi 13.41 dBi 13.43 dBi

3 dB axial ratio bandwidth 12.4%
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A study of a two-dimensional state-space balance (2D SSB) method for estimating direction of arrival (DOA) for uniform
rectangular array (URA) is presented in this letter. The comprehensive utilization of controllability and observability matrices and
automatic pairing technique are considered in this method by using the single snapshot. Therefore, the DOAs of elevation angle
and azimuth angle can pair automatically and acquire better estimation performance compared with 2D matrix pencil method
or unitary matrix pencil method. In addition, the proposed method can handle correlated signals directly without preprocessing.
Simulation is conducted to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method.

1. Introduction

In array signal processing, target direction of arrival (DOA)
estimation has been widely applied in radar, sonar, wireless
indoor positioning [1–3] and so on. Since the uniform
rectangular array (URA) can provide the information of
azimuth and elevation angles, a lot of 2D DOA methods
have been developed, such as multiple signal classifica-
tion (MUSIC) algorithm [4–6], root-MUSIC [7], estima-
tion of signal parameters via rotational invariance tech-
nique (ESPRIT) algorithm [8, 9], and rank reduce (RARE)
algorithm [10]. These conventional high resolution DOA
parameter estimation techniques are mainly based on the
statistical data by using the covariance matrix under the
uncorrelated conditions. In the nonstationary environment,
these DOA estimation methods performed poorly without
preprocessing, but the matrix pencil (MP) method [11] got
good performance by processing the received data directly
based on the single snapshot. The unitary matrix pencil
(UMP) method [12] can reduce the computation compared
with the MP method by using a unitary matrix transforma-
tion, which can convert the complex operations to the real
operations.The accuracy of both methods is nearly the same.
The MP or UMP methods can also be regarded as a state-
space method via observability or controllability processing.
However, the method that using both observability and

controllability matrices was not considered to estimate the
DOAs in the spatial domain which may be acquire a good
performance. On the other hand, the additional search of
the angle pairing is essential to the MP/UMP method by
maximizing the cost function, which exploits the orthogo-
nal property between signal subspace and noise subspace.
However, the computational complexity of the MP/UMP
method is high, and the angle pairing is always mismatched
in the low SNR condition.Therefore, many automatic pairing
techniques were presented to solve this problem, such as
simultaneous diagonalization [13, 14], simultaneous Schur
decomposition [15], and eigenvalue pairing [16].

This paper presents a two-dimensional state-space bal-
ance (2D SSB) method that is applied to the DOA esti-
mation in order to get better DOA estimation than the
2D MP/UMP method. On one hand, the comprehensive
utilization of controllability and observability matrices has
been considered to improve direction abilities. On the other
hand, thismethod can obtain the elevation angle and azimuth
angle without pair matching process via automatic pairing
technique.

2. Signal Model

The uniform rectangular array (URA) in Figure 1 consists
of 𝑀 × 𝑁 identical and omnidirectional sensors with
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Figure 1: Array geometry of the URA.

interelement spacing of 𝑑𝑥 = 𝑑𝑦 = 𝜆/2, where 𝜆 is the carrier
wavelength.

Suppose 𝐾 far-field narrowband signals impinge on the
URA. 𝑠𝑘 denotes the 𝑘th incident signal, 𝜃𝑘 is the 𝑘th elevation
angle, and 𝜙𝑘 is the 𝑘th azimuth angle, respectively. The
received data 𝑧(𝑚, 𝑛) at the (𝑚, 𝑛)th feeding point of the
omnidirectional antennas without noise can be expressed as
[17]

𝑧 (𝑚, 𝑛) = 𝐾∑
𝑘=1

𝑔𝑘𝑒𝑗𝜋𝑢𝑘𝑚𝑒𝑗𝜋V𝑘𝑛,
0 ≤ 𝑚 ≤ 𝑀 − 1, 0 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 𝑁 − 1,

(1)

where 𝑢𝑘 = sin 𝜃𝑘 cos𝜙𝑘 and V𝑘 = sin 𝜃𝑘 sin𝜙𝑘 are direction
cosines mapping with azimuth and elevation angles and 𝑔𝑘 is
the gain of the 𝑘th incident signal.

3. 2D State-Space Balance Method

Equation (1) can be rewritten in a matrix form akin to that of
a state-space impulse response as

𝑧 (𝑚, 𝑛) = GΦ𝑚𝑥Φ
𝑛
𝑦B,

0 ≤ 𝑚 ≤ 𝑀 − 1, 0 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 𝑁 − 1, (2)

where Φ𝑥 = diag(𝑒𝑗𝜋𝑢1 , 𝑒𝑗𝜋𝑢2 , . . . , 𝑒𝑗𝜋𝑢𝐾) and Φ𝑦 = diag(𝑒𝑗𝜋V1 ,𝑒𝑗𝜋V2 , . . . , 𝑒𝑗𝜋V𝐾) are diagonal matrices so that they can com-
mute under state-space system equivalence transformations
[18]. diag(⋅) denotes the square matrix. G = [𝑔1, 𝑔2, . . . , 𝑔𝐾]
is the gain vector. Diagonal matrices Φ𝑥 and Φ𝑦 contain the
DOA information about 𝑢𝑘 and V𝑘. So we will isolate and
solveΦ𝑥 andΦ𝑦 by using the 2D SSBmethod. Firstly, Hankel

matrixD𝑚 is formed by using the𝑚th rowof the received data
array 𝑧(𝑚, 𝑛) as follows:
D𝑚

= [[[[[[[

𝑧 (𝑚, 0) 𝑧 (𝑚, 1) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝑧 (𝑚,𝑁 − 𝐶)𝑧 (𝑚, 1) 𝑧 (𝑚, 2) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝑧 (𝑚,𝑁 − 𝐶 + 1)... ... d
...𝑧 (𝑚, 𝐶 − 1) 𝑧 (𝑚, 𝐶) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝑧 (𝑚,𝑁 − 1)

]]]]]]]
, (3)

where 𝐶 is the window pencil parameter [17]. We define
Hankel matricesD+𝑚 andD−𝑚 as follows:

D+𝑚 = D𝑚J1

D−𝑚 = D𝑚J2, (4)

where J1 = [I(𝑁−𝐶)×(𝑁−𝐶); 01×(𝑁−𝐶)] and J2 = [01×(𝑁−𝐶);
I(𝑁−𝐶)×(𝑁−𝐶)] are selection matrices. I(𝑁−𝐶)×(𝑁−𝐶) is identity
matrix. Then, Hankel matrices D+𝑚 and D−𝑚 are used to
structure the Hankel block matrices H00, H01, and H10 as
follows:

H00 =
[[[[[[[[

D+0 D+1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ D+𝑀−𝐵−1
D+1 D+2 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ D+𝑀−𝐵... ... d

...
D+𝐵−1 D+𝐵−1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ D+𝑀−2

]]]]]]]]

H01 =
[[[[[[[[

D−0 D−1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ D−𝑀−𝐵−1
D−1 D−2 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ D−𝑀−𝐵... ... d

...
D−𝐵−1 D−𝐵−1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ D−𝑀−2

]]]]]]]]

H10 =
[[[[[[[[

D+1 D+2 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ D+𝑀−𝐵
D+2 D+3 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ D+𝑀−𝐵+1... ... d

...
D+𝐵 D+𝐵+1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ D+𝑀−1

]]]]]]]]
,

(5)

where 𝐵 is also the window pencil parameter. Substituting (2)
and (4) into (5), Hankel matrices H00, H01, and H10 can be
rewritten as

H00 = OC (6)

H01 = OΦ𝑥C (7)

H10 = OΦ𝑦C, (8)

where O = [GΦ0𝑥Φ0𝑦,GΦ1𝑥Φ0𝑦, . . . | GΦ0𝑥Φ
1
𝑦,GΦ1𝑥Φ1𝑦, . . . |. . . ]T is the observability matrix, C = [Φ0𝑥Φ0𝑦B,Φ1𝑥Φ0𝑦B, . . . |

Φ
0
𝑥Φ
1
𝑦B,Φ1𝑥Φ1𝑦B, . . . | . . .] is the controllability matrix, and[⋅]T denotes the transpose.
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Considering the singular value decomposition (SVD) of
matrixH00, (6) can be expressed as

H00 = UΣVH = [U𝑠 U𝑛] [Σ𝑠 00 Σ𝑛] [VH
𝑠 VH
𝑛 ] . (9)

The noise effect should be cut off in order to obtain the high
accuracyDOAestimation.Hence, observabilitymatrix Õ and
controllability matrix C̃ can be acquired as

Õ = U1:𝐾√Σ1:𝐾,1:𝐾
C̃ = √Σ1:𝐾,1:𝐾𝑉H

1:𝐾, (10)

where 𝐾 is the number of signals, which can be adopted
by Akaike information criterion (AIC) [19] and minimum
description length (MDL) [20]. Then, through the compre-
hensive utilization of controllabilitymatrix Õ and observabil-
ity matrix C̃, Φ̃𝑥 and Φ̃𝑦 can be obtained as

Φ̃𝑥 = pinv (Õ)H01pinv (C̃)
Φ̃𝑦 = pinv (Õ)H10pinv (C̃) , (11)

where pinv(⋅) is pseudoinverse. For the implementation
simplicity, the eigenvalue pairing [16] technique is applied.
Therefore, diagonal matrices Φ𝑥 and Φ𝑦 can be obtained
through eigendecomposition of matrices Φ̃𝑥 and Φ̃𝑦

Φ𝑥 = T−1Φ̃𝑥T

Φ𝑦 = T−1Φ̃𝑦T, (12)

where T can diagonalize both Φ̃𝑥 and Φ̃𝑦 in a similarity
transformation. Finally, (𝑢𝑘, V𝑘) pairs can automatically be
paired from diagonal matricesΦ𝑥 andΦ𝑦. Therefore, we can
get the final results

𝜃𝑘 = arctan( V𝑘𝑢𝑘)
𝜙𝑘 = arcsin√𝑢2

𝑘
+ V2
𝑘
.

(13)

Then the solving steps can be written as follows

Step 1. Construct the Hankel matrices H00, H01, and H10
from the received data 𝑧(𝑚, 𝑛).
Step 2. Use the singular value decomposition of Hankel
matrixH00 to acquire the left singular vectorU, right singular
vector V, and singular value Σ.

Step 3. Construct the controllability matrix Õ and observ-
ability matrix C̃.

Step 4. Use (11) to obtain matrices Φ̃𝑥 and Φ̃𝑦;

Step 5. Use eigenvalue pairing technique to get the diagonal
matricesΦ𝑥 andΦ𝑦.

Step 6. Use (13) to estimate final results {(𝜃𝑘, 𝜙𝑘)}𝐾𝑘=1.
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Figure 2: RMSEs of azimuth and elevation angles against with SNR
for the dispersed sources, where (𝜃1, 𝜙1) = (25∘, 55∘) and (𝜃2, 𝜙2) =(45∘, 65∘).
4. Simulation

Firstly, two far-field narrowband signals impinge on the20 × 20 URA with (𝜃1, 𝜙1) = (25∘, 55∘) and (𝜃2, 𝜙2) =(45∘, 65∘), where the source positions are relatively dispersed.
The distance between any two elements of the URA is half
a wavelength. The window pencil parameters are 𝐵 = 10 and𝐶 = 10.The rootmean square errors (RMSEs) of azimuth and
elevation angles against with SNR for the URA are illustrated
in Figure 2, where 500 Monte Carlo experiments are tested
for each data.The RMSEs for the estimates of source DOAs 𝜃
and 𝜙 are defined as

RMSE𝜃 = √ 1𝐽𝐾
𝐽∑
𝑗=1

𝐾∑
𝑘=1

(𝜃𝑗𝑘 − 𝜃𝑘)2

RMSE𝜙 = √ 1𝐽𝐾
𝐽∑
𝑗=1

𝐾∑
𝑘=1

( 𝜙𝑗𝑘 − 𝜙𝑘)2,
(14)

where 𝐽 is the number of Monte Carlo experiments. As
can be seen from Figure 2, the RMSEs of DOAs 𝜃 and 𝜙
decrease as SNR increases, and the 2D SSB method has a
better performance than 2D MP/UMP method [17] at the
same SNR, which validates the proposed 2D SSB method.

Secondly, the challenging scenario of closely positioned
sources impinging on the same URA is taken into consid-
eration with (𝜃1, 𝜙1) = (10∘, 12∘) and (𝜃2, 𝜙2) = (12∘, 10∘).
Figure 3 shows the results. The 2D SSB method still has a
better performance than the 2D MP/UMP method while the
performance of 2DMPmethod deteriorated sharply even the
SNR is very high. In addition, the SNR threshold of 2D SSB
is much lower than the 2D UMP method. However, in order
to acquire a good DOA estimation, a higher SNR threshold is
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Figure 3: RMSEs of azimuth and elevation angles against with SNR
for the closely positioned sources, where (𝜃1, 𝜙1) = (10∘, 12∘) and(𝜃2, 𝜙2) = (12∘, 10∘).
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Figure 4: RMSEs of azimuth and elevation angles against with SNR
for correlated sources, where (𝜃1, 𝜙1) = (25∘, 55∘) and (𝜃2, 𝜙2) =(45∘, 65∘).

necessary compared with the scenario in the first simulation.
All in all, 2D SSB performsmore robustness and effectiveness
than 2D MP/UMP method.

Thirdly, same scenario with correlated signals and uncor-
related signals is also taken into consideration in Figures
4 and 5. In order to describe the correlated signals and
uncorrelated signals, multiple snapshot case is considered.
2D SSB can easily deal with multiple snapshot case by using
the method in [21]. The number of snapshots is set to be
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Figure 5: RMSEs of azimuth and elevation angles against with SNR
for uncorrelated sources, where (𝜃1, 𝜙1) = (25∘, 55∘) and (𝜃2, 𝜙2) =(45∘, 65∘).
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Figure 6: 2D DOA estimation results of 9 incident signals, SNR =−5 dB.

4. As illustrated in Figures 4 and 5, 2D SSB also performs
better.

In the last simulation, 9 incident signals impinge on the
same URA. The 2D DOA estimation results for 300 Monte
Carlo simulations are shown in Figures 6 and 7 with SNR =−5 dB and SNR = 5 dB, and the estimate values are quite close
to the real values indicated by the cross mark. Obviously, the
results demonstrate that the angles of azimuth and elevation
are paired correctly and effectively. In addition, the proposed
method can compute the same azimuths when the elevations
are different or the same elevations when the azimuths are
different.
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Figure 7: 2D DOA estimation results of 9 incident signals, SNR =
5 dB.

5. Conclusion

A 2D SSB method is proposed in this paper to estimate the
angles of azimuth and elevation. This algorithm indicates
high performance by using both observability and con-
trollability matrices. Additionally, this method can provide
automatically paired 2D direction cosine estimates without
matching pair and deal with the correlated signals directly.
Simulations demonstrate the effectiveness of our method.
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The two-dimensional (2D) direction-of-arrival (DOA) estimation problem for noncircular signals using quaternions is considered
in this paper. In the framework of quaternions, we reconstruct the conjugate augmented output vector which reduces the dimension
of covariancematrix. Compared with existingmethods, the proposed one has twomain advantages. Firstly, the estimation accuracy
is higher since quaternions have stronger orthogonality. Secondly, the dimension of covariance matrix is reduced by half which
decreases the computational complexity. Simulation results are presented verifying the efficacy of the algorithm.

1. Introduction

In the wake of developments in array signal processing, non-
circular signals have been widely used in modern commu-
nication systems, such as amplitude modulation (AM) and
binary phase shift keying (BPSK) signals. By exploiting the
noncircular properties, both the second-order characteristics
and the conjugate relation characteristics can be used. Thus,
the resolution is improved [1].

In recent years, considerable alternatives have been pro-
posed to take care of noncircular signals, for example, [2,
3]. In [4], the author proposed the extended 2q-MUSIC
method for noncircular sources. Subsequently, Chen et al.
presented a method to deal with the mixed noncircular and
circular signals in [5]. However, most existing algorithms are
based on the conjugate augmented output vector. Recently,
a few methods for direction-of-arrival (DOA) estimation
were presented based on the hypercomplex framework [6–
8]. In [9, 10], Gou et al. used biquaternion-based algorithms
to estimate the DOAs of noncircular signals. Instead of
concatenating the data recorded by different sensors to a long
vector, hypercomplex can link the data to different imaginary
parts. And it has been proved that the hypercomplex vector
orthogonality provides a more accurate estimation of the
signal subspace than the long vector orthogonality constraint
[6]. Nevertheless, compared with biquaternions, quaternion-
based methods will be more attractive for decreasing the
computational complexity.

In this paper, the problem of DOA estimation for noncir-
cular signals within the quaternion framework is considered.
We reconstruct the conjugate augmented output vectorwhich
can lead to the dimension reduction of covariance matrix.
Thus, the computational load required by eigendecompo-
sition is decreased. Additionally, since quaternions have
stronger orthogonality compared with complex number, the
proposed algorithm exhibits better performance in accuracy.
It is also worthwhile to note that most existing algorithms
using hypercomplex frames are based on vector sensor. Moti-
vated by this fact, we want to break the platform limitations
and extend it to a wider usage.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we briefly introduce some notations about quaternions, and
on this basis, we use it to construct the data model for
noncircular signals. Section 3 analyzes the computational
complexity. Some numerical examples to illustrate the per-
formances of the proposed algorithm are given in Section 4,
followed by concluding remarks.

2. The Proposed Algorithm

2.1. Some Notations about Quaternions. A quaternion 𝑞 ∈ 𝐻
is a four-dimensional (4D) hypercomplex number [11] and
has a Cartesian form given by

𝑞 = 𝑎 + 𝑖𝑏 + 𝑗𝑐 + 𝑘𝑑, (1)
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where 𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐, 𝑑 ∈ 𝑅 are called its components. In view of
its widespread usage in subsequent sections, it is worthwhile
to review some notations before proceeding to the physical
problems of interest. The three imaginary units 𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘 are
square roots of −1 and are related through the famous
relations:

𝑖𝑗 = −𝑗𝑖 = 𝑘
𝑘𝑖 = −𝑖𝑘 = 𝑗
𝑗𝑘 = −𝑘𝑗 = 𝑖
𝑖2 = 𝑗2 = 𝑘2 = 𝑖𝑗𝑘 = −1.

(2)

In what follows, we will list some of the properties of
quaternions that will be used throughout this correspon-
dence.

(a) The product of quaternions is associative: (𝑞𝑝)𝑟 =𝑞(𝑝𝑟).
(b) The product of two quaternions is not commutative:𝑞𝑝 ̸= 𝑝𝑞.
(c) Just as with the complex numbers, the conjugate of

a quaternion 𝑞 is obtained by negating its imaginary
part and is defined as 𝑞 = 𝑎 − 𝑖𝑏 − 𝑗𝑐 − 𝑘𝑑.

(d) The norm of a quaternion 𝑞 is defined as ‖𝑞‖ = 𝑎2 +𝑏2 + 𝑐2 + 𝑑2; in addition, it also equals the product of
a quaternion and its conjugate; that is, ‖𝑞‖ = 𝑞𝑞.

(e) A quaternion 𝑞 ∈ 𝐻 with ‖𝑞‖ = 1 is said to be a unit
quaternion.

(f) Quaternion vector orthogonality provides a more
accurate estimation of the signal subspace than the
long vector orthogonality constraint.

As stated above, since the product of two quaternions
is not commutative, there are two kinds of quaternion
eigenvalues, that is, right eigenvalue and left eigenvalue. In
this paper, quaternion eigenvalue and eigenvector refer to
right eigenvalue and right eigenvector whenever there is no
possibility of confusion.

2.2. Modeling Noncircular Signals Using Quaternions. With-
out loss of generality, we consider an array with 𝑁 (𝑁 = 8)
identical antenna elements as shown in Figure 1.The elements
are uniformly distributed around a circle with radius 𝑅 in the𝑥𝑂𝑦 plane.The circular array is not the conventional uniform
circular array (UCA) for the dipoles point towards different
directions. It is essentially the polarization sensitive array.
Moreover, we assume that each dipole in the array is a short
dipole whose output voltage is proportional to the electric
field along the dipole.

The first element is taken as the reference with respect
to other elements. The general expression for the element
location is r𝑛 = (𝑅 cos(𝑤𝑛), 𝑅 sin(𝑤𝑛), 0)𝑇, where𝑤𝑛 = 2𝜋(𝑛−1)/𝑁 and (⋅)𝑇 represent the angle from the x-axis and the
transpose operator, respectively.
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Figure 1: The geometry of the circular array.

Provided that a𝑚 is the signal steering vector and there are𝑀 incident narrowband signals impinging on the array from
distinct directions, then the array output can be expressed as

x (𝑡) = 𝑀∑
𝑚=1

a𝑚𝑠𝑚 (𝑡) + n (𝑡) , (3)

where 𝑠𝑚(𝑡) is the signal and n(𝑡) is assumed to be zero
mean, complex Gaussian processes statistically independent
of each other, with covariance 𝜎𝑛2. The 𝑚th signal has an
elevation angle 𝜃𝑚 and an azimuth angle 𝜑𝑚. And the signals
are assumed to be in the far-field with respect to the sensor
location.

As a side note, for circular signals, the data model in (3)
is qualified and the traditional MUSIC algorithm [12] can
handle them.Theprocessing procedure involves constructing
the covariance matrix of x(𝑡) and carrying out the eigenvalue
decomposition to separate the signal subspace from the
noise subspace. By using the orthogonality of these two
subspaces, the DOA estimation can be performed. However,
for noncircular sources, the above model is not satisfied. The
conventional solution is to create the conjugate augmented
output vector by exploiting noncircular properties; that is,

y (𝑡) = [ x (𝑡)
x ∗ (𝑡)] =

𝑀∑
𝑚=1

[a𝑚𝑠𝑚 (𝑡)
a∗𝑚𝑠∗𝑚 (𝑡)] + [

n (𝑡)
n ∗ (𝑡)]

= 𝑀∑
𝑚=1

[a𝑚
a∗𝑚
][𝑠𝑚 (𝑡)𝑠∗𝑚 (𝑡)] + [

n (𝑡)
n ∗ (𝑡)]

= 𝑀∑
𝑚=1

[a𝑚
a∗𝑚
][1 𝑒−𝑗𝜛𝑚][𝑠𝑚 (𝑡)𝑠𝑚 (𝑡)] + [

n (𝑡)
n ∗ (𝑡)]

= 𝑀∑
𝑚=1

[ a𝑚
a∗𝑚𝑒−𝑗𝜛𝑚]⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟

a𝑐𝑚

𝑠𝑚 (𝑡) + [ n (𝑡)
n ∗ (𝑡)] ,

(4)

where (⋅)∗ and𝜛𝑚 denote the conjugation and the noncircular
phase, respectively. In [13], the author constructed the data
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covariance matrix through (4) and, on this basis, estimated
the DOAs of noncircular signals. However, the dimension of
the covariance matrix was increased to 2𝑁 × 2𝑁. In view of
this, we can reconstruct the conjugate augmented vector and
transform it to a quaternion vector:

y𝑄 (𝑡) = x (𝑡) + 𝑖x ∗ (𝑡)
= 𝑀∑
𝑚=1

(a𝑚𝑠𝑚 (𝑡) + 𝑖a∗𝑚𝑒−𝑗𝜛𝑚𝑠𝑚 (𝑡)) + n (𝑡) + 𝑖n
∗ (𝑡) .

(5)

This reconstructed model is reasonable since eigenstruc-
ture methods are based on the decomposition of the vector
space spanned by the observation vector x in orthogonal
subspaces using energy criteria. Thus, the eigenvalue and
its corresponding eigenvector derived from the quaternion
covariance matrix are also satisfied the subspace condition.

Then, the covariancematrix can be represented as follows:

R𝑦𝑦 = 𝐸 {y𝑄 (𝑡) y𝑄 (𝑡)} , (6)

where (⋅) represents the conjugate-transpose operator in
quaternion field. And the dimension of (6) is𝑁×𝑁. However,
under this circumstance, using spectral estimation to find the
peak is expensive for the covariance matrix involving four
parameters, that is, 𝜃, 𝜑, 𝛾, and 𝜂. The parameters 𝛾 and 𝜂,
the auxiliary polarization angle and the polarization phase
difference [14], are used to depict the polarization state. The
multidimensional search costs a lot and the efficiency is not
high. In fact, the polarization parameters can be separated
from the covariance matrix. Towards this purpose, it is
necessary to obtain the analytical expression of the steering
vector.

We first introduce the array element spatial phase matrix
of the𝑚th signal as follows:

Υ𝑚 = Υ𝜃𝑚 ,𝜑𝑚 = [[[
𝑢𝑚,1

d 𝑢𝑚,𝑁
]]]
. (7)

Υ𝑚 is the 𝑁 × 𝑁 diagonal matrix and it describes the spatial
coherent structure of the output [15].

The 𝑘th diagonal element denotes the space phase factor

𝑢𝑚,𝑘 = 𝑒−𝑗2𝜋(𝜀𝑇𝑝 (𝜃𝑚 ,𝜑𝑚)r𝑘)/𝜆𝑚 , (8)

where

𝜀𝑝 (𝜃𝑚, 𝜑𝑚) = − [sin 𝜃𝑚 cos𝜑𝑚, sin 𝜃𝑚 sin𝜑𝑚, cos 𝜃𝑚]𝑇 (9)

with 𝜆𝑚 representing the wavelength of the𝑚th signal.

We assume that 𝑔 represents the matched gain, and the
generalized polarization sensitive matrix of the array can be
expressed as follows:

Γ = 𝑔
[[[[[[[[[[[

sin𝛽1 cos𝛼1 sin𝛽1 sin𝛼1 cos𝛽1... ... ...
sin𝛽𝑛 cos𝛼𝑛 sin𝛽𝑛 sin𝛼𝑛 cos𝛽𝑛... ... ...
sin𝛽𝑁 cos𝛼𝑁 sin𝛽𝑁 sin𝛼𝑁 cos𝛽𝑁

]]]]]]]]]]]
. (10)

The dimension of Γ is 𝑁 × 3. The pair of variables (𝛼𝑛, 𝛽𝑛)
represents the direction of the 𝑛th dipole in the array.

Then, the signal steering vector is obtained

a𝑚 = a𝜃𝑚,𝜑𝑚 ,𝛾𝑚,𝜂𝑚 = Υ𝑚ΓΨ𝑚⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟
Λ𝑚

h𝑚, (11)

where

h𝑚 = [cos 𝛾𝑚 sin 𝛾𝑚𝑒𝑗𝜂𝑚]𝑇

Ψ𝑚 = [[[
− sin𝜑𝑚 cos 𝜃𝑚 cos𝜑𝑚
cos𝜑𝑚 cos 𝜃𝑚 sin𝜑𝑚0 sin 𝜃𝑚

]]]
. (12)

Up to this point, we have found that the polarization
information only exists in h𝑚. In this case, we rewrite a𝑐𝑚 in
(4):

a𝑐𝑚 = [ a𝑚
a∗𝑚𝑒−𝑗𝜛𝑚] = [ Λ𝑚h𝑚Λ∗𝑚h∗𝑚𝑒−𝑗𝜛𝑚]

= [Λ𝑚 Λ∗𝑚]⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟
Λ 𝑐𝑚

[ h𝑚
h∗𝑚𝑒−𝑗𝜛𝑚]⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟

h𝑐𝑚

(13)

Then,Λ 𝑐𝑚 has nothing to do with polarization and is suc-
cessfully separated from the array manifold. The dimension
of Λ 𝑐𝑚 is 2𝑁 × 4. So, we only need to traverse the angle
parameters to determine the DOAs which largely reduces the
amount of computations. Please note that Λ 𝑐𝑚 derived from
(13) corresponds to the conjugate augmented vector. To apply
it to the quaternion case, we transform it as follows:

Λ 𝑞𝑚 = Λ𝑚 + 𝑖Λ∗𝑚. (14)

From (14), it appears that Λ 𝑞𝑚 is a complex number.
In fact, Λ𝑚 has the exponential part which makes Λ 𝑞𝑚
a quaternion. Thus, the spatial spectra function can be
expressed as

𝑃 (𝜃, 𝜑) = 1
Λ𝑞𝑚𝐺𝑞𝐺𝑞Λ 𝑞𝑚 , (15)

where𝐺𝑞 is𝑁×(𝑁−𝑀) quaternion matrix composed of the(𝑁−𝑀) eigenvectors corresponding to the (𝑁−𝑀)minimum
eigenvalues of R𝑦𝑦. Then, the DOAs can be obtained by
varying (𝜃, 𝜑) within a given domain with a chosen step.
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3. Complexity Analysis

This sectionwill evaluate the computational complexity of the
proposed algorithm. To better demonstrate the superiority in
computation, the conventional conjugate augmented vector
(CAV) method is included for comparison. We focus on the
estimation of the covariance matrix and evaluate it in terms
of memory requirements and arithmetical operations (i.e.,
floating additions and multiplications).

As stated above, the dimension of the CAV method is2𝑁 × 2𝑁 in complex field. And it requires 4𝑁2 complex
memory units, corresponding to 8𝑁2 floating memory units.
However, the dimension of the proposed method is 𝑁 × 𝑁
in quaternion field. Thus, it takes up𝑁2 quaternion memory
units, which equals 4𝑁2 floating memory units. In this case,
the proposed algorithm reduces by half the memory units.

As for the second aspect, that is, the arithmetical opera-
tions, we know that the multiplication between two quater-
nions contains 16 floating multiplications and 12 floating
additions. And for the complex case, it involves 4 floating
multiplications and 3 floating additions. Thus, constructing
the covariance matrix costs (16 + 12) ×𝑁2 operations for the
proposed method and (4 + 3) × 4𝑁2 operations for the CAV
method. Next, the computation in eigenvalue decomposition
will be considered. As is known to all, the complexity for the
decomposition operation is 𝑂(𝑁3). So, the values for CAV
method and the proposed one are 𝑂(8𝑁3) in complex field
and𝑂(𝑁3) in quaternion field, respectively.The above values
will become 𝑂(32𝑁3) and 𝑂(16𝑁3), respectively, in terms of
floating point number.

Thus, it is obvious that the computational burden is equiv-
alent for these two methods in constructing the covariance
matrix.However, the proposedmethod outperforms theCAV
one in eigenvalue decomposition. To sum up, the use of
quaternions in algorithms reduces both the computational
complexity and memory requirements.

4. Simulation Results

In this section, Monte-Carlo simulation experiments are
implemented to verify the effectiveness of the proposed
algorithm. The array structure is shown in Figure 1. The root
mean squared error (RMSE) is utilized as the performance
measure. And 100 independent simulation experiments are
carried out. The RMSE is defined as

RMSE = √ 1100
100∑
𝑖=1

[(𝜃𝑖 − 𝜃𝑖)2 + (𝜑𝑖 − 𝜑𝑖)2], (16)

where {𝜃𝑖, 𝜑𝑖} are the estimates of elevation angles and
azimuth angles, respectively, at the 𝑖th run. In addition,
the CAV method and Gou’s method [10] are included for
comparison.

We assume that there are three BPSK signals that can be
received. The corresponding incident angles are (15∘, 20∘),
(35∘, 40∘), and (60∘, 65∘), respectively. The corresponding
polarization auxiliary angle and the polarization phase differ-
ence are (20∘, 25∘), (55∘, 45∘), and (65∘, 65∘). In addition, the
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Figure 2: The spatial spectra of noncircular signals.

noncircular phases are 𝜋/7, 𝜋/7, and 2𝜋/7, respectively. The
snapshot,𝐾, is selected as 200 and the SNR is 10 dB. Figure 2
shows the simulation results of the proposed algorithm. The
position of the spectra peak represents the corresponding
DOA. Intuitively, the estimation accuracy of the proposed
algorithm is high.

To better demonstrate the performance of the proposed
method, we study the performance with a varying SNR
from 0 dB to 30 dB. Without loss of generality, we select
the aforementioned three sources as the targets to verify it.
Figure 3 shows the RMSE versus SNR with the snapshots
being 200. It can be seen that the proposed method out-
performs the CAV method since quaternions have stronger
orthogonality compared with complex number. And it have
been proved that the stronger the orthogonality, the better the
performance [6]. In addition, the proposed algorithm largely
decreases the computational complexity, as stated in Sec-
tion 3. It is worthwhile to note that the simulation curves in
Figure 3 are not smooth since the statistical data have certain
randomness. Compared with the biquaternion noncircular
MUSIC (BNC) algorithmdeveloped byGou et al. [10], we can
see that the RMSEs of the BNC method are close to those of
the proposed one. The reason is that both quaternions and
biquaternions impose the orthogonality constraint. And they
only represent different mathematical languages. In [10], the
author constructed the biquaternion data model from the
standpoint of covariance. Nevertheless, we reconstructed the
conjugate augmented output vector using quaternions in this
correspondence.Therefore, in this case, bothmethods exhibit
similar performance. However, from [10], we know that the
complexity of eigenvalue decomposition using biquaternions
is about 𝑂(64𝑁3). And the corresponding value in this
paper is about𝑂(16𝑁3).Then, using quaternions reduces the
computational burden.

Figure 4 illustrates the RMSE versus the number of
snapshots with the SNR fixed at 10 dB. Compared with
Figure 3, we can draw similar conclusions. In particular,
if we pick the points with snapshots being 400 and 800,
respectively, we may find that the corresponding RMSEs
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Figure 3: RMSE versus SNR with the snapshots being 200.
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Figure 4: RMSE versus snapshots with the SNR fixed at 10 dB.

are 1.219 and 0.5504. This means that the former value
is nearly twice as much as the latter one. In fact, these
improvements can be predicted from the derivation of CRB.
For the specific derivation process, one can refer to literature
[16]. The number of snapshots can be extracted from the
Fisher informationmatrix.Moreover, the CRB is found as the
element of the inverse of thatmatrix. So, we can conclude that
the RMSE is inversely proportional to𝐾.
5. Conclusion

In this paper, we combine the quaternions with the conjugate
augmented vector and present a DOA estimation algorithm

for noncircular signals. Comparedwith existingmethods, the
proposed one has two main advantages. Firstly, it can give
a more accurate estimation since quaternions have stronger
orthogonality. Secondly, the dimension of the covariance
matrix is reduced by half and, therefore, has a much lower
computational complexity. In addition, the proposedmethod
breaks the platform limitations of vector sensors and extend
quaternions to awider usage.The simulation results verify the
effectiveness of the proposed method.
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